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Introduction
This newsletter contains reports from the Fl-Department and its Divisions. The contributions are
categorized as follows:
• Activities öf the Fl-Departmenl öf PSI.
• nuclear and particle physics supported by the Department,
• Applications of muons in solid-state physics and chemistry.
Groups were asked to present new, preliminary or final results obtained in 1995, as welt as a publications
list, related to Fl-supportcd work which had appeared in scientific journals during 1995.
The contributions are not intended as formal publications. They were not refereed and should therefore not be quoted without prior consultation with the authors. Spokespersons of experiments are
indicated by a superscript 'S' following their name.
* **
On behalf of the Editors and PSl-stafT involved in the preparation of the Fl-Newsletter, as well as both
collegues at PSI and external Institutes, we would like to take this opportunity in thanking Reini Frosch
for his long-term commitment as Editor of the Fl-Newslettcr and 'wish him well' in his retirement.

The figure shows the results of one of the two
groups who, last summer searched for evidence
of a new particle originating in charged pion decay. The X-particIe, proposed speculatively by
the KARMEN collaboration, was searched for in
pion decay-in-flight in the ?rE3 and sEl areas.
The plot shows a fit to the data of a smooth
background (solid curve) plus a hypothetical signal (dashed curve) for the decay JT+ -» /i+A" with
a branching fraction of 2 1 0 " 7 relative to normal
pion-decay. An upper limit of 2.610" 8 at 95$cCL
was set for the branching fraction of this decaymode. For further details see the contributions
of Bilger ct al. and Daum et at. in the section
Particle Properties and Decays.
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Cover Picture s
Shows the proton beam current extracted from the Ring Cyclotron
during the night of the 17"1 September 1995. The current of 1.5 mA
constitutes a World Record in beam power from a cyclotron, corresponding to —0.9MW. For further details see the Fl-News contribution on page 3.

Foreword
September 17, 1995 marked a highlight not
only for Fl but for PSI as a whole, On
reaching an extracted proton current of 1,5
niA from the Ring accelerator shortly before
midnight und maintaining it for about 15
minutes, a ten year improvement programme
of the entire facility with a total investment of
50 MSF and 500 personycars came to an
end, roughly a year before the spallation
neutron source SINQ (the main consumer of
the beam) is planned to go into operation,
Not only was a record beam of nearly 1
Megawatt power produced, but also an
increase of 15% in beam time and 30% in
total charge delivered to the experiments, so
demonstrating the robustness of our accelerator installation. Also Injector 1, with more
than 90% availability, showed no signs of
fatigue and, in spite of (because of ?) its
debated premature closure, offers about
twice as many contributions to this newsletter as last year. We are happy to announce
the '96 decision, by the PSI director, to
organize an audit in 1997 which will serve as
the basis for the future of Injector 1.
Independent of the outcome of this audit a
close-down is not foreseen before 1999 to
allow for a proper termination of the experimental programme,
Many experiments have profited from the
good running conditions of the Ring
cyclotron. The MAC-Spcctrometcr (SINDRUM I) looking for muonium-antimuonium
conversion, moved to its new location in the
jrE5 area. The beam was tested and found to
be of a much higher quality for the experiment (R-89-06). The group profited from
additional beam time originally allocated to
SINDRUM II. This experiment, which looks
for muon-electron conversion could not start
its last phase as yet because the new "superconducting" pion-muon converter PMC
could not be cooled down. As a result of the

rawing from the contract,
PSI had to take the device to pieces und hud
to decide to essentially rebuild it, thus further
delaying the experiment by quite some time,
A new contract with the factory, in addition
to specifying a refund, forbids PSI from
mentioning its name in connection with this
magnet, in the future.
A further superconducting magnet, the new
cyclotron trap not built by ELIN, will soon
be delivered, and should help to drastically
improve a number of experiments needing
high particle stopping densities in low
pressure gases for exotic atom formation. An
example of this is the new determination of
the pion mass using the standard technique of
measuring X-ray energies of pionic atoms
(R-94-01). Working at the worlds most
intense pion beam (nG5) the counting rate for
the 5-4 transition in muonic oxygen (to be
used as a calibration line) is at present only
about 2.5 counts per hour; intensity had to be
traded for the extreme quality requirements
of the detection scheme.
Many experiments have to follow stony
roads, needing long development times and
extensive feasibility studies. The proposed
parity violation experiment in boron (R-9110) using diboranc as a target found a
depressingly large amount of quenching of
the 2s-statc population at low pressures.
However, on the other hand, some of the
stones turn out to be made of pure gold; the
planned laser experiment in muonic hydrogen
(see R-94-04) and the neutron TOF
experiment (see R-95-03) both found
interesting possibilities to study the Coulomb
deexcitation process. The development of
new apparatus can lead to quantum jumps in
performance; the new ionization chamber of
St. Petersburg allowed a ten-fold improvement to the muon capture experiment in
3
Hc (R-93-02), and shows the cxamplary

impacts of our eastern collaborators on
common experimental programmes. A most
convincing sign of the vitality of the
community was the speed with which two
experiments Were set up to investigate the
possible existence of a new neutral particle
with a mass of 33.9 McV/c2, made responsible for anomalous neutrino interactions in the
KARMEN experiment at the Rutherford
Laboratory. But, alas, no sign was found (sec
pages 11 and 12),

It has become increasingly evident that a
combination of uSR, neutron scattering with
SINQ and synchrotron light with SLS, at the
same place, will offer to the experimenters
unrivalled opportunities in future.
We would like to acknowledge the outstanding contributions to research by R. Frosch,
who retired at the end of 1995. His most
recent achievement was to establish a new
upper limit for the muon neutrino mass of
170 keV/c2 (R-87-01.2), We also appreciate
his excellent work as editor of this newsletter, which at this time has been taken over
by P.-R. Kettle, who will also be responsible
for our links to the CERN Courier. We
would like to congratulate F, Jegerlehncr for
his appointment as full professor to DESY
Zcuthcn and wish him a fruitful future.
Furthermore we deeply regret the tragic
death of Z. Sostaric, who contributed
invaluably to the success of our new control
system.

In high energy physics we mention the
successful start of operation of the new L3
alignment system, monitoring the positions of
the new forward-backward muon chambers
(E-92-01). The L3 detector is now ready to
take data at the energy-upgraded LEP ring.
Fl-physicists also continue to do R&D work
for CMS in two subdetectors. Fl has also
concretised its financial participation in the
experiment for the next ten years, which still
has to be ratified by the ETH council, the
delegate of which will represent PSI in the
future on the Resources Review Board of
CMS.

Finally, let me express my great interest in
the support of new ideas for outstanding experiments at PSI's accelerators. With the
oncoming operation of SINQ we can ensure
the endurance of the installations so allowing
plans for long term commitments also for
particle physics experiments. As an example I
would like to mention new theoretical ideas
in the context of minimal supersymmetric
grand unified theories (R. Barbieri et al.
Nucl. Phys, B445 (95) 219), which make,
constrained only by the demand to have visible signals at LHC in about ten years from
now, rather definite and encouraging predictions for the branching ratio for u, -> e + y
and for the dipole moment of the neutron.

The jiSR group developed activities
comparable to the ones in 1994. Remarkable
is the relative increase of 50% of experiments
concentrating on magnetism. Undoubtedly
this years highlight was the direct observation of the coexistence of dia- and paramagnetic domains in high purity Beryllium
(RA-94-14) resuming a field dormant for the
last 27 years. Another milestone, on the way
to studying fcrromagnctism of undcrcooled
liquid metals below their Curie-point, is the
successful improvements of the pulsed
magnetic lcvitation technique (RA-95-17).

H. K. Walter
Head of Fl division
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At present the Theory group is mainly working in
the following fields: muon physics, strong interaction
(pion and antiproton) physics, the Standard Model of
particle physics (and its limits and extensions) and lattice QCD (weak matrix elements and dynamical fcrmions).
In the following a few examples from these fields arc presented in more detail; for further topics see the detailed
list of publications and preprints which also includes the
work done by visitors.
• Nonperturbative methods in quantum physics arc
needed in many problems where strong coupling
and/or binding effects render perturbation theory
inadequate. An alternative approach is the use of
a variational principle which is widely used in nonrelativistic physics. In quantum field theory with
its infinitely many degrees of freedom this method
is less successful. Following Feynman's famous
treatment of the polaron problem, it is, however,
possible in many cases to 'integrate out' bosonic
degrees of freedom and to treat the resulting effective action of the particles by variational methods.
This has been applied to a simple scalar relativistic field theory of nucleons and mesons: absorption and scattering of these mesons have been calculated in a fully covariant framework (PSI-PR95-08). Non-perturbative renormalization and truncation of Green functions could be achieved consistently (PSl-PR-95-14) and large non-perturbative
effects have been found in this model calculation
especially near thresholds.
• Lattice quantum chromodynamics simulates the
theory of strong interactions (QCD) numerically
on a space-time lattice predicting hadronic properties in the non-perturbativc regime from first
principles. Up to now most of the calculations
have been performed in the so-called 'quenched
approximation' in which effects of virtual quarkantiquark pairs have been neglected. The main
problem to incorporate dynamical quarks is the
excessive cost in computer time due to the need
of evaluating the quark determinant for each updating of the gluon configuration. Recently a new
proposal for a less expensive algorithm has been
made by Liischer. In a detailed investigation (Nucl.
Phys. B 45G (1995) 296) this has been compared with the standard conventional algorithm
and found to be a promising new approach.

• A new picture of nuclcon-antinuclcon annihilation
into pions was applied to calculate pion multiplicities and single pion momentum spectra from
proton antiproton annihilation at rest (PSI-PR95-20). In this approach Skyrmion dynamics, a
model based on a classical approach to QCD, is
combined with coherent states to account for the
quantum nature of fields, This has already given
a remarkably good description of many of the features of low energy annihilation with essentially
no tree parameters, A general result is shown in
the figure and compared with a scaled phase space
model. Although both models describe the observablea equally well the coherent state approach
has the advantage of replacing the empirical scale
parameter of the phase space model by a well defined weight function which is determined by the
intensity of the classical pion field and the size of
the Skyrmion.
As in the last years the Theory group was also host for a
number of short term visitors - an important aspect for
the connection to the international physics community.
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Figure 1: The single pion momentum distribution,
dN/dK, summed over all multiplicities, normalized to
the total number of pions. The dotted line is from the
scaled phase space model and the solid line from the
Skyrme-coherent state approach.

0.9 MW OF BEAM POWER FROM THE 590MeV-RING!
P S l , ACCELERATOR DIVISION
U, Schryber
* Paul Seherrer Institut, 5232 Vllligen PSI

The successful acceleration and extraction of a 1,5 mA
beam from the SOG MeV Ring last September has clearly
heralded the end of the longlasting upgrade programme
of our proton facility, This programme was started towards the end of the seventies with the goal of increasing the beam current through the Ring from 0.2 mA to
about 1.5 mA for new experiments in particle physics
and for the spallation neutron source SINQ, which is
under construction. The 1st step of this programme
was the replacement of the Philips Injector by Injector
2 (commissioned in 1985). The next step was the reconstruction of both target stations M andE (in 1985 and
1990 respectively). The 3rd step (1990 to 1995) was the
upgrade of the Main Ring, which in the meantime had
become 20years old. The main items here were, the increase of the RF-powcr to the four accelerating cavities,
the replacement of all injection- and extraction-elements
and all beam probes as well as the renewal of the control
system. The te'.al expenditure for this facility upgrade
amounts to roughly 50 Million SFr. and 500manyears!
The successful beam test was performed during stable operation at a current level of 1,4 mA, in the night
from September 17th to 18th. A delightful 1.5mA was
measured in the Ring and on the pion production targets (see fig. 1). This corresponds to a world record
beam power from a cyclotron of 885 kW! The 1.5 mA
beam was maintained for about 15 minutes, long enough
to make sure that all the critical components of the
accelerators were in an equilibrium state. The ring extraction losses during this test were 0.8/JA. This is below
the level which we consider to be tolerable for the safe
operation and maintenance of the cyclotron.

In view of their importance, the extraction losses are
continuously monitored and kept under control, Figure 2 shows the extraction Josses during 1995, Figure;)
shows the development of the beam current during routine operation at PSI since 1974. Also shown are also
the annual beam charge and the integrated beam losses.
This dernonstatcs, that PSI is prepared for the SINQera to start in the near future,

Figure 2:
Extraction losse.« in the ring during routine operation
in 1995. The individual data points arc extracted from a
periodic logging system. The losses arc monitored every 15
minutes by ionization chambers installed near the extraction
devices.
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Figure 3:
High energy operation at PSI from 197-1 to 1993. The
beam current during routine operation, the annual integrated beam current and extraction losses are shown.

OPERATION OF THE PSI-ACCELERATOR FACILITY IN 1995
PSl, ACCELERATOR DIVISION
U.Sduybcr and T.Stammbach,
• Paul Scherrcr Institute, 6232 Villigcn-PSI
Tablet: Usage of the Beam Time
in retrospect the operation of our accelerators iii
1Ö95 was very successful. The moment our crew readied
1,5 rnA beam current on the pion production targets signalled the end of a longlasting upgrade programme and
was ccitainly the highlight of the year. This event was
the subject of the previous contribution to this newsletter. The performance and usage of the accelerators is
summarized in tables 1 and 2, The most important findings arc:
l.The total primary Heam time for experiments and
applications exceeds the achievement of 1094 by 15%.
This can mostly be explained by an improved availability of the facility and by a reduced shutdown time
in ifl95, The overall availability of the beam en the mesGti production target E was 79%.
2. The integrated beam current on the meson production targetE grew by li% with respect to 1094,
reflecting the increase in beam current and beam time.
3. A growing inlerdisciplinarity and diversification
can be seen by the fact that the muon beams are used
more and more for solid state physics (ßSR) and in
the increasing beam time used for the "parasitic programmes".
Following these 'dry' statistics, an impressive piece
of engineering from the 590 MeV Ring: Figure 1 shows
the extraction region which was rebuilt and adapted to
the requirements of the Megawatt beam. This picture
stands as a landmark for the completion of the Ring upgrading programme and it should be understood as an
example of the many important changes and improvements which were made in order to allow A reliable operation at high beam currents. The scientific programme
performed at the Philips cyclotron is summarised in a
separate contribution to this newsletter.
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(1994)

4300 h
570 h

(3240 h)
( 570 h)

3430 h
550 h
410 h

(3350 h)
( 520 h)
(320h)

92COh

(8000 h)

020 h
420 h
1660 h

( 190 h)
( 750 h)
(1300h)

1600 h

(lGCOh)

4600 h

(3900 hl

2G00h
400 h
1100h
500 h

(1770 h)
( 470h)
(1090 h)
( 5 7 0 h)

4000 m Ah

(2300 m Ah)

primary beams
600 MeV beam

meson production
polarized beam
InJ.l primary beam
NE-Experimcnts
OPTIS
Isotope production
total primary beam for
experiments ti application»
parasitic beam programmes
COO MeV beam
proton therapy
nuclear physics
PIREX/PIF
72McV lnj,2beam
Isotope production
total beam for parasitic
experiments k. applications
served with
600 MeV split beam
direct primary beam
72 MeV split beam
direct primary beam
total beam integral delivered
to meson production targets

Table2: Summary of Cyclotron Operations
1995

(1994)

5270 h $0%
370 h 4%
ISOh 2%
330 h 4%
3O0h 3%
1820h 2155
520 h 6?«

(4280h 49%)
(250h 3%)
( IGOh 27.)
(530h 67.)
(370h 47c)
(2640 h 307.)
(530h 67.)

600 MeV Ring cyclotron:

prod, for experiments
letup
beam development
unscheduled outage
service

shutdown
standby
tnjcttor2 (72 MeV):
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THE PHILIPS CYCLOTRON IN 1995
I'Sl, ACCELERATOR DIVISION
P,A, Schmelzbach
* Paul Schcrrer Institute, 5232 Villigen PS1

Research Programme
In 1095 Injector 1 was again used for a largt variety öf
research activities. Including setup» and experiment related beam developments, the available beam time was
distributed as follows:
• 35% for low energy nuclear and particle physics
(study of basic symmetries, N-N interaction, nuclear apectroscopy).
• 15% for injection of polarized protons into the
Ring Accelerator with the aim of producing an
intense polarized neutron beam for the investigation of the spin correlation parameters required
for a complete description of the n-p interaction.
• 35% for medical research and applications (Isotope production, 12 weeks of cancer treatment at
<h<? OPTIS facility, döslm^iry amJ biology). Sin«?
the treatment of OPTIS- and PET-paticnts occurs during day shifts only, standby periods are
unavoidable when beam time is dedicated to these
activities. Whenever requested, the OPTIS beam
was made available during the night for parasitic
uses such as detector calibration or dosimetry.
• 15% for atomic physics, radiochemistry and detector development for astrophyaical research.

Cyclotron and source operation
The beam was delivered on target during approximately
5000 hours, Polarized proton and detiteron beams accounted for 25% of this time. The demand for heavy
ion beams from the ECR source is rapidly increasing:
while this contribution reached 10% in 1995 it will probably exceed 20% in 1996. Besides production, the external sources were intensively operated for further improvement of their components. Instabilities due to surface degradation of the dissociator of the polarized ion
source have been eliminated by, a better geometry of
the rf-coupiing allowing for operation at low power, and
the addition of oxygen to the gas. The shaping of the
magnetic structure and the operating parameters of the
ionizer were optimized to improve the matching of the
plasma volume to the atomic beam geometry in ord?r to
reduce the unpolarizcd background contribution. Polarized deuterons with a significantly increased vector polarization can now be produced with a medium-Reid rftransition between the hexapole magnets of the atomic
beam apparatus.
The investigation of the beam extraction geometry of
the ECR Heavy Ion source in the energy range best
suited for injection into the Philips Cyclotron resulted
in a significant intensity gain. It also helped to solve
sputtering problems at the extraction electrode. The
operating parameters for the production of a variety
of ion» have b « n finalized. Present investigations ate

devoted to the improvement öf the beam quality by a
better handling of space charge effects at the lowest extraction energies.
Further progress his been made to the intensity of the
accelerated beams as illustrated by the achievement of
a 180 MeV, 2 ,iA 20Ne beam.
In addition to the regular shutdown in January the operation of the machine was interrupted in May during
7 days to repair a Dee cooling loop and replace burnedout insulators at the ECR source, Vacuum problems
and beam tests following a waterleak in the trim coil 1
cost 8 days of beam production in October. An experiment scheduled at the end of December could not be
started because of a transformer breakdown in the ECR
»outcc.

Status af the Philips Cyclotron
In fail 1995 the occurence of a waterleak in the innermost trim coil (TCI) resulted in the loss of this element. As tests and setups performed since this accident
demonstrate, it is basically possible to compensate this
loss by re-adjusting the settings of other trim coils near
to the cyclotron centre. None of the present uses of the
machine arc endangered by this defect, however, it is
at the moment an open question if the previously observed maximum intensities could still be obtained. In
a first test it was possible to accelerate 60 M protons
at 71 MeV in the variable energy mode, thus demonstrating the practicability of the beam for isotope production. Beams of p, d and a-particlcs were produced
with the requested intensities and an axially injected
deuteron beam satisfied the expectations too. Investigation of the performance of the 50MHz, 71 MeV polarized proton beam needed for injection into the Ring
Accelerator are planned in January 1996.
The situation with the trim coil 10 is still the same
a* in 1993. Only 1/3 of the tuina can be energized.
Because an insufficient Meld correction generates large
phase excursions which make it difficult to simultaneously achieve a goH transmission and the correct field
shape at the extraction, the practical energy range for
an ion with a given Z/A is reduced. Fortunately, due
to the possibility to select different charge states of the
heavy ions the single energy windows overlap in most
case», thus allowing for an almost continuous coverage.
Thanks to the available redundancy the Philips Cyclotron remains the versatile machine it was before the
occurence of these defects. From the history of these
accidents it b not possible to draw conclusions on the
status of other, for the operation of the machine, more
critical trim coils. Whether a preventive overhauling is
justified or not will depend on the long range plans for
the use of this accelerator.

STATUS REPORT OF THE UPGRADING OF THE
ACCELERATOR CONTROL SYSTEM
PSI, ACCEI.MlATOll DIVISION
T, Winner et (tl,
• Paul Scherrer Institut«, 5232 Villigen-l'SI
During tli« last ft'W yc.'irs the accelerator control
system was I he subject ot a major upgrade implying
a complete generation change bot,li in hard- and software. Willi «ho installation of the last of tlie new frontend computer» we have reached an important milestone, The main motivation for the project was the
necessity to provide the basis to handle the control problems occurring with the 1.5 niA beam for the SINQ. We
have to provide stable beam and reliable operation despite I lie fact «hat at this higher intensity everything it
more sensitive. To accommodate for more and faster
control programme«, the system I/O bandwidth had to
be increased |>y a factor of 10. lor the software user«
we wonted to provide a new standard, efficient und lloxjble API "application programme interface". Lauf, but
jiot least, th»1 ever necessary renewal of obsolete hardware, demanded once more the replacement of the old
computer». Naturally all this work had to be done in
parallel with all other work such as maintenance, extension» of beam line« etc. while having to guarantee
continuous beam operation at the same time.
The plan for the upgrade of the accelerator control
system was outlined in 1£)8'J. The distributed architecture allows the allocation of well defined tasks to
the dilfereiit computers. The fronlend computers handle exclusively I/O to I lie accelerator parameters, while
workstations provide a comfortable platform for all applications. The communication between frotitend computer and workstation is standardized and forms a clear
interface. The job was subdivided into three distinct
siihprojccts: migration of applications into the workstations, evaluation and development of the hard- and
software for the new front end and communications. A
temporary I/O server in the I'DI's allowed the early in-

troduction of workstation» i» coexistence with the old
application programmes in the 1'IJI's.
As soon as all necessary application programmes
were transferred to the workstations and the software
for the new fronteiid was developed, the replacement of
the J'Dl's could be nndertake/i without interfering with
applications. The old 1*1)1'» have now been replaced.
Only the beam probes in Injector2 and in the King still
form an exception, but this last remainder will also be
transferr.-d to the new machines during summer 06.
The new fron tend computers arc HISC processors
housed in VMK with an interface to the original serial
CAMAC highway. Their software, is based on 1'osix to
giKiruiilco portability. The workstation software uses
.Motif based on Xwiudows, a graphical user interface,
Home positive tests to port VMS applications to UNIX
were also done.
The implementation of a gateway providing access
to the control system parameters for users outside the
co/itrol system is now under development. This gateway is based on the SUN remote procedure call standard " R F C forming a system independent interface for
OpenVMS, UNIX and the I'C world.
Although we have now reached an important goal
in the development of the control system, a lot of work
remains to be done in the future. We still have to improve the support for stable beam operation and have
to keep the system in an up-to-date technological state.
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STATUS OF THE VERY SLOW POLARIZED POSITIVE MUONS
PROJECT
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In our UHV apparatus very slow, nearly 100% polarized, positive muons with an energy of ~ 10 eV are
produced by moderating a secondary beam of surface
rnuons in a thin film of an appropriate condensed gas,
A moderator of this type inserted into a high intensity
secondary surface /i + beam can be used as a source for
a tunable tertiary beam of/i + with energies between a
few tens of eV and a few tens of keV, This energy range
permits the implantation depth in samples to be varied in A range between a fraction of a nanometer and
a few hundreds of nanometers, thus allowing the extension of the ftSJl technique to the study of thin films and
surfaces,
For the choice of a moderator the moderation efficiency (which is the fraction of incoming surface muons
converted to very slow ones) is an important figure of
merit, We have investigated the dependence of the
efficiency on several parameters such as, for example,
moderation material, moderator temperature, annealing temperature and surface cleanliness. We find that
moderators grown at high temperature (near the sublimation temperature) give a better efficiency. Moreover
an Ar or Kr thin solid film evaporated at *- 8 K, then
heated to near the sublimation temperature and finally
cooled down again shows an increased moderation efficiency of about 50 percent indicating an annealing effect. The importance of the surface cleanliness can be
shown by considering the time constant of the moderation efficiency decay under different UHV conditions.
With a pressure of-* 10" l 0 mbar the efficiency can be
k*pt nearly constant ov?r sev?r3l dayss an important
factor for the operation of a future slow muon facility.
We also studied different muon beam lines ( r £ 5 ,
r £ 3 and r £ l ) to select the muon channel which is the
most appropriate for experiments with very slow polarized muons. Clearly, an intensive muon beam like ~£o
is highly desirable, but also important arc other parameters such as beam spot size, momentum distribution and
positron contamination of the secondary muon beam. A
Monte-Carlo simulation is underway to understand the
dependence of the quality of the very slow muon beam
on these parameters.
With the d " lopment of a thin foil detector that
registers the moderated muons and starts a time differential measurement, first ii$R spectra in transverse and
zero fields have been obtained. Fig I shows the ftSR
signal of 15 k«?V muons stopped in an Ag sample. This

experiment allows an independent determination of the
polarization P of the very slow muons, previously measured by another method [1]. The online analysis indicates a value of P larger than ~ 00%. A much smaller
asymmetry is observed if 15 keV rnuons are implanted
in a 150 nrn thick Ni film [2],

0.0

-0.2-0.4
time [/isec]
Figure I: Asymmetry signal from the decay of 15 keV
muons slopped in an Ag foil and preccssing in a 5 mT
transverse magnetic field.
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RADIATION DAMAGE IN TRACKING DETECTOR MATERIALS
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In experiments at the Large Hadföti Collider (LUC)
to be built at CERN, the innermost layers of the tracker
will be exposed primarily to a large number of low energy pion», Candidate materials for these tracking detectors arc Silicon, GaAs and Diamond. In order to in*
vestigate the radiation-induced bulk damage by charged
pions to these materials, a common effort by many institutes involved in studying such detectors was started
at PSI's 7rEl beam line. It turned out that this beam
was the only one in Europe with an adequate n+ flux
(up to lO°/Bcc/cm3) at the required energies (100-300
McV), In this energy range the total cross-section of the
pion» is very large due to the 3-3 resonance. Therefore
a large damage constant is expected, which is a measure of the «illation-induced leakage current increase
per unit detector volume and per incident particle fluencc. Radiation also induces changes in effective doping
concentrations, which leads to ever increasing depletion
voltages. Gradual signal loss is also suspected,
Most of the groups irradiated Silicon PIN diodes of
0,3 mm thickness and a few tens of mm7 area, with fluences up to 1 0 u jr + /cm 2 . There is general consensus
among the groups that the damage factor for pions is
only some 20% higher than that of the standard value
for 1 McV neutrons, and therefore it is concluded that
the specific damage by pions docs not lead to significantly shortened lifetime expectations of Silicon detectors.
Pixel detectors ore located extremely close to the
beam pipe and must therefore be especially resistant to
radiation damage. Due to the small pixel size of typically 0.003mm3 we expect that the leakage current increase docs not significantly affect the pixel performance
up to fluences of about 1 • 10 l s per cm3. However, at
these fluences the effective doping will be so high that
the detectors can probably only be depleted to depths of
100 /im or so, which leads to signal loss. Other sources
of signal losses may also be present.
In order to investigate these effects we have irradiated Silicon pixel test structures with 120 McV protons
in the xE\ beam line, A flux of 2 • 10* proton» per
mm2 per sec allowed us to apply a fluence of 10 15 /cm 2
in one day, The test structures consisted of arrays of
8x32 squared pixels of 125/xrn side length, which could
be bonded to two of our VLSI analogue pipeline chips,
mounted a few em's away from the beam spot. These
chips were used as pulse train recorders in an integrating mode, by switching the outputs of the preamplifiers
with a frequency of 10 MHz to 24 analogue buffers (capacitors). In this way a time slice equivalent to 2.4/is in
length could be recorded for all 256 pixels at randomly
chosen times during irradiation. Since the outputs were

integrated, the leakage current v/otild show up ns n slope
in the output voltage versus time. During pulse form
recording the beam intensity was reduced such that only
a few proton pulses would be present among the 250
pixels,
Fig.l shows the output voltage (vertical scale) of
pixels 06 • 126 as a function of time in 24 time bins
of 100 nscc. Fig, 1 (top) is prior to irradiation. Four
pixels show clear signals. For the remaining pixels the
pulse trains arc flat, indicating very small leakage currents. Fig.l (bottom) shows the situation after a fluence
ofl0 1 5 /cm 3 . Signals arc still visible. They sit on a steep
slope due to about 15 nA leakage current (at 0"C). A
quantitative analysis of the pulse height spectrum as a
function of the bias voltage will indicate how much signal is lost after irradiation and whether the loss is due
to reduced depletion depths or other effects.
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Figure 1:
Pixel output voltages as a function of time.
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NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS
EXPERIMENTS
USING
THE RING ACCELERATOR.
PARTICLE PROPERTIES AND DECAYS.

PRECISION MEASUREMENT OF THE MUON MOMENTUM IN
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but differs by six standard deviations from the smaller
solution,

In 1005 the analysis of this experiment was completed [1,2], The final result for the momentum p^+ of
muona from the decay rr+ -> / i + ^ at rest is
JV+ = (29.70200 ± 0.000 11) MeV/c.

m„- (A) s (139.567 82 db 0.00037) MeV.

The central value of this result is lower by 0.00007
McV/c than that given in our recent letter on the present
experiment [3], mostly because of the correction of a
mistake found in the measurements of the distances between the collirnntors and detectors of the spectrometer, and also because of the inclusion of a few additional
muon spectra.
The squared rnuon-neutrino mass derived from the
muon momentum of Eq. (1), the /i + -mass [4], the larger
of the two possible ?r~-masses determined by Jeckelmann et al. [5], given by Eq. (5) below, and the CPTtheorern (mff+ = m ff -) is
= (-0.016 ± 0.023)MeV:,

Mass of ff* 'without cosmology':
If the cosmological upper limit of m ^ is not used, then
the new rye-result of Eq, (J.) find the /j+-mas9 [4] lead
either to the mff+-result given by Eq. (4) above (for
m ^ = 0) or to larger rn^-values (for mVlt £ 0). This
information en mn+, together with the m*« (5)-value
of Eq, (5) and the CPT-theorem (m„+ = m f f -), leads to
a value of m„± which is more precise than the mn- {B)lesult of Eq. (5) alone. This can be demonstrated by
considering, e.g., a tentative mff±-value of 139,56960
MeV, which is at the lower end of the error bar of the
m ff -(fl)-result of Eq. (5), and thus consistent with that
result, but is lower than the new rar+-resu]t obtained
from p^+ by 4.4 standard deviations [for mu, = 0; cf.
Eq. (4)] or more (for mV)t £ 0).
The relevant two-dimensional probability distributions (functions of mn± and m^MJ) and the assumption
m^"1 > 0 lead to the charged-pion mass [1]

(2)

consistent with a vanishing neutrino mass. The smaller
of the two m,.--solutions of Ref. [5], given by Eq. (6)
below, is still strongly excluded, since it leads to a mUjl 2value which is negative by six standard deviations. According to the 'Bayesian approach' [4] (probability density set to zero for mUit7 < 0), Eq. (2) corresponds to
the new upper limit
< 0.17 MeV (CL=0.9).

m,± = (139.57037± 0.00021) MeV.
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The following r + -mass is derived from the /»„•-value of
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For muon-ncutrino masses below the cosmologica! upper
limit, m ^ < 65 eV [6]. the resulting ;r + -mass is equal
to that of Eq. (4). This is consiste it with the larger of
the two mt. -solutions of Ref. [5],
m f - (B) = (139.5G995± 0.00035) MeV,

(7)

The uncertainty of this 'combined' mn±-result wilhout
cosmology is seen to be significantly smaller than that
of the m r -(ß)-value given by Eq. (5).

(3)

The uncertainty of the squared neutrino mass given by
Eq. (2), and thus also the upper limit of m ^ [Eq. (3)],
is dominated by the uncertainty of mv-(B) [Eq. (5)].

, + = (139.570 22 ± 0.000 14) MeV.

(G)
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SEARCH FOE THE HYPOTHETICAL TT -> ßx DECAY
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The KARMEN collaboration recently reported [1]
an anomaly in the time distribution of single-prong events
concerning the time interval corresponding to muon decay. This anomaly has been suggested as the observation of a hitherto unknown weakly interacting neutral
and massive particle, called x, which is produced in the
decay n+ -> / i + i in the beam dump, then travels with
a velocity vx = c/60 and finally is registered in the detector volume, after passing a steel wall of more than 7
rn thickness. This results in a mass of mt — 33.9 MeV
and a tiny Q-value Q = 7keV.
We have searched for this hypothetical decay branch
by looking for the associatcly produced muons from pion
decay in flight. A more detailed description of the experiment is given in references [2,3]. Sine« the kinematics arc very close to the kincmatical endpoint, the
muon Hz has appoximately the same velocity as that of
the pion, which is very favourable for measuring the decay in flight. For the momentum one expects a narrow
box distribution centered at

Figure 1: Momentum spectrum of muons in the focal plane
of LEPS obtained with a * + beam of p = 140McV/c, The
solid curve represents a 6lh order polynomial fit to the data.
The expected response to ff+ -> /i + x decay with a branching
ratio B = 2 • 10~6 as an example is indicated at the bottom.

TTlß

BR{v+ -> p+x) < 7 x 10-8(95% C.L.)
BR{K- -> /i-f) < 4 x 10-7(95% C.L,) .
Assuming a heavy neutrino undergoing standard weak
interaction Barger et al. [5] give the following limits
2 x 10- 8 < BR{n -> nx) < 8 x l f r 5 .
For the validity of the lower limit, however, see ref. [0].
With this measurement we have lowered the prior
upper limit by three orders of magnitude, and thus exclude a significant region of the possible branching ratio.
This work has been supported by the German Federal Minister for Education and Research (BMBF) under contract numbers 06 TÜ 669 and 06 KA 564, and
by the DFG (Mu 705/3, Graduiertenkolleg).

We used almost the standard setup of the ;rE3 channel and the LEPS spectrometer [4]. A collimatcd beam
was produced in the ?rE3 channel with p = 140MeV/c
allowing for an efficient separation of the beam particles {ir,ft,e) by time of flight (TOF) measurements.
With an additional superconducting solenoid installed
at the target position, to deflect the direct beam off
the spectrometer axis, the decay section (/ r = 2.9 m)
was located between the last dipole of the TTE3 channel
and the solenoid. The muons of reduced momentum
were then analyzed with the LEPS spectrometer. The
muons fir from the decay n —> fix are expected close to
Calibration and normalization were performed by
measuring the direct beam at appropriate magnetic field
settings. Also the detector response for the fir was experimentally determined in this way.
The /i + momentum spectrum in fig. 1 is shown with
cuts on phase space, TOF and AE informations from
the intermediate and focal plane detectors. It corresponds to 8 x 109 pions decaying via ff+ -+ / i + ^ in the
decay section. The expected response of the fit is the
convolution of the experimental resolution with the box
momentum distribution of width Ap= 1.6MeV/c.
The measured spectrum can be well described by a
polynomial fit, the additional inclusion of the expected
response in the fit only marginally improves the \'.
From this measurement and a similar one using a z~
beam we derive upper limits for the branching ratio
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SEARCH FOR A NEUTRAL PARTICLE OF MASS 33.9 MeV IN
PION DECAY
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This value is lower than the upper limit of 7-10"8 (c.l.
= 95 %) found by Bilger et al. [3] who had a significantly
smaller total number of useful pions.

Recently an anomaly in the time distribution of neutrinos from a pulsed beam-stop source was reported by
the KARMEN collaboration[1], with a speculative explanation that these events could originate from a rare
pion decay process,
ffr-»/^+A,

(1)

where X is a heavy neutral particle with a mass of
33.9 MeV. The KARMEN collaboration estimated values of the branching fraction q of this decay mode down
to 10" IC , depending on the lifetime rx of such a particle, The reported mass value is very close to the
mass difference between the charged pion and the muon,
m T+ - mM4 - 33.91157 ±0.00067MeV. For pion decay
in flight, the resulting small Q-value has several advantages: firstly, the velocity of the muon is very close to
the velocity of the original pion and secondly, the flight
direction of the muon differs only slightly from that of
the pion.
We measured the momentum spectrum of muons
from ff+-decay in flight [2] and took advantage of the
fact that a "quadrupole-channel", i.e. a beam-lino consisting of dipoles and quadrupoles only, accepts muons
preferably in the forward or backward direction in the
pion center-of-mass system. The momenta of these muons differ strongly from those of the decay (1), whereas
the muons from the main decay mode which are emitted
sideways are suppressed because of the limited angular
acceptance of the beam-line. Muons from the decay (1)
should produce a peak in the momentum distribution
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Figure 1: Muon events in one of the detectors. The uncertainties are about equal to the size of the dots.
a) The curve is a hyperbola fitted to the points from
momenta 87.0 to 95.0MeV/c; the x2 is 10.0 for 12 degrees of freedom.
b) Here the dashed curve is a fit of a hyperbola plus a
peak from the hypothetical decay TT+ -» ft+ + X with a
branching fraction of 2-10" 7 ; the x7 of the fit is 31.3 for
12 degrees of freedom. The solid curve is the hyperbola
without the additional peak.

The momentum spectrum of muons in the momentum range of interest is displayed in Fig. 1. In our data,
no peak is visible; the events in Fig. 1 are consistent,
within fairly large uncertainties, with Monte-Carlo simulations of muons which were emitted by pions and subsequently scattered at the apertures of the beam-line
elements.
The height of the hypothetical peak predicted for an
assumed branching fraction of 10" 7 was multiplied with
a parameter a which was varied in steps of 0.1 between
-1 and +1 For each value of a the data were fitted by a
background distribution (hyperbola) plus the expected
distribution for muons from the decay (1).
From the summed \ J of the fits we find the branching fraction to be ^ = (-0.40 ± 0.23) • 10~7; the uncertainty corresponds to one standard deviation. From
this, using the "Bayesian approach" we find an upper
limit of
8
IJ < 2.6- 10~ (c.l. =%%).
(2)
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In the Standard Model (SM) of electroweak interactions a quantum number called lepton flavour is assigned to all known leptons (c,fi,T,Vt^m^r anc l their
antiparticles). The conservation of lepton flavour in all
processes and for all order» in perturbation theory is the
rule built into the Standard Model to account for the
non-observation of lepton flavour changing processes.
All experimental tests to-date are still in agreement
with this law, however many theories looking beyond
the SM, do predict lepton flavour violations. The absence of their observation so far is interpreted, by these
models, to be a consequence of the relatively low energy
regime in which the present experiments have been performed. Precision measurements, possible with PSI's
high intensity accelerator, are well suited to look for
small departures from the SM. The spontaneous conversion of a Muonium atom (/i + e~) into its antiparticle Antimuonium (p"e + ) is perfectly possible by quantum effects, but forbidden by lepton flavour conservation {muon and electron flavour change by two units in
this process) and belongs to a class of precision experiments usually entitled "Rare Decay Experiments".
The present experiment successfully improved the
sensitivity, as compared to previous experiments by a
factor of 80 [1] in 1993 and has started its second phase
with various improvements made in 1994 [2], Currently
the publication of the 1993 results is in preparation.
During 1995 the experiment was moved from the irEZ
beam line to the new xEh area to make use of the better
suited beam characteristics. At an example, the beam
spot measured at 26 MeV/c is approximately 3x3 cm
(FWHM) which means a twofold improvement over the
spot measured in TT£3 with the same setup. A narrow
beam spot helps to reduce background from muons stopping in the target frame, instead of in the S1O2 powder,
used as the muonium formation target [3]. The increase
in beam intensity however, was a little disappointing,
particularly when a good momentum resolution was required ( a 10 6 /i + /m^ s & Ap/p= 2.5 %). One reason
for the losses is the ß — e separator and the various
collimators between separator and spectrometer which
are needed to remove the positron contamination in the
beam.

After the setup of the detector in rcEh had been completed, an unexpected additional 4 weeks of beam time
became available because of technical problems associated with the Pion-Muon-Converter of the scheduled
SINDRUM II experiment, During that period production runs to look for Muonium -> Antimuonium conversions, under varying conditions, were undertaken to
find out the most promising setup for the final runs in
1996. The data taken, with an integrated beam dose,
approximately 4 times higher than in 1993, are not yet
fully analyzed, but allow one to make a better judgement of the feasible improvements to the sensitivity of
this detector. For the 16 weeks of scheduled beam time
in 1996 we hope to reach a sensitivity of « 3 x 1 0 " n
for detecting antimuonium decays. Because the experiment is situated in a magnetic field of 1 kG a model
dependent quenching of the A/ -> M conversion process
must be taken into account. The quenching factor has
been calculated in a recent paper, for various classes of
interactions, by Wong and Hou [4] and vary between
0.35 and 0.76 (at a field of 1 kG) depending on the conversion model. Assuming the most pessimistic model a
sensitivity for Antimuonium detection of 10" 10 is anticipated.
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Our experiment aims at the study of elastic neutronproton scattering. We measured a large variety of spin
dependent parameters in order to determine directly the
scattering amplitudes. These data will also secure the
Phase Shift Analyses (PSA) solutions,
This large amount of data was collected in 1993,
1004 and 1995, over the angular range 60° m to 160°.m
and between 260 and 550 McV. We took advantage
of the high intensity polarized neutron beam to measure more than 13 spin-dependent parameters, namely
the asymmetry-parameter Aon, and the following twoand three- spin observables A,,,,,*,, Ag<,i,k, A0<,nr»,
et
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No»*«. The last data-taking period took place in August
1995 and was mainly dedicated to a precise determination of the neutron beam polarization. This knowledge
is essential to ensure the quality of the data. The experimental set-up has since been dismantled.
A detailed description of both the set-up and the
physics case can be found in [1], while preliminary results have been presented at various conferences [2].
Here we report on the preliminary results of the threespin observable, N0Jfcn, measured with a longitudinally
polarized beam and a vertically polarized target. The
Nojfcn data are shown in Fig. 1 along with the PSA from
Saclay-Geneva [3] displayed as a full-line and calculated
prior to these data. No three-spin parameter has ever
been measured in this energy range. Between 800 and
1100 McV, results exist (Nan** and N on j* [4]) but in a
limited angular range and with statistical error bars 3
times larger than ours.
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MULTI-NUCLEON PION ABSORPTION ON THE HG ISOTOPES
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Nowadays, the best nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction potentials are gained from meson-exchange models. The pion as the lightest meson plays a fundamental role in these theories. Therefore, a detailed understanding of the emission and absorption of a pion by
nucleons is of basic importance for a further improvement of the NN-potential. The dominant pion absorption mode involves 2 nucleons (2NA) in the reaction,
but it was found also that a significant fraction of the
pion absorption cross-section leads to 3 (or more) nonspectator nucleons in the final state. The obvious questions about this multi-nucleon absorption (MNA) mode
are: how much of its strength arises from cascade processes like e g , ISI+2NA or 2NA+FSI (ISI: initial state
interaction; FSI: final state interaction); and, is there
a coherent multi-nucleon process which is not just ISI
and/or FSI? Previous experiments found no clear evidence for cascade mechanisms; the phase space-like distributions of the final state particles were interpreted
as a new absorption mode. The LADS (Large Acceptance Detector System) detector was built to investigate
the MNA mode in greater detail than previously possible. Its large sotid angle coverage of about 98 % of
4ff and low particle threshold (T{,Ar < 20 MeV) make a
big fraction of the phase space accessible and minimize
extrapolations over unmeasured regions.
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underlying mechanisms of the multi-nucleon absorption
mode, In Fig.l the relative MNA contribution to the
total absorption cross-section is shown for 3He [1] and
4
Hc, and compared to former results, In both cases the
relative importance is significant and increases with the
incident pion energy. In comparison to 3 He, with only
a ppp final state (for n+ absorption), there are 3 open
channels in 4He: pppn, ppd and a weak 3He/>. This is
at least one reason for the increased relative MNA yield
in 4He. It is also interesting to note that the relative
contribution of the pppn channel is about the same size
as that of the ppp channel in 3 He.
In Fig.2 the ppp distribution is shown for the plane
angle £, a measure of the coplanarity of the 3N reaction.
It is obvious that the data are not distributed like phase
space in this variable, which would be a horizontal line.
Investigations of further variables [2] revealed an energy
dependent contribution of cascade processes, especially
ISI+2NA, to the MNA mode, but a large fraction of the
MNA strength cannot be explained by such simple assumptions. Very similar ppp distributions are observed
in 4He, as can also be seen from Fig.2. Both findings
could indicate that there indeed is new dynamics involved in pion absorption by nuclei.
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Figure 1: Relative strength of the multi-nucleon absorption mode compared to the total absorption cross
section for3 He (upper) and 4 He (lower). The fractions
olpppn and ppd final states in 4He are also shown.

Figure 2: Plane angle distribution £ for ppp final states
in 3He (left) and 4 He (right) at T* = 239 MeV. Both
spectra are divided by a three proton phase space.
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THE A-DEPENDENCE OP PION ABSORPTION
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three miclcon» participate in the reaction, for :fff«. 'live
spectrum of proton»': ml tied between 10 and 25 degrees
following absorption in which 3 protons were emitted,
for four nuclear target», is tthown in Fig.'2; here the residual nucleus was required to have less than CO MeV excitation to remove reaction» where an undetected fast
neutron was also emitted. The vertical line indicates the
proton recoil energy from elastic rr-p scattering. The
strong broad peak in the data centred near this line
is from the LSI <|iia.si-ela.«ttic recoil proton. The dashed
lines show the shape of Up phase space distributions aw
an indication of the yield under this peak. Analysis of
other final slates (eg, 'I protons plus 1 neutron) which
arc important in nuclei heavier than 3 Hc is needed before ti conclusion enn be drawn about the A-dependence
of such ISI processes in pion absorption as a whole.
However, the fraction of ISI in the 3p final state docs
not seem to be strongly nuclear mass dependent.

The LADS Detector wm built to c«tubli»)i the nninr« of piofi absorption in nuclei, This study w;m comprised of two different approaches: measurement in detail, of the reaction on the helium isotopes, where the
final states can be fully determined (except for one weak
channel in 4 lle) and the determination of systematic
trends as a function of nuclear mass A. Results from the
first of these appproaehes were presented in last year'»
newsletter and in the previous contribution here, In this
contribution we present aspects of the A-depcfidenee of
the absorption cross-section,
Fig.l show» the inns» dependence of the total absorption cross-section at lu'2 MeV. The LADS results
are broadly in agreement with earlier result», but the
smaller error bar» result in a .somewhat different picture
to that suggested previously; in particular, the increase
in cross-section from "'He to 4 lle which earlier results
had suggested is anomalously large (up to a factor 4),
is a factor 2.0 ± 0.3. On the other hand the increase
of a factor 3,4 from ''He to N, the same as the ratio of
the masses, is surprisingly large in view of the expected
onset of shadowing effects.
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Figure 2: The spectrum of protons between \h and 25
degrees for ppp final states after the absorption of 239
MeV pioris by four nuclei.

Figure 1: The total pioti absorption cross-section near
1(55 Me\' as a function of nuclear mass from LADS and
selected earlier experiments.
In Uef,[l] a signal of a two-step ISI process in al>sorption on aIfe was reported. Jn this process the pion
first scatters quasi-elastically oil one nucleon brfor*1 al>sorbing on a nticleon pair in two kinematically distinct
processes. This appears to constitute between one quarter and one- third of the absorption cross-section when
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Complementary to other atomic and particle physics
experiments that aim to measure coupling constants of
the weak neutral current interaction between Isptons
and nucleons, it would be highly desirable to gain information on the couplings from muonic atom parity
violation experiments (1). In light muonic atoms the
small 2P admixture to the 2S state, caused by weak
neutral currents, leads to sizeable interference effects of
the El amplitude admixed to the 2S—»IS Ml transition [2]. Muonic boron offer» some features which make
it especially attractive for a parity violation study [3].
As a step towards such measurements, one has first
to prove that metasuble 2S states can be produced in
muonic boron. This means it h<« to be free of electrons
during the radiative lifetime of about 40ns, Observation
of the two-photon transitions 2S~^1S would provide a
clear proof of metastability. This topic is presently under investigation at PSI,
The two photon events were searched for with two
HpGe-detectors in coincidence. The muonic boron was
produced by stopping muons, using the cyclotron trap
[•1], at the PSI ffE5-channel. The target chamber of the
trap was lined with 2 mm of polyethylene, preventing
background from rnuon slops in the metal. The muonic
carbon background in the data is, by far, easier to handle than events due to aluminum or heavier elements.
Compared to an earlier experiment, a new detector with
a thinner crystal was used in 1995, in order to suppress
the Cornpton background of higher energy photons.
We used mixtures of l9e£MI5 in He at 40, 65 and
100 hPa, 2.59E at 25hPa and b% at 65hPa in order to
scan the pressure and mixture dependence of the effect.
Together with the 1994 data, taken with a l^BjHs in
He mixture at 05 and 220hPa, and a 0.3%BjHs in He
mixture at 120 hPa as well as in 2.5hPa pure BjH«, we
hope to get a consistent view of the effect? taking place
in this system.
At the present stage of data evaluation, the following statements can fcw made: First, the two-photon signal of 199« in a mixture of 1^U2H< in He at G5hPa is
confirmed. Th<? figure shows the corresponding data of
both years added. Second, even at the lowest pressures
of 25 and 40hPa. around two thirds of the 2S states arc
still qiKtichrd.
The understanding of the processes involved in the
quenching of the 2S states, due to electron refilling, i*
supported by calculations of the collbional processes of
the (/iß) 4 * in the gas target [5J. For the 1^B 3 H«/Hemixture at 65hPa. theory predicts 0.19c of unquenched
2S states (normalized to formatier» of muonic boron) in
fair agreement with experimental

[1] P, Langacker, Phys. Lett, 11200(1091)277
(2] J, Bernabcu, T.E.O. Ericson, and C, Jarlskog,
Phys. Lett. 000(1074)467
[3] J. Missimer and L.M. Simons,
Z. Phys, D17(1990)275
(4] L.M. Simons, Phys, Scripta T22(1988)90
[5] S.V. Romanov, Preprint IAE-5905/12,
Kurchatov Institute, 1995

Figure 1: Spectrum of the sum of energies of coincident Xrays observed in a l^f^Hg/He-mixturc at
G5hPa with two HpGe-detcctors. The two-photon
events 2S->1S should accumulate at 52.2keV, with
a FWHM of around 1.2kcV. Events at llkcV and
slightly higher arc due to muonic oxygen coincidences that survived the energy cuts. Here the data
of 1994 and 1995 have been summed.
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of the breakup channels [5] and an upper limit for the
admixture of heavy neutrinos [0], Limits on capture
from the 2S mesic level as well as the transition rate
between the mesic hyperfinc levels were also obtained.

In 1994, we described a new experiment at PSI [1],
with the goal to determine the spin-averaged rate A""'
of the nuclear muon capture reaction
/ i - + 3 H e _ —> i / ^ + ' H
(1)
to high precision. This reaction probes the elementary
semi'leptonic weak interaction process \L" + p => n + uß
and due to its simplicity (superallowcd transition in the
A = 3 nuclear system) is directly sensitive to the indurcd pseudo-scalar coupling constant gp.
The data from a run of four weeks in 1993 were
independently analyzed by two subgroups of our col*
laboration, and consistency was found within the error
bars. Based on 3.7610' rnuon stops registered in a well
defined fiducial volume, we have identified 1.14-100 1.9
MeV tritons from reaction (1), which after a number of
small corrections, led to the preliminary result [2]
A""(exp) = [1496 ± 3(stat) ± 3(syst)] s" 1 .
(2)
This result is more than an order of magnitude more
precise than any previous measurement. At present, we
are further investigating and discussing the systcmatics
of the experiment.
Our experimental result can be analyzed in the framework of the elementary particle model (EPM) following the work of Congleton and Fearing [3]: AJt<" defines a correlation between the form factors FA and Fp
shown in Fig. I. Using FA(-0MAml) = 1.052 ±0.011
extrapolated from the tritium beta decay a value of
Ff = 21±3can be extracted. The EPM approach yields
A J ""(EPM) = [1497 ±21] ; " ' in very close agreement
with our experiment. Thus our result coincides exactly
with the PCAC prediction, which was the basis of calculation [3].
During 1995 Congleton and Truhlik [4] performed
a microscopic-calculation of reaction (1), by explicitly
calculating the contribution from meson exchange currents (MEC) to the vector and axial parts of the weak
nuctear current. Thrir n«;w prediction is A"*'(MEC) =
[1502 ± 32] s~'\ again in excellent agreement with our
experiment and the EPM approach,
This experiment has produced additional results of
general interest, namely a very detailed measurement

1.02
Figure 1: Plot of pseudo-scalar Fp vs. axial FA form
factors showing the constraints by our experiment (solid
lines; dashed lines with errors in Fv and FM added).
The vertical dotted lines show the constraints on F^
extrapolated from tritium beta decay; the dash-dotted
tin'? is from th» PCAC relation.
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From measurements of various polarization obscrvables for the recoil nucleus originating in the p"-capturc
on nuclei, one can deduce the induced pseudoscalar form
factor Fpt which plays an important role in testing different QCD-based models [1], In our experiment we use
the ft~ + 1 6 0 -+ lcNfl» 4- »ß capture reaction, aiming
at ih? determination of the residua] 15N polarization.
The experimental method makes use of a stack-target
technique and of the /?-decay asymmetry as an analyzer
of the nuclear polarization. Important modifications to
the experimental set-up, developed in the course of our
previous tests, were incorporated in the present run.
The laat scries of mefsurements has been performed
with recoil-direction sensitive stack-targets, consisting
of a few hundred triple-layers. The 16N" production
takes place in an oxide sandwiched between Pd and Al
layers, which respectively preserve and destroy the recoil polarization. The targets were enclosed in a specially designed LHe cryostat which had to be shifted,
within about 1 s, between the activation and measurement positions and rotated periodically along the direction of the shift-axis. The cooling system kept the
targets at a constant temperature of about 6 K over
long time periods.
Previous studies confirmed that the /?-y coincidences suppress fake /^-activities induced in the stacktarget materials very efficiently [2]. Thus, the polarimeter was upgraded by adding a system of 64 BGO crystals
for vquania detection, covering roughly 70% of the full
solid angle. For ail BGO detectors the energy information and the coincidence time with respect to the triggering /?-event were registered. In the off-line analysis
we singled out electrons from the interesting transition
I5
N-* K O3+ by selecting the prompt ,3-7 coincidences
and setting a high energy threshold in the BGO energy
spectra (see fig. 1). The decay curves obtained under
these conditions consist of only one component with a
lifetime r = (10.3 ± 0.-1) s. which agrees exactly with
the expected value of 10.3 s for the I4 N nucleus. With
all applied cuts the ^-^-coincidence efficiency was found
to be around 30^c.
The major difficulty encountered in this test was the
preparation of large-size stack-targets. Problems arising
in the sputtering of oxides did not allow a large enough

number of stack-layers to be produced and strongly
affected their uniformity. First measurements of the
/7-decay asymmetry with these targets have been performed and are being analysed. The low statistics collected during the runs (thin targets) does not, at the
present stage, allow a determination of the i e N polarization. Development of the stack production is under
way.
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b)

Figure 1: a)-c) - Example of spectra for one BGO crystal
taken with the Pd-TiOj-Al target: a) - energy spectrum
of vquanta in coincidence with any 3-evcnt, b) - time
spectra - prompt coincidence peak (solid line) and all
ovrnts (dotted line), c) - same as a) but gated with the
time window indicated in b). d) - single 3-spectrum
(dotted line) and 3-spectrum with the coincidence condition and cuts as shown in b) and c) (solid line).
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The aim of the present experiment is to determine
the 3D - 3P energy difference in muonic hydrogen, providing a powerful test of QED vacuum polarization [1].
A tunable free electron laser will induce the 3D-3P transition [2] which is then followed immediately by the
emission of a Kp X-ray, By measuring the Kp intensity as a function of the laser wavelength the resonance
wavelength can bo determined,
The main background results from the Kß X-rays of
the regular cascade. The relative Kjj intensity or, more
generally, the relative intensities of the K-transitions are
correlated to the processes during the cascade of the
/ip system, in particular the pressure dependent Stark
mixing and external Auger transition.
In 1995 a two week run was performed to investigate the K-yields at low pressure. 30 MeV/c rnuons
were injected into the cyclotron trap and stopped in its
centre. The X-rays were detected simultaneously by
the existing CCD detectors and read-out electronics and
a Si(Li)-diode. A precise determination of the energy
dependent efficiency calibration was achieved by additional measurements of the X-ray intensities in muonic
Nc, Oj, Nj. The K-yiclds in muonic hydrogen and deuterium were measured at 11 pressures between 17 and
530 hPa (Fig. 1). These data represent the first precise
yield measurements in this density region. The analysis
is under way and will provide more substantial information about the parameters of the experiment. Furthermore a better understanding of the exotic hydrogen
cascade is expected.
The final set-up of the 3D-3P resonance experiment
foresees a low energy muon beam line consisting of the
new cyclotron trap and a solcnoidal beam line which
guides the rnuons from the trap to the PSC solenoid [1].
The new trap is presently being assembled and will be
delivered to PSI in spring 199G. The solenoidal beam
line will be build in 1996 and tested with beam in 1997.
The free electron laser is under construction at ENEA
Frascati.
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Figure 1: Energy spectrum of muonic deuterium at 17
hPa D2 gas.
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In this measurement of the pion-to-muon mass ratio, X-ray energies of pionic nitrogen and muonic oxygen are measured at very high precision with a Bragg
spectrometer [1J. Pions and muons are stopped in a
cylindrical target of 50 mm diameter at the centre of
the cyclotron trap [2], Some of the X-rays from the pionic or muonic cascade are Bragg reflected by a Si (220)
crystal towards a position sensitive CCD detector (pixel
size = 22,5 x 22.6/rni3).
According to the Bragg law the spectrometer arm
position has to be adjusted for each X-ray transition.
For the measurement of the pion-to-muon mass ratio
the spectrometer has to be periodically switched between the positions for detecting the pionic nitrogen and
the mounic oxygen X-rays. The need for high precision
of the measured energies at the ppm level therefore requires a mechanical stability of the spectrometer of the
same precision. The stability of the spectrometer was
the subject of the second part of the feasibility study
performed at the ffE5 area in 1995.
The ffE5 beamline was tuned to the maximum rate
of pion stops inside the target. Further enhancement
of the event rate was achieved by selecting the ffN(5-4)
transition at 4.055 keV with a much higher detection
effiency compared to the 4-3 transition used in a previous run. With this set-up about 100 TTNS-4 X-rays
per hour were recorded at a target pressure of 1 bar
and a proton current of 1 mA. Figure 1 shows the position spectrum at the Bragg angle of 52°45'38.8" corresponding to the rNs_4 transition. In this spectrum
two parallel transitions, the circular 7r(og—if) and the
inner jr(5f-4d) transition are well resolved. A yield of
7.1 ± 0.5% of the inner relative to the circular transition could be determined, providing new information
on the atomic cascade. The high ffN$-< X-ray rate allowed a systematic investigation of the stability of the
spectrometer. The spectrometer arm was moved several
times between the /iO5_4 Bragg angle (53"22'2.5" corresponding to E, = 4.0232 keV and Si 220 reflection)
and the 7rXj_4 Bragg angle. Within the statistical uncertainties no deviation of the »Nj-« peak position was
found. Together with measurements with fluorescence
X-rays a spectrometer stability of about 1 ppm could
be verified.
The intensity of the /iOs_4 line, which in the final

experiment will be used for the energy calibration, was
about 40 times less than the ffNjj_4 intensity. An enhancement of the rnuon stop rate of more than an order
of magnitude is expected with the new cyclotron trap
which is presently being assembled. Furthermore the
muon stop rate will be increased by optimizing the JTE5
beam line on muon stops instead of pion stops, With
these event rates and the tested spectrometer stability
a lppm measurement of the pion mass will be feasible.
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This experiment aims at measuring gp/gA[\], the
induced pseudoscalar coupling factor , using the hyperfine effect[2] in muon capture on 1J B, producing ''Be in
its excited state. The time distribution of the 320 keV
gamma rays, resulting from the de-excitation of "Be*,
is related to yp/gA[h 3].
Data were accumulated in 1" 1094. After subtraction of the background, the .mie evolution of the 320
keV gamma yield, normalised to the theoretical decay
electrons' time behaviour, is presented in Fig,l, The
continuous curve presents the expected theoretical time
behaviour convoluted with the time response function.
An important discrepancy between the data and the
theoretical curve can be observed at early times.
Tests of the acquisition system, with sources and
with simulations[4| of the acquisition logic, led to the
conclusion, that this logic was not responsible for such
an effect. Moreover, the positron decay spectrum of
positive muons stopped in n B , obtained using the same
acquisition system, has been fully understood(5].
Three weeks of beam were allocated to a new run
during the fall of 1995. The set-up and the logic of the
acquisition system were similar to the one used for the
previous run[5]. A very pure (99.999%) natural boron
target was preferred to an enriched l l B powder of lower
purity (97.8%) as used in July 1994. The Cu and Ni
X-rays which bracket the 320 keV line when using the
enriched U B target oflow purity, are absent with the
pure n a t B target. This allows a safer background subtraction in the early time region.
The time evolution of the 320 keV gamma yield, after subtraction of the background and normalised to
the theoretical decay electrons' time behaviour, is presented in Fig.2. The theory(l] —continuous curve in
Fig.2— fits the data with reasonable values of the parameters. Thus, we conclude that the unexpected time
behaviour (Fig 1) is not present in those data and that
the anomaly observed in July 1994 could be attributed
to n short lived muon capture on an impurity in the
target.
An online estimate of the number of 320 keV events
accumulated leads, after background subtraction, to roughly 2 • 105 gammas; the required statistic have thus been
reached. The analysis of those data is now in progress.
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Figure 2; Run of October 1995.
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decay mode of the muonic molecules will be determined
for all investigated isotopic mixtures.
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In our 1994 investigations of the muon transfer processes from hydrogen to helium isotopes [1] a large isotopic effect for the probability of radiative decay of the
(d/i//e)* molecule between liquid Dil%Ht and Di/*He
mixtures was observed [2], During the spring 1995 run
period this experimental programme [3] was continued:
a) The decay X-rays of the (p^He)" molecule were directly observed in a binary mixture of ' # 2 and AHe
(fig.l). Isotopically pure protium produced by electrolysis of deuterium-depleted water was us»d for this purpose.
b) A measurement of the ground state muon transfer
rate for the case of l / / j / 3 / / e was carried out for the
first time by applying the triple mixture method with
neon as the high-Z component[4].
c) In the case of £ 2 / 4 / / e and D j / 3 / / e the time distributions of the detected decay X-rays from the muonic
molecules allow the direct determination of the ground
state transfer rate (fig.2). Working with gaseous binary
mixtures provided the possibility to select densities and
concentrations which optimized the yields of decay Xrays[5]).
By combining the transfer rate information with the results of the CCDs analysis (for typical spectra see [2, 5]),
the branching ratio of the radiative to the non-radiative
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Figure 2: Time distributions of the decay X-rays of the
{An*He)' and the {an3 He)' molecules respectively. Data
obtained by a Si(Li)-detector.
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The recent progress achieved in the production and use
of low-energy //" has found a first experimental application in the measurement of the p/i kinetic energy at
pressures around 1 mbar. By using frictional cooling
[1] and detector triggered muon trapping (2] in a high
solemidal magnetic field, efficient \T stopping in a 1
cm diameter, 20 cm long gas volume could be achieved.
After p/i foimation and de-excitation tc »he Is ground
state the p,j atoms travel along almost straight-line trajectories ',o the walls of the target, By using gold coated,
cylindric.l target walls, the diffusion time to the walls
is measurt'l as the time difference between the muon
stopping tirrp (obtained from a separate measurement
in a Hj + 49> Xc target) and the time of transfer to
gold (obtained from the detection of the emitted /JAU
x-rays) J3j.
Preliminary data analysis of the measurements taken
at 1 mbar and 4 mbar in H2 resulted in transfer time
spectra (shown in Fig. 1 for 1 mbar) that were fitted to
an arbitrarily selected set of discrete p/i energies with
variable intensities. The response-time functions associated with each of these energies (shown in Fig. 1) are
calculated by taking into account the effect of the p/i
emission angle, the diameter of the p/i source (muon
stopping volume) and the measured stopping time distribution. A good independent determination of the
main energy components is obtained showing the potential of the method to provide "differential" energy
spectra.
The resulting intensities, given in table 1, reveal
the existence of substantial high-energy tails which are
unexpected at such low pressures. Together with the
clear increase in average kinetic energy with pressure
they indicate that the acceleration mechanism resulting
from Coulomb de-excitation is stronger than predicted
by theory [4].

is expected to remain long-lived when formed at sufficiently low energy, The present results give the first evidence for the existence of a fraction of long lived p/i(2s)
atoms (estimated to be about 25% at 1 mbar [5]), which
is sufficiently high to allow an optimum realization of
the planned 2s - 2p laser-spectroscopy experiment.
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Figure 1: Preliminary transfer-time distribution obtained
at 1 mbar fitted with a superposition of time functions
(drawn as thin, solid or dashed lines) associated with arbitrarily selected sufficiently distant p(i energies: E s le\'*2"
with - 2 < n < 5,

Another important clue is provided by these measurements in connection with the p/i(2s) state which
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This experiment was introduced last year as a new
investigation of muon catalyzed fusion with greatly increased absolute precision [1], The main improvements,
developed at Gatchina, include: a re-designed high pressure ionization chamber with 15 cm 3 sensitive reaction
volume and ^50 keV FWHM energy resolution, a temperature control system operating with ±0.1 K stability,
and a chemical gas treatment apparatus producing ultra clean samples of HD molecules with concentrations
CUD ~ 04% [2], In two experimental runs we collected
fusion data over a temperature range from 28 K to 350 K
at gas densities from 3%-89J of liquid Hj.

o

(dashed line), (b) the same but including the term of
resonant d\xd formation, followed by backdecay (full line),
see ref, [4], The HD data point at 50 K (star) is significantly lower than the Dj results (full circles). It
provides first direct experimental evidence that the resonant spin flip term (absent in HD molecules) really
exists in D2 at the predicted intensity, Thus, inelastic
scattering \id-\-d will need more theoretical attention
to get the theory in accord with the experimental observations.
This experiment will be continued in 1996, primarily
with more detailed investigations of the so far poorly
known /iCF processes with HD molecules.
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Figure 2: new results on [idspin flip rates A3/24/2 versus
temperature in D2 (circles) and HD gas (star).

Preliminary results of the 1994 run were presented at
the international /iCF-95 conference in Dubna (3]. Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of spin separated dpd formation rates Af in Dj, characteristic of the
resonant formation mechanism. For comparison previous measurements and the theory curves are also shown.
Our new data will determine the dd fusion rate and the
apd resonance energy to very high precision, allowing
rigorous tests of the theory.
Figure 2 displays the new data of the [id spin flip
rate A3/2.1/2- The curves represent the theoretical expectations, (a) from the inelastic scattering process only
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During one of our recent run periods we have, for calibration purposes, re-mcasurcd the time distributions
of the muonic argon x-rays in a gaseous mixture of
Ha+0.3%Ar at 15 aim. In comparison to measurements
performed between 1985-87, the peak-to-background ratio was improved [1, 2]. Muonic x-rays of the whole
Lyman series up to the transition ^ A r ( l l - l ) have been
observed (see Fig. 1). This shows that the muon of
the muonic protium atom in the ground state is transferred to argon into a level with main quantum number
n which is at least as high as n = 11,

to mean values between epithermal and thermalizod fip
atoms.

200
300
400
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Figure 2: Time spectrum of the muonic Ar(2p-ls)
events measured in H2+0.3%Ar at 15 atm after background subtraction. The continuous line represents a fit
made with a gaussian for the prompt peak and a single
exponential with a decay constant adjusted to the late
(>200 ns) part of the measured spectrum.
700
800
Energy (kcV)

Due to a larger scattering cross-section with helium,
the \ip atoms thermalize much faster in gas mixtures
which contain a large fraction of helium. In triple gas
mixtures, e.g. H2-f(>30%He)-f(<0.1%Ar) at 15 atm,
HP atoms are thermalized already after a few tens of
nanoseconds. To deduce the transfer rate to helium,
from such triple mixtures, we used the mean value of
the transfer rate to argon [2]. Consequently, these helium transfer rates yielded too large values. By using
the new value of the muon transfer rate from thermalized muonic protium to argon, one obtains, from the
earlier measurements, a transfer rate to helium at room
temperature of ApWe = (0.52±0.10)-10 8 s" 1 . This value
is no longer in disagreement with other experimental
rates [3, 4] or with the theoretical predictions.

Figure 1: Muonic Lyman series of argon obtained by
muon transfer from /</> atoms in Hj+0.3%Ar at 15 atm.
The time distribution of the muonic Ar(2p-ls) transition, from which the background has been subtracted,
is shown in Fig. 2. The continuous line represents a
fit of the spectrum with a gaussian distribution for the
direct capture peak and a single exponential with a decay constant adjusted to the data for times larger than
200 ns. A clear deviation is observed at shorter times.
There, the intensity of the spectrum is smaller than the
intensity extrapolated from the later part.
When the pp atoms have reached the ground state,
part of them have epithermal energies due to the Coulomb de-excitation in collisions with hydrogen molecules.
The observed deviation from the extrapolated exponential is due to a transfer rate to argon which is smaller
for epithermal atoms than for the thermalized ones.
The muon transfer rate to argon from thermalized
HP atoms is determined through the decay constant of
the late part of the time spectrum. The (normalized)
value of this rate deduced from the present measurement is XpAr = (1.63 ± 0.05) • 10 l l 5~ l . It is larger
by about 15% than the rates determined from our first
measurements [1, 2j. These earlier rates corresponded
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chemical separation was performed. The 1 0 Bc/ Be ratio
was measured at ETH Zürich to be (2.5 db 0,2) • 10" 1 3 .
This result corresponds to a branching ratio of /* =
(5.2±0.6)-10" 3 .
In a previous experiment the branching ratio of the
channel Si(^~, t/ßXn)7<>AI had already been measured
to be / ' s 0.024 ± 0.003 [3]. From this the ratio of the
production rates P^-( 2G /l/)/P tf -( 10 i?e) in quartz was
deduced to be 7.3 ± 1.5 in agreement with the ratio of
7.0 reported in [4].
• S(Ar,v*xn) 3 8 A] (x = 2-4,6):
The number of muons captured in sulfur was (8.7 ±
0.8)10 10 . After a chemical treatment the 2 6 Al/Al ratio
was measured at the Munich accelerator laboratory to
be (2,6 ± 0.3) • 10" 13 . From this a branching ratio of
/ ' s ( 1 . 4 ± 0.4). lO- 3 is deduced.
• Fe(/i-,^xn) 5 3 Mn (x= 1,3-5):
An AMS measurement of s3 Mn has not yet been performed. From the measured in-beam and off-beam
7 spectra, particle emission channels were determined.
The following channel branching ratios were obtained:

Muon capture reactions arc, besides spallation and
fast muon reactions, the main in-situ production mechanism for cosmogenic radionuclides in the Hthosphcre.
For the determination of branching ratios of particle
emission channels after n~ capture, chemically purified
samples of quartz (SiG^), sulfur, iron and argon gas
were irradiated with slow rnuons at the /iE4 channel
at PSI, Muon momenta were chosen between 58McV/c
and 75MeV/c for the targets in order to achieve a maximum of stopped muons in the target. The number of
stopped and captured rntions were determined by measuring the muonic X-rays during irradiation with a Germanium detector (Fig. 1). The quantities of the produced long-lived radionuclides were measured by accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) at the Munich accelerator laboratory and at ETH Zürich. The Cl-nuclides
produced in the argon target were measured with 7
spectroscopy.
bcam-focui: 420mm

emitted nudeons:
no nucleon:
1 nucleon:
2 nucteons:
3 nucleons:
4 nucleons:
5 nucleons:
6 nucleons:

branching ratio (%]
24.1 ±1.1
> 35.0

30.0 ±1.0
2.4 to (9.7 ±2.0)
>0.8
0.3 ±0.1
> 0.1 ±0.1

For the channel Fe(/f~,r/„zn) 53 A/n a branching ratio f was estimated to be 0.03 < /* < 0.07.
0
^
For the particle emission channels after yT capture in
40
Ar branching ratios of /'( 3 9 C7) = 0.43 ± 0.04 and
3s
f( Cl) = 0.08 ± 0.01 were determined.

Figure 1: Experimental set-up for the irradiation of
targets with slow negative muons at the fiEA channel of
PSI in Villigen (CH).
The production of nuclides after fi~ capture in a
target element is described by PM- = 7^- • fc • fo • f
with Ip- the rate of stopped negative muons, fc the
chemical compound factor [1], fo the nuclear capture
probability (2] and / " the branching ratio of the particle
emission channel.
• 0(/i-,i/ p opxn) 1 0 Be ( x = l - 3 ) :
(9.2 ± 0.7) • 109 muons were captured in oxygen of the
quartz target. After adding 0.5 mg beryllium carrier a
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In a previous experiment at PSI[1], the pion mass
difTerencc DK = m„- — mffo was measured, The value
of Dff was derived from the time-of-flight (TOP) distributions of neutrons from the reaction

[3] A. Bay el al., Xucl. Instc. Moth. Phys. Res. A271,
407 (1988),

ff-p->?ro + n (ff°-*27).
(1)
Since the ff~p-atoms are nearly at rest, the neutrons
generate a TOF-peak corresponding to their velocity
vnt>« 0.894 cm/ns.
The Dff-data [1] clearly established that there was a
large fraction of 'high energy' 7r"*p-atoms at the instant
of reaction (1). The distance dependent broadening of
the neutron TOF-peaks yielded a value of about 70 eV
for the maximal kinetic energy of the ff"p-atoms.
At present the only candidate cascade process known
that would lead to a substantial energy increase of the
pionic-hydrogen atom is that of Coulomb dc-cxcitation [2],
which can occur during the collision of an excited tt~patom with a proton of the surrounding hydrogen, The
energy released by a transition of a 7r"p-atom from the
initial state n to the final state n' is then shared as
kinetic energy between the two collision partners.
In the data [1], the step-like structures of the neutron TOF-distributions associated with Coulomb deexcitation could not be resolved because of the insufficient time resolution of the apparatus.
In our new measurement of the neutron time-offlight we have introduced several improvements:

'

"

0

20
Relative TOF [ns]

Figure 1: Neutron TOF-distribution measured at a distance of 4.73 m from the L//2-target. The arrows indicate the theoretical position of the steps which should
occur at a transition from initial state n to final state

• Detection of the -y-rays from the ff°-decay (1) in
a Nal-wall [3], which reduces the background considerably.
1

• The time resolution was improved by reducing the
thickness of the neutron detectors and that of the
liquid hydrogen (LHi) target.
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A provisional analysis of these data taken at distances of 4.73 m and 8.35m between the iii/Vtarget
and the neutron detector confirms the existance of the
'high energy' component and its fraction of about 45%
(see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), in agreement vith reference [1].
More data with improved background supression and
counting statistics are needed to clearly identify a steplike structure expected from Coulomb de-excitation.
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• Increasing the solid angle of the neutron detector
by a factor 4 improved the counting statistics.
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1. Here the distance is 8.35m.
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NEXT !>AGS(S)

APPLICATIONS OF MUONS IN SOLID
STATE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
(JUSR)

I. MAGNETISM: SPIN GLASSES, MAGNETIC
ORDERING AND DYNAMICS, HEAVY
FERMION SYSTEMS.

Direct evidence for the existence of dia- and paramagnetic domains in high-purity Be from /JSR measurements: the splitting of the /i + -spin precession signal
into two constant frequencies of varying intensity (insert) reflects the expected formation of domains with
different magnetic induction B, the volumes of which
change as the external field / / is varied. For details see
contribution RA-94-14in this section.

370.0
2.734 2.736 2.738 2.740 2.742 2.744
field H (T)
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DYNAMICS OF SPIN GLASSES
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We continued to investigate the behaviour of spin
glasses of various types to find out if the pattern of
relaxation observed in the canonical spin glass AgMn
[1] was characteristic of spitt glasses in general- To
compare with this system we chose to study a quite
different spin glass: a tliiospinel which is an insulator
(C<lCri7lno3$4). 'the sample was kindly provided by
i. llammann. We also made measurements on a different metallic spin glass, AuCr, and as a check a metallic
alloy where the impurity is on the verge of becoming
magnetic, AuV. In a system containing local magnetic
moments, at temperature« above the ordering temperature, the depolarization of inuons in zero or in longitudinal field geometry reflect» the dynamics of the local
moments. The faster the local moments arc relaxing
the longer the time scale for the muon depolarization.
In the AgMn spin glasses we found that the polarization function p(t) could be parametrized by a stretched
exponential

300K A values in the different spin glasses cati be compared with each other to obtain the isolated local inoiticnt relaxation rates.

with the parameter A diverging a» the temperature tends
to the ordering temperature T3, and the exponent ß go*
ing from a value near to 1 at high »»-mperaturcs to a
value do«; to 1/3 as T tends to T^. It is important
to know if this behaviour reflects a general property of
spin glass dynamics, in which case one should observe
the same overall pattern in all spin glass systems.
In our 199 (experiments the thiospincl system (T3 ss
17K) showed peculiar irreversible effects; this is now
cured by fixing the powder in a slurry with dilute GE
varnish. Zero Reid and 10ÖÖG longitudinal field results
(Fig. 1) both showed the expected characteristic divergence of the relaxation rate A a* Tg was aj>pf»ached,
together with a variation of J with temperature very
similar to that which had b«;?n observed in ih«: AgMn
samples. The thiospinel sample provides a second "textbook example of spin gla*# M m i w i r with qualitativ rly the sam» d(T) as AgMn. The fact that two such
different spin g l w a as AgMn and th»* thiospin»! show
so simitar mtiond-pxiMriMtian patterns as .i function of
temperature prove» I hat this behaviour must b<? an intrinsic feature of spin gK-wd>namks- Th? critical exponent for ihr diversen« of A w,w found to b? 2.-IÜ. As in
all th? measurements rtpcrtcd on metallic »pin glas*rs
tins value i» hiuch smalkr thin th«? critical exponent
fof tfw relaxation which can t« deduced from dynamic
rnac»o*copk ma;n*tMation ttt'Murettirnta. This poini
b not understood prop-rl>. A* « M exp«t«l the AuCr
sjimpt? *\MJ «ho«nl stmilaf lempf ralurc tl'[>^n<l»ncc of
th? tifpoUriialion p*tt»rn to (hat sw^n in AgMn. Tin?

Figure I: Temperature dependence of the relaxation
rate A and the exponent 0 in CdCri rlnsa?» btained
by fitting the stretched exponential (1) to the i r ' v.urcd
1000G longitudinal field relaxation functions.
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The depolarization in the AuV sample behaved quite
differently from that observed in the spin glass alloys.
The observed depolarization could be ascribed to interactions with the V iiMclei, and this interaction could
b<- completely decoupled in a small applied longitudinal field. Despite the fact that the Kondo temperature
of V in Au is about 250 K, there was no sign of a local moment contribution lö the depolarization at room
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SPIN DYNAMICS IN THE REENTRANT SPIN GLASS
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romagnctic order (x < 0.11) the 5000 G TF experiments
show a suppression of the divergent behaviour of the
relaxation rate observed in the ZF experiments and a
nearly constant negative Knight shift in the ferromagnetic temperature regime. In contrast, in the reentrant
sample with slightly higher manganese concentration
(x = 0.12) and in the antiferromagnetic sample (x =
0.24), the relaxation rate is enhanced by higher transverse fields, Because of the strongly damped signal a
specific Knight shift behaviour could not be observed.
The /iSK experiments confirm neutron depolarisatiou äludieä which reveal a very different kind of magnetic order on a larger scale (w 103A) [1] as a function of
Mn concentration. We interpret these results in terms
of a change from an itinerant behaviour at lower Mn
concentrations to a more localized behaviour at higher
manganese doping with a crossover at a manganese concentration of « 11-6 at-%.
Work supported by the German Federal Minister of
Education, Research and Technology (DMDF).

The Mn-dopcd invar system (Feo.G5Nio.3s)i-..rMn*
is a model metallic system to study the competition of
ferromagnetic and atitifcrrornagrietic exchange between
densely packed moments. Depending on the Mn concentration ferromagnetic, reentrant spin glass, spin glass
and antifcrrornagnctic order transitions arc found in different macroscopic and microscopic experiments [1],
In the PSI Annual Report 1994 we reported on zero
field (ZF) and longitudinal field //SR on samples with
Mn doping between x — 0.09 and x — 0-24 to study the
local spin ordering and spin dynamic!* at the different
magnetic transitions.
For Mn concentration» with a \H\K spin glass behaviour, arid ^ven in the ferromagnetic regime of the
concentration range with a reentrant spin glass transition, the ZF muon spin relaxation rate is governed by
a slowing down of the spin fluctuations. A transition
from a dynamic to a static relaxation pattern is found
around 70 to 90 K (depending on the manganese concentration). This is also the temperature region for which
magnetisation and neutron dcpolarisation data reveal a
transition to a frozen disordered magnetic state.
In 1995 we performed additional transversal field
(TF) experiments to study the magnetic field influence
on the spin structure and dynamics, All experiments
were performed with field cooling. Fig. 1 show» the deduced relaxation rates using an exponentially damped
relaxation function. In the systems with long range fer-
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the exponential
relaxation rate in TF /iSR for different manganese concentrations and external field strengths.
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Since the synthesis of alkali metal füllendes AfC«o
much effort has been devoted to the characterization of
their structural and electronic properties. The most extensively studied members of the family are the metallic,
superconducting compounds with x = 3, Stable phases
can also be made with * s= 1,4 arid G. The salts A|C«o
undergo at 370K, upon slow cooling, a phase transition to a conducting orthorhombic phase, characterised
by the presence of quasi-onc-dimcnsional chains of Cjf0
units [1], This phase shows a magnetic transition at
»s50 K, whose signature appears in the EPfl spectra as a
sudden drop of the static susceptibility to zero [2j. This
transition has also been confirmed by SQUID measurements and various models based on the ID nature of
the system (spin density wave (SDW) or charge density
wave (CDW) formation, spin Peicrls (SP) instability)
have been invoked to explain the magnetic behaviour.
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Figure 1: The temperature dependence of the time
constants of the dtcay of the polarization in the
CsjCeo sample. Solid circles: gaussian component,
open circles: stretched exponential component. Inset.
Temperature evolution of the exponent ß of the rapidly
relaxing stretched exponential component.

We performed Z F - / J S R experiments on Rbj Ceo and
CsiCoo to identify the nature of the magnetic fluctuations, and possibly detect spin freezing at the lowest
temperatures. For T > 3 0 K , the data were best fitted
by a single gaussian, presumably of nuclear origin, while
below that temperature a second component, best modelled as a stretched exponential, appeared. In Fig. 1 we
show the temperature dependence of the time constants
of the decay of the polarization in CsjCto (3). The
present data clearly confirm the existence of a magnetic
transition in the vicinity of 30 K in ZF, but the absence
of a precession signal even at the lowest temperature
rules out "spontaneous" LR ordering (c/. the fulterene
ferromaanct (TDAE)C«o [A]) and implies a disordered
inhomogencous form of magnetism. The behaviour is
also different from that displayed by systems undergoing a SP transition [5]. Measurements in applied LFs
routinely confirmed the presence of static fields, as the
/i + spin U readily decoupled (at an applied LF of 100G)
from t/ie dta'ic internal fields.

Figure 2: Temperature evolution of the TF (field applied: G000G) fractional shift of the precession frequency of the muon in CsiC«o- Inset. Temperature
evolution of \i M measured by EPU.
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of the muon frequency shift at low temperatures clearly
mimics the behaviour of \ , as measured by EPR (Fig.
2 inset), while at high temperatures the »pin susceptibility exhibits a decrease not observed in the muon
frequency shift.
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The singlet ground state system PrCuj has attracted
particular attention in previous years since it displays
a cooperative Jahn-Telicr transition at TJT — 7.3 K,
induced by ovcrcritical quadrupolar coupling [1], and
cooperative nuclear magnetic order below 54rnK [2],
More recently a rnetamagnctic phas-; transition has been
found and was studied via the dc Haas-van Alphcn effect
[3], We have started a program to investigate PrCuj by
/JSR, using rnonocrystallinc specimens. One aim is to
study / i + induced changes in analogy to studies in PrN'is
[A], So far we have obtained the following results:
(i) ZF-measurcrncnts below 3.5K down to 20mK
reveal a heavily damped spontaneous precession signal consisting of one component with i/^OK) = 7MHz
{Dß =520C). No anomaly around (50-60)mK is seen.
It is speculated that the underlying magnetic order disappears at TJT(ii) ZF-mcasurements between 7.5 K and 110 K show
the presence of two components, one of which reflecting
static Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe behaviour with A(7.5K)
= 6.4/is" 1 (AZ?(j = 75G), the other one relaxing exponentially with A(7.5K) = 1.8//s-' (see Figs 1 + 2).
Above 110 K only the exponential component is present,
accounting for all fi+ (see Fig. 3). The huge KuboToyabe line width is thought to arise from hypcrfinc
enhanced Pr-nuclcar dipolc fields.
(iii) TF (Hitt ~ GkOe || b-axis)-mcasurements between 7.5K and 135 K reveal two components with positive and negative frequency shifts, only one seems to
scale with the magnetic bulk susceptibility.
(iv) A TF-field scan at 12 K produced a particularly unexpected result. The relaxation rate of each of
the two components decreases pronouncedly with increasing field strength (in ZF A = 6 . 0 > s = 1 , at 6kOe
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Figure 1: ZF-^SR. signal at 7,5K, It can be decomposed
into a static gaussian Kubo-Toyabe and an exponentially relaxing signal.
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Figure 2: Temperature dependence of the gaussian relaxation rate a of the spontaneous precession signal below 3K, of the Kubo-Toyabe signal above 7.5 K and of
the exponential relaxation rate, respectively.
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Figure 3: Temperature dependence of the asymmetries
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the Kubo-Toyabc signal disappears above 110K. The
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MUONS REVEAL DIAMAGNETIC DOMAINS IN BERYLLIUM
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The theory leading to the surprising prediction of
dia- and paramagnetic domains in certain normal (uouferroniag/ietic) metals in high magnetic fields [1] waa
initialed by peculiarities in the low temperature properties of Be metal. Yet it was in silver that the 'diamagnctic' domains were actually discovered [2] and, in
spite of continuous efforts since 19G6, no other case of
this structure could be unambiguously identified, in Be
or in any other metal. The fundamental interest for
the subject is due to the fact that such domains are
macroscopic, 'visible' products of the strong magnetic
interaction between electrons on helicoidal orbits, an
interaction which has not been very well studied.
The cyclotron orbits of conduction electrons give rise
to the Unowu de Haas - van Alphen (dllvA) oscillation
of the magnetic susceptibility K at He temperatures.
If this oscillation at certain directions and strengths
of the external magnetic field H becomes very large
(«««(., = l/(4ff)), the interaction between electron orbits has new, spectacular consequences. Before K ( / / )
reaches Ker, the magnetic state of a plate-like single
crystal placed perpendicular to / / breaks up into paramagnetic (p) and diarnagnetic (d) strips (domains), with
different values B\ and Bj of the induction. On tuning
// in the interval Bi < 11 < Bi, the inductions inside
the d- and p-domains remain constant, the volumes of
the strips change so that the 'average' B exactly follows
/ / . The domains arc predicted to appear and disappear
within each dllvA period at the //-ranges where the
amplitude «o is sufficiently large.
For a Be single crystal plate cut normal to its hexagonal axis, the dllvA period is A / / = 78G at // sa 2.74T,
where KQ is nearly maximal. Results on thermodynamics! quantities [3, 4] have indeed been consistent with
a periodic appearence of domains. However, evidence
co«W not b» obtained by NMR, used in the case of Ag,
because of the quadrupole broadening of the *Be signal (2). Free from this drawback, muons are a priori
ideal for locally measuring B\ and Bj [5, 6]. In intervals of // where there are no domains, the /i + prccess
as magnetic dipoles with a frequency v = %Z? around
the direction of B (>„ = 135.5-1 Ml hfl). If domains
are formed, the spectrum line at u should split into a
doublet, with frequencies v\ — y^Bx and v? — % # ! and
with line intensities proportional to the volumes of pand «/-domains. Since AB — Bi-B? is normally of the
order of A / / and the // + linewidth below 3K is « i ' G
(5], a resolution of the doublet could be expected.

2.740r>T, with the same frequency v\. Here a second,
lower frequency v>t = i/j—0.39 MHz appears: a few muons
find diamagnetic regions with Ü = Bi < H, the rest of
them are in p-domains with B = B\ > If. On further
decreasing //, i/j and vj, stay fixed but the volume of
(/-domains grow, until at // = 2.7370T the frequency V\
disappears together with the p-domains and the sample
is again homogeneous. We observed the 8amc splitting
repeatedly in the next dllvA periods, at / / - > / / ± 7 8 C .

370.0
2.734 2.736 2.738 2.740 2.742 2.744
field H <T)
Figure 1: Dia- and paramagnetic domains shown by the
splitting of the frequency Lv = 0.39 MHz. The induction difference is A B = Atz/% = 29G. The relative
intensities i j , 1*2 (see insert) of the lines give the volume
ratio of para- and diamagnetic regions vs // (the solid
and dashed lines are data from two different detectors).
Further /iSR studies on details of the domain structure are under work.
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The result in Fig. 1 represents the first direct evidence for dia- and paramagnetic domains in beryllium.
As / / is swept downwards, all muons stopped randomly
in the B« single crystal at T = 0.85K prcccss. for / / >
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The melting temperatures Tm of all magnetic element» and alloys are much higher than their magnetic ordering temperatures (in ferromagnets, the Curie
point Tc)- Under normal conditions, metallic melts
crystallize upon cooling long before magnetic order can
set in. On the other hand, liquid metals can be undercooled far below Tm when heterogeneous nucleation
on container walls is avoided by means of electromagnetic levitation techniques [1], encouraging us to start
searching for long-range magnetic order in undcrcooled
CogoPdjo melts. This alloy, with the highest relative
Curie-temperature of rniscible binary alloys, can be undercoolcd by electromagnetic levitatkm techniques} to
the vicinity of the Curie point, at which t,hc undcrcoolcd
liquid shows an attractive interaction with an external
magnet [2].
The paramagnetic susceptibility deduced from measurements of the macroscopic magnetization in undercooled liquid Coi- r Pd r [3] proved to follow a CurieWeiss law with a slope equal to that in the solid state
but a Curie point TC{1) for the liquid which is about
20 K lower.
We have star.ed (iSR measurements in order to get
quantitative information on the internal magnetic fields
in such systems. First tests in 1994 had shown that j/SR
on small levitating samples is feasible provided that the
depolarization of the rnuons due to the inhomogeneous
radio-frequency (rf) fields used for levitation and heating of the sample can be avoided [4].
The results reported here were obtained by using a
pulsed rf-gencrator operated at a duty cycle of about
30% and collecting pSR data during the rf-off periods
only (-~60% of the time). The magnet used to apply
external magnetic fields up to 0.4 T was made available
to us by the PSI magnet group.
Fig. la) shows the temperature dependence of the
inverse difference between the measured muon spin precession frequency / and the frequency fa=1^Da/2T:
(/?„ denotes the applied magnetic field, "ju the gyromagnetic ratio of the muon), ( A / ) " 1 , in CoaoPd2o at
Da =75rnT. (In a simple model, A/ is proportional to
the paramagnetic susceptibility). For comparison, Fig.
lb) shows the X-dependcncc of the inverse susceptibility
X"1 deduced from macroscopic magnetization measurements on the same alloy (3).
The results obtained wiih jiSR clearly confirm the
macroscopic measurements. Together, the experiments
show that the undercoolcd liquid behaves very much like
a ferrotnagnet above the Curie point, indicating that ferromagnetic ordering may indeed be observed in a liquid
metal. We are now working on improved undercool-

ing techniques and the development of new alloys with
higher reduced Curie-tcrnperaiurcs in order to extend
the measurements closer to or even below the phase
transition into the ferromagnetic state.
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Figure 1: a) Inverse difference ( A / ) " 1 of of the measured spin-precession frequency and the frequency in
the external magnetic field Da in undcrcooled liquid
CoaoPdjo- b) Inverse susceptibility x~ l deduced from
macroscopic magnetization measurements on the same
system (data from Ref. [3]).
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be attributed to the occupation of metastable sites by
the /*+ [1].

In order to deduce the volume dependence of tlic
Fermi contact field Dremit in Ni, high-pressure transverse-field /^ + SE experiments were performed on three
Ni single crystal spheres of 12mm diameter at temperatures between 4 K and CGOK and hydrostatic pressures p
up to 800 MPa. The Ni samples were made from starting material of 99.998 wt% purity and residual resistivity ratio FIRR=1'U6, determined on a magnetically
saturated sample in an applied magnetic field of 0.1 T.
Tiic samples possessed volurne-averaged mosaic spreads
of about 0.3mrad (FVVHM), Dpermi was deduced from
measurements of the /i + spin precession frequency in
an applied magnetic field Da = 0.G229T parallel to an
axis of easy magnetization (<111> crystallographic direction). Under these conditions the samples are magnetically saturated and the magnetic field acting on the
|i + magnetic moment is given by U,, = U a + Dptfmi.
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Figure 2: Temperature dependence of dD„/dp in Q-FC
determined in zero applied magnetic field.

530.45
In order to deduce the pressure and temperature
dependence of B^ in o-Fe, high pressure /i + SR experiments were performed on a monocrystalline o-Fe sphere
of 9 mm diameter at temperatures between 70 K and
650 K. The measurements were performed at zero applied magnetic field, hence the pressure dependence of
Bp is given by
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the local magnetic field B„ at the muon site in Ni measured at two
different hydrostatic pressures p — 0 (open triangles)
and p = 0.6GPa (full triangles) in the temperature
regime 3.7..AOK.
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were Bi denotes the Lorentz field and 9w/öß a |r,p the
forced volume magnetostriction coefficient. Fig. 2 shows
the temperature dependence of the pressure derivative
dBß/dp in o-Fe as deduced from preliminary data analysis. In contrast to the Ni data the temperature dependence of dBp/dp shows a structure which might be
attributed to an occupation of excited muon states at
higher temperatures.
Work supported by the Dundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft, Forschung und Technologie, Bonn,
Germany, under contract no. 03-SE-1ST2.

Above 260 K BFtrmi in Ni was found to be proportional to the saturation magnetization [1], whereas
at lower temperatures it is temperature independent
apart from a small anomaly below 30 K. Fig. 1 cornpares the temperature dependence of £?„ at low temperatures for two different hydrostatic pressures (p = 0
and p = 0.6GPa). We see that the this anomaly is
more pronounced at higher pressures. [1). Apart from
the anomaly below 30 K, the temperature dependence of
0Bft,mi/Op in Ni is, within experimental error, entirely
due to the volume dependence of the Curie temperature
and does therefore not exhibit any structure that might
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In antiferrornagnetic Cr the magnetic field distribution seen by the muoris and reflected in the time evolution of the transverse /i + spin polarization depends on
the interaction between // + and the spin-density waves
(SDW) which arc accompanied by charge-density and
strain waves. The observation of a single precession line
at Bappi = 0 [1] shows (i) that the magnetic moments
\iCr localized at the Cr ions are static on a time scale
of about 10"cs [2] and (ii) that the p+ hopping rate is
smaller than about 10 7 s"' [3]. The observed signal can
be fitted equally well by two extreme physical models.
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In the first model it is assumed that only / J + near
the SDW extrema contribute to the precession signal,
either because they have been implanted there or because either the SDW or the /J + have moved accordingly. The remaining fraction of the /i + spin polarization is assumed to decay rapidly as a result of dephasing
or relaxation due to the magnetic field distribution and
does therefore not contribute to the precession signal.
In this case the time dependence of the / i + spin polarization can be described by a cosine function.
The other model assumes that the p+ come to rest
randomly with respect to the SDW phase and are immobile. The distribution of the magnitudes of the dipolar
magnetic field Bav associated with the SDW leads to
a time dependence of the / J + spin polarization which
follows a Jo Hcssel function if tetrahedral sites are occupied, or a superposition of two Jo Dessel functions
for octahedral site occupation. Since only one precession frequency is observed [1], one has to conclude that
the fi+ either occupy tetrahedral sites or, at least in
the vicinity of the SDW extrcma, only those octahedral
sites with one of the two physically different site orientations (tetragonal axes parallel or perpendicular to the
Cr magnetic moments).
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Figure 1: Pressure dependence of the /i + -spin precession frequency uß/2r: at T = 4.5 K in Cr. The
pressure derivative of Bß=uifl/yll
deduced from the
slope of a linear fit (solid line) is 9ß^/flp|T,ß a „i=o =
-(89.15 ±0.0G)10- 1 2 T/Pa.
is more than an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding values in ferromagnetic Ni or Q-FC. Within
the experimental error dB^/dp is temperature independent in the temperature regime investigated.
Work supported by the Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft, Forschung und Technologie, Bonn,
Germany, under contract no. 03-SE4ST2.
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The two models may be distinguished by inspection
of the absolute phases f of the n+ spin precession signal,
since the long-time oscillations as described by Jo are
shifted relative to that of a cosine function by — TT/4.
An accurate determination of the absolute phases may
become possible by introducing hydrostatic pressure p
as a further parameter in addition to temperature.
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In order to deduce the pressure dependence of DM,
high pressure zero-field experiments were performed in
the temperature regime between 4.5 K and 8 K. Fig. 1
shows the pressure dependence of the ft+ spin precession
frequency LJJ2- at T = 4.5 K. The pressure derivative
of B/i = Wy/i,, as deduced from the slope in Fig. 1 is
r,o.,, ( =o = -(89.15 ±O.OC)10- l 2 T/Pa, which
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Cerium and Ytterbium monopnictides have drawn
much attention and inspired a lot of experimental and
theoretical work because they show complex magnetic
phase diagrams [1] and exhibit unusual transport properties [2]. CeAs orders antiferroinagnetically below ca.
7.5 K. From neutron diffraction experiments an AF-I
single-fc or triple-/: structure has been concluded [3].
fiSR experiments on a polycrystalline sample revealed
a damping increase below 9K and the onset of a spontaneous precessing signal fraction below 7.4 K with a
low temperature saturation frequency corresponding to
a local field of as 0.18T [4], Assuming the most probable tetraljedratly coordinated muon site which has been
successfully used in all other / J S R work on Cerium and
Uranium monopnictides [5], the occurrence of this signal
cannot be understood since dipolar field calculations for
this site cancel for the single-^ and triple-/; structures
and the Fermi contact field will vanish from symmetry
considerations also. To clarify this problem we started
^SR experiments on a CeAs single crystal.
So far we have carried out zero field (ZF) and longitudinal field (LF) fiSR between 3.3 and 12 K to confirm
the precession signal. To deduce the spatial orientation
of the local field we chose different experimental geometries (with the initial muon spin polarisation and the LF
field parallel <100> and <110>). In the present experiments we found a rotating signal with « 75% of the
full sample amplitude in the magnetically ordered state
below a transition temperature of 6.8K. The frequency
shows a temperature dependence typical for a second
order transition with an estimated saturation value of
w 25MHz or 0.18T magnetic field strength below 2K.
(Fig. 1). The relaxation rate of this signal is « 8 / J S ~ J .
This signal could be decoupled completely with 6kG
longitudinal external field. Taking into account the formation of different magnetic domains the full sample
signal corresponds to a site with a well defined static
magnetic field at the muon site.
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the spontaneous
rotation frequency in CeAs.
next round should clarify the muon site and the magnetic spin structure in this system.
Work supported by the German Federal Minister of
Education, Research and Technology (BMBF).
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The relative enhancement of the relaxation rate
caused by the longitudinal field is much stronger for
the <110> orientation than for the <100> orientation.
Analysing the vectorial superposition of the internal
and external magnetic fields this behaviour suggests a
<100> orientation of the magnetic field at the muon
site. For a final determination similar experiments in
< 1 U > orientation are necessary.
The knowledge of the local field orientation together
with measurements of the angular dependence of the
paramagnetic Knight shift which are planned for the
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the initial asymmetries of GdNis with H (| c axis (upper part) and
/ / || b axis (lower part). The lines are guides to the
eyes. Notice the change in behaviour at ~ 8 0 K .

Figure 2: Temperature dependence of the Knight Shift
of GdNis with / / || c axis (upper part) and / / || 6 axis
(lower part). Notice the collapse of the two signals (for
/ / || 6) due to muon diffusion at T = 300K.

In our last PSI report we presented the temperature
dependence of the frequencies measured on the axial
ferromagnet GdNi5 below Tc = 31.83(5) K (1). Over
this whole temperature range we found two muon frequencies, which might indicate that the muon localizes
in tw« sites at tow temperature. A possible method
to determine the muon localization sites is to study its
Knight Shift. This has been done last July at PSI using
the ETH high precision spectrometer ("strobo" set up)
in /iEl.
A study of the angular dependence of the Knight
Shift in the b - c plane at T ~ 100 K shows that two
frequencies are present with an asymmetry ratio of 1:2.
These frequencies merge into one frequency for / / || c
axis. This result is consistent with the hypothesis that
the muon localizes in the so-called / site (coordinates
(1/2,0,0)) or i site (coordinates (l/2,0,±x)). In Fig. 1
we show the temperature dependence of the asymmetry
for H cither parallel to the b or c axes. While at high
temperature for H \\ b we detect two frequencies and
only one frequency when / / || c, below ~ 80 K we find

the opposite: one frequency for H \\b and two frequencies for / / || c.
The two frequencies for / / || c are consistent with
the fact that in the magnetically ordered state in zero
field also two frequencies are found [1] (In this state the
internal field at the muon is parallel to the c axis).
In Fig. 2 we show the temperature dependence of the
Knight Shift both for H \\c axis and / / || b axis. The
increase in magnitude of both signals (I and II) with
decreasing temperature is related to the susceptibility
of GdNi 5 .
A study of the Knight Shift for the axial ferromagnet ErNis is under way. The preliminary data are in
line with the proposed muon site as mentioned above
and confirm also anisotropic spin fluctuations in this
compound up to ~ 220 K.
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The magnetic properties of equiatornic UTX compounds which are subject of intensive studies over the
last few decades are ranging from the temperature-independent pararnagnetism to various types of long-range
magnetic ordering [1], The size of the U moments is
gradually suppressed with enhancing 5f-ligand hybridization. In the majority of the cases the results of bulk
and microscopic measurements are compatible. However, for UlrGe, URhln and UCoAl, which appear to
be on the border of magnetism, this is not the case.
Specific-heat and magnetization results suggest AF ordering in UlrGc and URhln at low temperatures, but
the confirmation is missing in neutron-diffraction spectra collected far below the expected magnetic ordering
temperature [2],
The situation in the first two cases is complicated
by relatively large absorption coefficients of Ir and In
which makes neutron-diffraction experiments extremely
difficult. In UCoAl, the situation is somewhat reverse.
While no signs of magnetic order are seen in the specific
heat, some authors report ferromagnetic ordering from
their neutron-diffraction experiments.
The extreme sensitivity of the /JSR» xhnique to very
small local magnetic fields proved itself to be powerful tool to resolve the problems regarding the magnetic
ground state. We have therefore performed measurements using pSR technique in zero (ZF) and longitudinal (LF) fields down to 2.6 K.
UlrGe is crystallizing in the orthorhombic TiNiSi
type of structure. A sharp lambda-anomaly in the specific heat at 16 K [1] has been tentatively associated
with a transition to the AF state. The magnetic susceptibility exhibits a very pronounced peak at 18 K. The
suggested AF ordering is corroborated at 4.2 K by two
metarn agnetic transitions at 14 and 19 T suggesting that
the magnetic structure in UlrGe might be complex.
Our results show that down to about 20 - 30 K a
small relaxation rate is mainly due to nuclear dipolar
moments and can be decoupled by small external LF
fields of the order of 30 - 50 G. Below 20 K we found an
onset of electronic dampingalong with an increase of the
magnetic susceptibility. This we attributed to the appearance of antiferromagnetic correlations. Below 16 K,
strongly damped precession signal which could be analyzed using an exponential functi in was recorded. The
precession frequency of 3 MHz and the relaxation rate
did not change down to 2.6 K. This results can be understood in the terms of incommensurate antiferromagnetic ordering of strongly reduced uranium magnetic
moments in UlrGe.
URhln crystallizes in the hexagonal ZrNiAl struc-

ture [1]. The specific heat shows a maximum at 6.5K,
marking the onset of antifcrrornagnetic ordering. The
X(T) dependency for URhln displays a maximum at
7K [3]. In this case, from our /iSR experiment follows
that a small relaxation rate, mainly due to nuclear moments which can be again decoupled by small external
LF fields, does not show any significant temperature development down to 2.8K. The signal can be described
by a simple exponential decay and no useful information
regarding the magnetic ground state could be obtained.
Remembering other UTX compounds crystallizing in
the same type of structure, UNiAl and UNiGa which
has been studied earlier [4], this result is striking and
requires further investigation.
UCoAl crystallizing in the ZrNiAl structure [1] represents one of the most investigated compounds, the
type of ground state is still subject of discussion. Most
probably, UCoAl can be classified as an itinerant mctamagnet with a metamagnetic field of 0.8 T. Recent investigations showed also the importance of exact stoichiometry. We have studied the stoichiometric 1:1:1
compound. Our / J S R results are very similar ' > the
case of URhln. We did not observe any sign of magnetic ordering down to 2.8K.
While the extreme sensitivity of the /iSR technique
to very small local magnetic fields allowed us to obtain
decisive information about the magnetic ground state
of UlrGe, we were not able to resolve the problem of
URhln. On the other hand, results obtained on UCoAl
seems to be in good agreement with bulk-measurement
results and this compound can be concluded to be paramagnetic at least down to 2.8K.
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In the second year of the project the experiment
was allocated time on the GPD spectrometer. Measurements were carried out on the samples Y M ^ D O . G ,
YMrijDi and YMn 2 D 2 . The samples were placed in
thin wall aluminum sample holders. For all samples
supplementary /JSR measurements were carried out on
the ISIS fiSR facility, With the aim of finding magnetic fields induced at the muon sites, the measurements
were performed at transverse fields of 5 and 50 mT for
the above mentioned samples, The maximum field of
50 rnT was chosen to avoid the problem of the beam
bending and related corrections of the sample position.
For YMnjDo.5 measurements were carried out in the
temperature ranges 190 - 270 K (5mT), 100 - 270 K
(50mT), for YMn 2 Di at 180 - 300K and for YMn 2 D 2
at 100 - 300K. The best fits for all the samples and
temperatures were obtained for a simple exponential
damping. From the fits the parameters ao, A and u>
were obtained. As examples, the dependences of A and
frequency on temperature for YMn 2 D 2 are presented in
Fig. 1.
For all the samples the characteristic drop

temperature, in agreement with zero field data. Because
the measurements were made down to about 180 K only,
we did not observe the maxima of A for the other samples. For YMn 2 D 2 the decrease of A above Tc is of a
critical behaviour type, as described by the equation

(1)
The fitted exponent 7 agrees well with those obtained
from ISIS zero field data [1], as presented in Table 1.
Changes of Ao with field indicate the influence of the
magnetic field on the spin fluctuations. The higher
value of Ao at 50 mT compared to zero field indicates
supression of spin fluctuations.
Table 1
Parameters

Ao

Tc[K]
1

H = 0 mT
0.0318(9)
258.6(1)
0.87(1)

// = 5 mT
0.023(3)
258.0(5)
0.88(5)

H = 50 mT
0.041(3)
232.0(1)
0.86(1)

The temperature dependence of ui is interesting, u
decreases nonlinearly with decreasing temperature above
Tc with a minimum at 7 c . This shows that the frequency decrease above Tc is related to the increase of
A. Below the ordering temperatures the frequencies are
only slightly decreased, which may be explained by a relation with A. This means that the ferromagnetic component of magnetisation of the hydrides is not clearly
reflected in magnetic fields which muons might detect
at the A 2 B 2 interstitials.
To complete the set of experimental data, measurements in longitudinal and transverse field are planned.
Of interest are measurements at higher fields to measure
the Knight shift parameter, especially in the paramagnetic range where the fluctuations are strongly influenced by hydrogen.

H-50mT

»0

Tempmturc [K]

Figure 1: Temperature dependences of A and frequency
for YMn 2 D 2 at transverse field // = 50 mT.
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of the asymmetry parameter at the magnetic ordering
temperature is visible, however it remains small in the
ordered state. Only for YMn^Dj does the A dependence
on T show the characteristic rnaxit.ium at the ordering
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Some Europium intermetallic compounds like EuPtP, EuPdAs and EuNiP (hexagonal Ni^In structure)
and like EuCu2Si2, EuNijPj and EuPd2Si2 (tetragonal
ThCrgSit structure) show a very peculiar mixed valcnt
behaviour [1, 2]. In all these compounds the electronic
charge state of Eu is temperature dependent with a typical valence increase of « 0.2 between 200 K and 80
K: at room temperature the Eu state is close to Eu 2+
(S = .1= 7/2), at low temperatures there is a severe tendency to Eu 3+ (J = 0, diamagnetic ground state).
The classical experimental methods to observe valence changes are lattice constant and unit cell volume
measurements, magnetic susceptibility and isomer shift
in 15I Eu Mössbauer spectroscopy on the slow side of
the relaxation time window and L-II/L-I1I edge X-ray
absorption, valence band photoemission arid core level
XPS on the fast side.
Especially the Mössbauer experiments reveal very
different valence fluctuation (VF) rates VVF for the
hexagonal compounds from an analysis of the absorption line width. In EuPtP VVF is of the order of
10" s" 1 , whereas the upper limit for VVF in the EuPdAs compound is 10® s" 1 in the whole temperature
range (according to the accessible time window), which
is much slower than usual [3].
Our primary interest is to study the temperature
dependence of the valence fluctuation rate in these Europium compounds via /iSR. The very different magnetic moments of the Eu 2 + and Eu 3 + states lead to a
distribution of Knight shifts and relaxation times via
dipolar coupling at the muon site. A calculation of the
line splitting for the hexagonal compounds considering
static muon surroundings with either two Eu 2+ or one
Eu z+ and one Eu 3 + gives Aw « 6MlIz in 6kG T F and
opens up a fluctuation time window 2-3 orders of magnitude below the Mössbauer effect which in valence fluctuation studies is regarded as the microscopic method
with the slowest time window.

due to the mean valency shift between 100 K and 200 K
cannot be resolved because of the strongly damped signal. The transverse relaxation rate shows only a small
increase at ca. 190 K (Fig. 1). We deduce fluctuation
rates of about 10° s" 1 confirming the slow fluctuation
behaviour seen in the Mössbauer experiments.

In former ZF measurements at RAL a decrease of
damping down to ca. 30 K indicates the net loss of magnetic moment.
In 1995 we have studied a powder sample of EuPdAs in high field TF experiments between 100 K and
200 K and some ZF/LF runs in the magnetic regime below 20 K. Runs with different TF fields up to 6kG performed at 200 K show a significant powder broadening
with aline width increase from l/is~ l atZFto2/JS~ l at
maximum field. Therefore the following TF runs were
done in 3kG external field. A change of Knight shift
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the relaxation
rate in EuPdAs in 3 kG TF.
At low temperatures these systems show magnetic
ordering of various kinds. The spin dynamics and ordering phenomena are interesting due to possible frustration in the triangular Eu intra-plane coordination in
the case of antiferromagnetic coupling. The low temperature ZF experiments show a divergence of the relaxation rate of 60 % of the sample signal at 6 K. This signal
could not be decoupled in longitudinal fields up to 6 kG.
We associate this behaviour with a very broad internal
field distribution due to a non-collinear canted magnetic
structure caused by the frustration effects mentioned
above.
Work supported by the German Federal Minister of
Education, Research and Technology (BMBF).
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paramagnetic response up to 8kbar is visible for temperatures up to 30K (the 30K data are not shown).
At 50 K the suppression happens quite abruptly somewhat above 7kbar. Lowering the pressure we observed
a pronounced hysteretic behaviour. Similarly at 70 K
the suppression is observed at around 6.5kbar. T h '
data seem to imply that the magnetic susceptibility as
monitored locally by the Knight shift is considerably
reduced under pressure above certain critical temperatures which rise with decreasing pressure, i.e. the pressure induced suppression of at least a local paramagnetic response is not necessarily a low temperature phenomenon and is not restricted to the insulating regime.

Cubic Smo,9oLao.ioS is a pseudo-binary heavy-fermion compound of intermediate, i.e. broken valence, which
exhibits remarkable transport properties. While being
metallic in the ground-state, it turns into an insulator
under pressure and at low temperature. This metalinsulator transition is believed to be caused by a condensation of excitons, in which Ai holes and conducting
electrons take up a bound state. So either triplet or singlet states are formed, and in the latter case the paramagnetism of the sample should be significantly suppressed, «veil down to diatnagnelism. The local magnetic moments in question, however, are rather weak
and demand very sensitive methods of detection.
The purpose of the present experiment is to verify
with a microscopic technique the disappearance of the
paramagnetic response in the insulating regime. Our
/iSR measurements in 1995 yielded the following results
on a sample of Smo.9Lao.1S, consisting of a collection of
small rnonocrystalline pieces:
In a first series of measurements we determined the
temperature dependence of the Knight shift at ambient pressure, using the GPS (see Fig. 1). The Knight
shift K scales well with the magnetic susceptibility x
above 100 K but deviates considerably from a scaling behaviour below 100 K, The Curie temperature following
from a I/A' versus T plot, 9 a - 3 8 K, is quite different
from 0 = -115K following from a 1/x versus T plot.
A hyperfine coupling constant of Ahj = -2.46kG//iß
is deduced. From the absence of any line splitting and
any angular dependence of the Knight shift it could be
concluded that the / j + resides at the center of the cubic site {\\\) (this is the only interstitial site of high
symmetry).
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the /i + -Knight
shift for various pressures. The lines are intended to
guide the eye only.(i? ei , = 0.6T).

Using the high pressure /iSR spectrometer in / J E I
the pressure dependence of the Knight shift could be
obtained. Results are collected in Figs 1 and 2.
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the
Knight shift obtained at various pressures (up to 8kbar).
At low temperatures no suppression of the Knight shift
could be observed. However, at 8kbar, the Knight
shift value decreased quite significantly above ~30 K. At
6kbar, this decrease happened at a temperature about
20 K higher. It thus appears that the suppression of
the paramagnetic response is a high temperature phenomenon and that the transition temperature to this
regime decreases with increasing pressure.
Fig. 2 shows the data as a function of pressure for
various temperatures. Obviously no suppression of the

4
6
Pressure (kbar)

Figure 2: Pressure dependence of the /J+-Knight shift
for various temperatures. The lines are intended to
guide the eye only. Note the hysteretic behaviour for
the 50 K data.
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Although CeCujSij has been the first heavy-fermion
superconductor discovered, many questions concerning
its properties remain up to now open- Several prol>
lems afe certainly connected to metallurgical difficulties
arising from its incongruent melting, Hence large variations in the properties of CcCujSij have been reported
depending on the sample preparation, exact stoichiornetry and annealing conditions. For example the presence of magnetism and/or superconductivity is known
to be extremely sensitive to the stoiehiometry even in
tiiönocfystalline sample. It is. usually believed that the
superconducting properties of CeCujSij ate stabilized
through a slight Cu excess, which produces by some
mechanism a source of positive internal pressure.
Early *crofield (ZF) /iSR studies [1] on aCeCu 2 jSij
sample as well as more recent ones [2j on a CcCu j osSij
sample gave strong evidences agatmt a microscopic coexistence of superconductivity and rnagneti&m of, most
likely, spin-glass type, A similar picture ha» been provided recently by elastic constants and thermal cxpansion measurements [3] on *. Iti^ii quality »ingle crystal.
In 1995 we pursued o Jr studies along two directions:
ft*'<ith : In order to identify the /^-stopping 6itc(«) we
performed Knight-shift (KS) measurements on a tiny
single-crystal (cross-s«tion 1,6 x 3 mm 1 ), utilizing the
new veto-counter on the GFS setup. Figure 1 shows the
measured orientation dependence of the /i*-frec|uency v
in CeCujSij The solid curve is a fit with the equation
v = f}[l -f A'o 0 -f A"»n/J2 (cosö)] which satisfactorily de-

scribes the data, The Independence of the KS has been
measured up to 300 K for the two principal orientations
y/e#i||a and //./i||c, but the absence to date of susceptibility data on this single crystal does not allow a reliable
determination of the hyperflne coupling parameters and
therefore no quantitative information on the size of the
dipolar field coupling constants A"ip can be obtained.
The present KS data yield only some qualitative information on the ^ + -site. The non-observation of a
splitting of the /iSR signal for any orientation is evidence that only a single, axially symmetric site (with
respect to the c-axis) is occupied by the fi*. In addition, from the large negative shift of the signal for
tf«*ii!c (compared to lft,t\\a) it is concluded, that the
dipolar fields are directed antiparallel to II,n in this
orientation. Therefore, the dipolar coupling A'4L is negative. Only one of the possible sites shows axjal symmetry (A"p = A** ) aa well as a negative value of A'A,
namely the t-site (00 5). Note that in the isostruclural
compound CeRujSij the same site could be unambiguously identified a* the ji+-stopping site from the KS
anisotropy in ref. (4|.
Magnetism : The behaviour of the specific heat (e) of
CeCujSii at very low-Tis strongly sample dependent.
Besides samples showing predominantly superconductivity or magnetism, some samples exhibit a peculiar
and so far unexplained gradual increase of the ratio e/T.
Such samples are classified a» presenting a so called Xphase. Our 1995 ZF /iSR measurements on such a sample unambiguously demonstrate the magnetic origin of
such a phase. Below roughly 1.3 K, one observes a rapid
increase of the depolarization rate which reaches a valuesimilar to what is observed for samples belonging to the
magnetic A-phas«». NV»"«nhe[«*, subtle differences are
detected like the increased broadnes* of the transition
and the gradual change from an exponential depolarization rate below 1.2 K to a GauuUn depolarization rate
at the lowest trmperatur«", whkh in'Jteates that sUtic
magnetijm is only reached below 0.4 K.
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In the present system tlie competition between the
HKKY and the Konclo interaction can be readily studied in isostructural compounds. It is Is the aim of
the project to monitor the gradual loss of the magnetic order from an atomistic point of view, starting
from long range antiferromagnetism (CeCuj) via heavy
fermion behaviour (around x^l) to pure Kondo behaviour (CcCu3AI(Ga)2) [1],
The studies on CeCuj and the Al-substitutcd compounds are practically completed [2], [3]. For the Ga
compounds the general features were almost identical
to tlic Al-case. Sufficiently well above the temperature for the onset of "some kind of magnetic order Tm>}
a temperature hidepvjjdejjt slow Gaussian depolarization is observed, caused by the nuclear 63Cu, 65 C« and
27
A1 dipole fields. On cooling, an increased depolarization of exponential shape appears already somewhat
nbove T m , pointing to a critical slowing down of spin
fluctuations. These temperatures coincide sufficiently
well with those, where shallow anomalies are observed
in XA.C. versus T and cP(T) [1], On further cooling,
the depolarization is increasingly dominated by a fast
Gaussian G'(t) ss cxp(-cr 3 i J /2) at early times, pointing to a broad quasislatic distribution f(B) of internal fields. In contrast to CeCuj [2], no spontaneous
muon precession is detected in the magnetically ordered
state of CcCu* 75AI0.31 and CcGu 7sGao 35, from which
we may conclude that the actual field distribution is
close to C lUssian with zero average value. This behaviour points to a random spin glass like nature of the
quasistatic magnetic correlation between the Ce-lf moments.
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Figure 1: Knight shift versus susceptibility with T as
implicit parameter; tli? dashed lines are a linear regression to the data. The dash-dotted lines arc corrected for
the demagnetization and Lorentz field contributions.
Thus, by applying ii+Sft not only the open question
about the presence of magnetic moments in the concentration region 0.5 < x < 2 could be solved but also that if
the anomalies observed in the temperature dependence
of the bulk properties were due to some kind of magnetic
transitions.
This work was supported by the Austrian Science
Foundation (grants S 5601/5-PHY).

Assuming a completely random arrangement of the
quasistatic moments (that yields the largest width of the
fidd distribution per unit spin) and that the muon ocai*
piea the b site (0.0,1/2) as determined previously [2], the
size of the qu.vsist.itic ordered moments figrd could be
estimated from the rms«width of the field distribution
(Afl 2 ). Contrary to the Al-case. where a systematic
decrease of ^^4 was observed, a maximum (0.15/iß) at
/ = 1,5 was found for the Ga compounds.
From the transverse field experiments Knight shift
data have b^en extracted, from which the liypcrfine coupling constant (i.e. an effective hyperfinc field per f
electron spin) c°utd be defi\«l (Fig. 1). A systematic
de<r?a« with increasing x is observed, even tedding to
a change of sign for CeO-itGa. We »Munie that the
decrease of the hyperfine couplin* constant reflects the
variation of the phaw? of the tlKKY oscillation, reiching an odd multiple of r/2 for a critical concentration
1 (transition through icro for the ItKKY interaction).
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i/ty
belongs to the Ce doped superconducting cuprates in which the carriers of the superconducting current arc electrons. The appearance of superconductivity coincide» with a semiconductor-metal
transition and has been observed at a Ce concentration around y = 0.14. Further electron-doping makes
the system more metallic but lowers the superconducting transition temperature, taking it to zero around
y = 0.18. //SH and neutron experiments [1] indicate
that the magnetic behaviour of the ri-typc cupratcs and
their parent compound NdCuO^ is similar to that of the
hole-doped superconductors.

At lowest temperatures (< 0.0 K), decoupling experiments on Ndi,8Ceo,jCu04 (up to 2.5T LF) reveal aspin
correlation timer s» 2-10"*&, i,e, «either a frozen spin
structure nor a static magnetic order has been established (Fig, 1). This is in nice agreement with specific
heat data which arc hardly affected in magnetic fields
up to 2T [2]. If one assumes that this electronic damping originates from Nd momenta the size of the moments
has to be of the order of <1 • 1 0 " 1 / J K We plan to extend the /<SR experiments to an overdoped cupratc like (Ndi- r La jr )j_ 1/ Ccj / CuO4. By diluting Nd with non-magnetic La we hope to get further
information on both the Nd-Cu and Nd-Nd magnetic
interactions.
Work supported by the German Federal Minister of
Education, Research and Technology (OMBF).

For the overdoped compound Ndi.aCco.?CuO,| specific heat and magnetic susceptibility measurements [2]
indicate feature of typical heavy fcrniion systems. According to a theoretical model by Fulde et al. [3] the coupling of the Nd moments to a highly correlated electron
system in the Cu'O planes together with Nd-Nd interactions leads to a new prototype heavy fcrmion system.
Consequently, the coupling involves not only conduction
electrons close to £> but all conduction electrons.
In this work we have studied the magnetic properties
of polycrystalline samples of Ndj-„Ce y CuO4 (y = 0
and y = 0.2) and of I'rCuC>4 by means of zero (ZF) and
longitudinal field (LF) /JSR.
For NdCuO« and PrCuC>4 we have extended former
experiments by Le et al. [4] and Akimilsu et al. [5]
to lower temperatures, using the 3 He cryostat at the
//El beam-line. A strong damping of the signal was
detected below 4K for NdCuO-t, which we attribute to
Nd-Nd interactions. This conclusion is supported by the
results of PrCuO«, which has only a small induced Pr
magnetic moment due to its crystal field singlet ground
state and shows even a slight decrease of the electronic
damping down to lowest temperatures.
The present experiments on Xdj gCco sCuO^ at the
low »enipcraturc facility (LTF) down to 70mK are fully
consistent with nur previous experiments on this system
performed at the J He cryostat down to 300 mK.
An ons^t of the electronic damping is found below
2K which we relate to the above mentioned Nd interaction. In this temperature range our data could
only b<r fitted using a stretched exponential function
Cj(0 oc. txp(- \2r t)S which represents a dynamic
field distribution as it is found, e.g., in quit« different spin glasses above the freezing temperature. Below 0.5 K for NJ| gCco jCuO4 we observed a decrease
in damping which might b« due to a ''quenching" of the
participating moments, t.<. a now dominating Hondo
mechanism. This is, however, in contradiction to the
mod'l by Fuld* ct al. (3].
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Figure 1: LF decoupling spectra of Ndi
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There is an increasing interest in a recently-discovered class of hcavy-fcrrnion (IIF) systems possessing
a low density of charge carriers. For these systems,
based on rare-earth 4/-elements, the non-4/ reference
compounds are usually either setnimetalsor narrow gap
semiconductors and, as a consequence, the 4/-systems
exhibit extremely low carrier concentrations [ne <, 1 0 " ' /
('l/-atom)]. Although the number of conduction electrons available to interact with the localized 4/-moments
is strongly reduced, some of these systems present close
similarities with the more traditional metallic heavyforniioii systems. For example, gigantic linear contributions c/T to the specific heat arc observed, which raisca
the basic question on the nature of the degree of freedom
giving rise to the low-energy excitations underlying the
large c/T ratio, These observations have lead to speculations about the presence of a Hondo resonance within
the band gap or the occurrence of magnetic transitions
at very low temperature. Hence, for these systems, the
/iSR technique can be utilized as a check on such speculations due to its high sensitivity to static magnetism.
We report here on ;^SR studies performed on several low
charge carrier density IIF systems with cubic symmetry.
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the depolarization rates and amplitudes of the exponential and Gaussian components describing the /(SR signal of SmsScj.
Note the disappearance of the fast Gaussian component
for temperature above 10 K. Similar results arc found for
the parent compound

ZF measurements on SmgSe^ and SrnaTc-t show the
occurrence of a fast component in the /iSR signals below about 10 K. Its Gaussian character points to the
presence of static or quasi-static spin correlations in the
form of spatially disordered magnetism at least in part
of the samples (static Sm-moments~0.05/iß). The concomitant occurrence of a specific heat anomaly at low
temperatures and of the fast pSR component appears
to rule out the previously assumed simple description of
the specific heat anomaly by a single-impurity Kondo
model.

On the other hand, preliminary ZF studies on the
system Yb«As3, though suggesting the presence of a
low energy scale of magnetic origin much lower than
the estimated Kondo temperature, do not reveal any
spin-glass-like anomalies which could be related to the
large linear term of the specific heat. Together with the
observation of a quadratic behaviour of the resistivity
[2], these results suggest that the whole linear term of
the specific heat is associated with the free charge carriers, leading to a mass enhancement much over 103,
which would constitute the highest observed value for a
HF system.

Below —2.5 K, the Gaussian ZF /i+-depolarization
rate in CeaAujSb.! shows a dramatic increase (3/is" 1
for T -* 0) which can again be interpreted by the
development of quasi-static, supposedly randomly oriented magnetic moments of electronic origin creating
a field distribution with zero average at the /i + site.
Here again the increase of the // + -depolarization rate
appears closely related to the presence of a specific heat
anomaly.
The above cxatnplessuggest that for some low charge
carrier density compounds exhibiting an apparent HF
behaviour, the observed huge linear terms of c(7") could
in fact be associated to the almost linear behaviour of
the specific heat of spin-glasses due to magnon-likc excitations [1].
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U14AU51 is a hexagonal (P6/m) heavy fcrmioti compound which orders antifcrromagnctically below TN —
22 K, The heavy fennion state is» observed to form within
the ordered state [1], The ordered state is itself quite
complex in that U exists in three different states with
ordered moments of O.bfio (at sites 00)), 1.8;*/; (at
sites G(k)) and 0^/j (at sites 2(c)) [2], However, the
magnetic structure is still not understood in detail and
is the subject of continuing neutron scattering experiments [3]- /JSR studies on a monocrystalline specimen were started with the two-fold aim to firstly explore to what extend fiSR spectroscopy can be used to
learn about complex magnetic structures and secondarily to provide additional jnfor/nation on the magnetic
properties of U14AU51, both in the paramagnetic and
the ordered phase. The following preliminary results
were obtained: (i) Below TJV a spontaneous precession
signal was observed (see Fig. 1) which displayed two
components with different frequencies (ui,t/j) or corre-

0.00

above 180K. The component with Ar/+ is lost abruptly
above 210 K and all implanted /i + contribute now to
the component with Ai/~. Below 210 K one finds an
asymmetry ratio of A* JA~ a 1/3, quite different from
the ZF result. Fig. 2 shows the observed Ai/ + , A«/"
as a function of the magnetic bulk susceptibility with
temperature as an implicit parameter. A linear relationship is indicated for temperatures above 80K for
A^~ and above 30 K for Ai/ + . (iii) In an attempt to
determine the p+ site the angular dependence of the
frequency shift has been studied at 30K over a limited
angular range. However, so far we have not yet been
able to identify the ft+ site or sites. To further facilitate this task we intend to measure the Knight shift also
for Hert||c-axia and perform full angular scans at different temperatures. Once the / J + site(s) is (are) known,
analysis of the results below 7jv will become possible.
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Figure 2: Plot of the two frequency shifts from TF
measurements above Ts versus magnetic susceptibility
(//,.,,lc-axis, Bext =0.5T)
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Figure 1: ZF-/*SR signal at 1CK in the ordered state
of UuAusi. The signal can be fitted by a two component expression with spontaneous frequencies Vuv*.
The insert shows the temperature dependence of v; and
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a

UPtg is an unconventional superconductor, with a
double superconducting transition in zero magnetic Held
(Tc+ = 400 mK, Te- = 440mK) and three superconducting phases in the field-temperature plane. Within
the Ginzburg-Landau formalism for second order phase
transitions, the splitting of the superconducting transition in zero field, ATC = Te+ - Te-, is explained by the
lifting of the degeneracy of a vector superconducting order parameter by a symmetry breaking field. The most
plausible candidate for this latter is the weak antiferromagnctic order, which sets in at Tjv = 5K, with a very
small value of the ordered moment of 0.02^£i/U-atom,
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Superconductivity is very sensitive to alloying on
both the U and Pt sites. For instance, when 0.5% of
the Pt atoms are substituted by isoclcctronic Pd atoms,
superconductivity is lost. Moreover Pd takes a special
place, as it is hitherto the only substitution for which an
increase of AT,; has been observed [AT« ~ 100 mK for
U(Pto.$i&8Pdo.oo2)3]- Within the Ginzburg-Landau formalism the splitting of Te is proportional to the strength
of the symmetry breaking field squared, or AT« « |/7| 2 ,
where |/7| is the size of the weak magnetic moment. The
study of this proportionality relation is the essence of
our research proposal.

Figure 1: ZF

in

be found in a total cancellation of the internal magnetic fields induced at the /i + -site(s) by the antiferrornagnetism. Such a cancellation may indeed occur in
"perfect" crystals, e.g. at the a-site (00^). The data
by Hcffner et al. [l] are then naturally explained by assuming that these authors did not study a "perfect"
crystal.
On the other hand, ZF studies on U(Pto.$5Pdo.o5)3
reveal the occurrence of two spontaneous frequencies in
the ordered state (T < T^ = 6.2K, see Fig. 1), which
points to the presence of two ;/ + -sites. Both components have the same amplitude, which shows that the
/i + stop at both sites with the same probability. Moreover, transverse-field (TF) measurements indicate the
presence of a single/i+-frequency attributed to the sample. As ve observed two components in the ZF data collected in the ordered state, we expected to observe two
frequencies above Ts in the TF data, as well. Therefore the observation of a single frequency in the TF
data above Ts points to the presence of a single p + site, which splits into two magnetically non-equivalent
sites below Tu. Since the antiferromagnetic structure
of UPts is believed to be the same as in U(Pt,Pd)j,
the absence of any effect in UPt3 presents a challenging
enigma.

Zero-field (ZF) /iSR studies have been performed on
UPt3 and U(Pto.998Pdo.oo3)3- For comparison, we have
also studied a Compound with * much higher Pd contents, U(Pt 0 «Pdo.osta. for which a transition to an antiferrornagnetically ordered state, with fairly large moments (|/7| = O.G/i/j/U-atom), takes place with the same
magnetic structure as in pure UPt3. For UPts and
L:(Pto.998Pdo,oo2)3 we find a Kubo-Toyabe line width of
ffjiT = O.0G±O.01/is"1 which is almost T-independent
(as confirmed by measurements in a weak transverse
field). To our surprise, our data differ considerably
from the data for polycrystalline UPta of Heflner et
al. [1], which show a doubling of the value of OKT below 5K. This latter effect was interpreted as arising
from a static moment of the order of 10" 3 -10~ 3 fiß/Uatom. Subsequent neutron-scattering studies on singlecrystalline samples [2] provided firm evidence for an extremely weak antiferromagnetic moment of the order of
0.02 ± 0.01 /ifl/U-atorn.
The present /iSR. data do not confirm the static
weak magnetic order in our samples. A similar observation was recently made for high-purity single-crystalline
UPts [3]. Although this latter sample exhibits weak
magnetic order, as demonstrated by neutron scattering,
a comparable magnetic contribution was not detected in
the /iSR signal. A possible explanation for this might
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Considerable controversy has arisen over the origin
of non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behaviour in certain Hondo
alloys. One school of thought [1] attributes such behaviour to a two-channel quadrupolar Kondo mechanism, whereas an opposing view [2] invokes a quantum
critical point (QCP) at zero temperature, controlled by
interactions between impurity spins, Finally [3] a distribution P[Tjc) of Kondo temperatures TK, due to disorder in the lattice, can also cause NFL behaviour.
We have carried out /iSR studies of two NFL systems, UCus-rPdr, x = 1 and 1.6 [4], and
[5], Our zero-field spectra in U & u P d and
yielded low-ternperature linewidths consistent with nuclear dipolar fields, which is good evidence against significant magnetic freezing in these systems (previous
Z F - / J S R in CeCussAuo.i [6] confirmed the absence of
static magnetism in this alloy).

0.01

0.1

Susceptibility (emu/mole)

Figure 1: Transverse-field fj+ linewidth o vs. bulk molar
susceptibility, with temperature as implicit parameter,
in UCus_ r Pd r and <"vrn. »An».

We have also examined transverse-field ßSR linewidths for evidence of a broad susceptibility distribution P(x) similar to that discovered in NMR studies of
UCu 5 _ r Pd r [7]. Figure 1 gives the transverse-field (TF)
/J + linewidth a vs susceptibility for UCu^Pd (similar
results are found for UCu3.5Pd1.5J and
In both systems a varies nonlincarly with \, but the
variation is much more rapid in UCu3.sPdi.s than in
CeCuo.9Auo,i. This indicates a broad inhornogeneous
distribution of x in UCus-jPdr, the width of which is
found to be in good agreement with NMR results in this
system [7]. The corresponding P{Tx) explains much of
the NFL behaviour. Furthermore, comparison of / J S R
and NMR linewidths, together with an analysis of the
dependence of a on the correlation length i, which describes the disorder, allows us to conclude that (, is very
short, i.e., the susceptibility variation of near-neighbor
U moments is at most only weakly correlated. This is a
surprising result, as one would expect a defect to have
a similar influence on several surrounding Hondo ions.

would be required. The //SR data do not differentiate
between these possibilities in CeCu5 9AU0.1.
This work was supported by the U.S. DOE, the U.S.
NSF, Grant Nos. DMR-9418991 and DMR-9400755, the
Dutch foundations NWO and FOM, and the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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The magnetic properties of the parent compounds
RJCUO-J of the electron-doped superconductors [1] are
highly interesting due to the presence of two magnetic
sublatticcs and the interaction between them. We investigated the magnetic ordering in GdjCuCXi previously
by neutron diffraction. In this report we describe the
results of our invesigation of the magnetic ordering and
spin dynamics of GdjCuCvi by (iSR.
We have extended our previous zero-field (ZF) /iSR
experiments [2] 011 the GdjCuOvi single crystal to a
larger temperature range and additionally performed
longitudinal field (LF) measurements at a few selected
temperatures in the low temperature range on the General Purpose Spectrometer of the niuon facility of the
Paul Schcrrer Institute, The crystallographic c-axis of
the crystal was kept parallel to the beam throughout
the experiment. We have determined the signal from
the crystal under two orientations of the initial muon
polarization with respect to the crystallographic c-axis:
(1) the muon polarization P^{0) parallel to the c-axis
and (2) the muon polarization was turned by 90 degress
by a spin rotator such that the initial muon polarization Pf,(0) is perpendicular to the c-axis, i.e, in the a-b
plane in which the magnetic moments of both Cu and
Gd atoms lie. We have fitted the (iSR signals for both
orientations with two components: one with with an
exponential decay multiplied by a frequency term and
the second with just an exponential decay

P[t) =

T(K)

100

Figure 1: Temperature variation of the tnuon precession frequency /1 in Gd2CuO4 for both P„(0) || c and

P„(0)±c.
perature the relaxation rate L\ decreases for both orientations and the frequency f\ for the orientation of the
c-axis perpendicular to P^{Q) vanishes. We have also
performed longitudinal field measurements for the orientation of the c-axis parallel to P^(0) at three selected
temperatures in the temperature range 10-15K. The
data were fitted with the function P[t) = A\ exp(-Lii).
The relaxation rate L\ was found to be almost temperature independent and is nearly equal to the Li value
determined in the ZF measurements. The asymmetry
A\ measured with the forward counter was found to be
about 76% of the total asymmetry determined in the
ZF measurements.
The determination of the muon site by TF measurements turned out to be impossible because of the presence of the strong Cu spin correlation even at the room
temperature. However, the muons are known to be implanted close to one of the two oxygen sites in similar
cuprate materials. To complete this project we wish to
perform LF measurements for up to the room temperature.

(1)

Figure 1 shows the temperature variation of the frequencies /1 for both c-axis parallel to P p (0) and c-axis perpendicular to PM(0). For T < 7K, the frequencies are
nearly equal. The frequency for the orientation of the
c-axis parallel to P„(0) vanishes at about 15 K. Above
this temperature the average magnetic field seen by the
muon in this orientation is zero. For the orientation of
the c-axis perpendicular to P„(0) a non-vanishing frequency is observed up to about 110K. For higher temperatures the frequency and therefore the magnetic field
seen by the muon is zero.
Between 7 and 70 K the relaxation rate for the orientation of the c-axis perpendicular to P^(0) is much
lower than that for the orientation of the c-axis perpendicular to P„(0). At higher temperatures the relaxation
rates are nearly equal for both orientations. The oscillating component of the fit function (the first term) for
both orientations does not vanish at the temperature
(about 110K) at which the frequency becomes zero.
The relaxation rate for the second component vanishes
for temperatures above T = 110K. At the same tem-
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UPt3 is the only known compound displaying two
superconducting phase transitions in zero applied magnetic field. These transitions occur at ~ 0.5 K separated
by ~ 50niK. The origiii of this unique feature is one of
the most debated subjects in current solid state physics
research. In addition to superconductivity, neutron and
magnetic X-ray diffraction indicate that UPt3 has an
antiferromagnetic phase transition at Tft ~ 5K characterized by a magnetic moment of only — 0.01 (iß. Surprisingly, in good samples, this magnetic phase transition is not detected by other techniques, including ^/SR
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Last December we have completed a /JSR, experimental investigation o[ high quality VPI3 crystals at
ISIS (Rutherford Applcton Laboratory, UK). This work
shows that, contrary to a previous report, the low temperature-low field superconducting phase is not characterized by an extra internal field [1]. The low transverse
field measurements indicate that the London penetration depth is surprisingly strongly anisotropic with a
temperature dependence clearly different from expectation [2].
Last autumn we have started the high field measurements at PSI. One of the main purpose is to measure
the Knight shift in order to determine the muon site
and the parity of the superconducting order parameter. As the analysis of the data is still not finished, the
presented results should be taken with caution. Fig. 1
displays the temperature dependence of the / J S R frequency shift for T > Ts when the field is applied along
the a' axis. In Fig. 2 a comparison of the field dependence of the shift for temperatures in the normal state
and in the superconducting state is presented. If the
results of this figure are confirmed, they would imply
that the superconducting order parameter is odd. But
before giving a definite conclusion we need to repeat the
measurements shown in Fig. 2, but for the field applied
in the hexagonal plane.
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the relative frequency shift measured on crystals of UPt3 with the external field applied along the a* axis. The cxtremum
around 20 K is a signature of the onset of the antiferromagnetic correlations.
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Figure 2: Dependence of the relative frequency shift
versus the intensity of the external field applied along
the c axis of UPtj. This figure shows that the measured susceptibility is the same in the superconducting
D phase and in the normal phase. This result will be of
importance to determine the parity of the Cooper pairs.
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Previous measurements of the magnetic penetration
depth A in solid solutions of the superconducting Chevrel
phase compounds SnMooSs-rSe* and PbMooSa-rSej.
have shown an interesting correlation between the superconducting transition temperature Te and A" 2 « n,
\nt = superconducting charge carrier density) which
appeared to be describable by a quantum percolation
model [1]. However, at least part of the correlation may
have been fortuitous in that A may have been influenced
strongly by the electron free mean path t in case that
I is not large compared to the coherence length fo- A
reduced free mean path may indeed be expected in a
random solid solution. Therefore it is the aim of the
present experiment to study the correlation between Ts
and A"2 further in atoichiometric compounds with Tc
covering a wide range of values.
We have started this project with the two compounds
AgMoeSs (Tc = 8.36K) and LaMoeSa (Te - 7,64K).
Already in 1994 we found that in field cooling (fc) TFj/SR measurements on AgMoeSs no enhanced relaxation
rate <x and no diamagnetic frequency shift could be
seen below Tc. Also after zero field cooling and subsequent switching on of a magnetic field no enhanced
relaxation could be seen which could signalize the presence of a distorted flux line lattice. In 1995 we repeated
these measurements on a newly prepared AgMogSa sample with essentially the same zero result (see Fig. 1).
From the point of view of pSR the sample appears to
be non-superconducting, yet ac-susceptibility measurements show a clear diamagnetic response beiow Tc (see
Fig. 2). We do not yet understand these puzzling results. One explanation may be that the penetration
depth is extremely large, i.e. above 20000Ä, in which
case AgMoeSg would certainly not follow the mentioned
correlation.
In contrast, fc TF-//SR measurements on LaMogSa
showed the expected increase of the relaxation rate a
(see Fig. 1) and a diamagnetic frequency shift below
Te (not shown). From the low temperature extrapolated value of a follows a prelimenary value for the magnetic penetration depth of A ~ 2500 A. This is nearly
the same value as in SnMosSs and PbMosSs» where Te
amounts to 13.9 K and 14.5K, respectively.
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the TF relaxation rate from gaussian fits, circles: LaMogSs; squares:
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Figure 2: ac-susceptibility results on the AgMoeSs sample. A clear diamagnetic response is visible starting below 8.5 K.
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As part of a general investigation of the magnetic
properties of "unconventional" superconductors, zero,
longitudinal and transverse field /*SR has been used
to probe rare-earth spin dynamics and the penetration
depth of some "magnetic" superconductors including
RNi2B2C and the Chevrel phase compound HoMo6Sc8.
Both of these classes of superconductor exhibit the
coexistence of long range magnetic order and superconductivity at low temperatures. Neutron scattering measurements, for example, on the Chevrel phase superconductor HoMosSea reveal a magnetic phase transition at
Tm = 0,53 K, which lies below the superconducting transition temperature Tc [1]. A similar situation exists for
the RN'i2B2C intermctallic compounds.
RM2B2C compounds, with superconducting transition temperatures of up to 16K (R = Lu) may constitute a new class of superconductors [2]. The system Yi_,Er r Ni2B2C varies from a pure superconductor
(x = l, TC = 15.5K) [3] to an incommensurate antiferromagnetic superconductor (r = 0, Te = U K ) [4]. The
latter material is particularly interesting because superconductivity and magnetic order are found to coexist
below the Neel temperature 7> = 6.8K, The HoMo6Se8
and the RNi2B2C systems afford the opportunity not
only of studying the interplay of magnetic and superconducting ground states, but also of probing the effects of the superconducting matrix, and the approach
to superconductivity, upon the spin dynamics and correlations of the rare-earth species. VVe are currently
making detailed systematic studies of the paramagnetic
spin fluctuations, magnetic order and penetration depth
in the HoMosSes and RNJ2B2C systems using fiSR.
Experiments have been carried out on HoMo$Ses
and Yi_ x Er r Ni2B2C (where x = 0.5 and 1). As an illustration of our results we shall pay particular attention
to the Yo,sEro,5Ni2B2C compound.
The spectra from Yo.5Ero.5Ni2B2C are described by
a stretched exponential relaxation function, commonly
observed for concentrated spin glass systems [5]

a random distribution of Er spins on a non-magnetic Y
sublattice would lead to spin glass behaviour, particularly at a concentration as high as 50%. Clearly the
spin correlations at high temperatures, as measured by
/iSR, are characteristic of the approach to spin freezing
[5]. However A does not diverge as might be expected at
the fjlass transition. The implications of the saturation
of A and also of tht reversion of ß to unity at low temperature, are therefore far reaching. It appears that the
superconducting state may well inhibit the long range
RKKY attractions between the Er spins which would
ordinarily lead to the spin glass state.
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As the temperature decreases, ß also decreases to 0.6
at 3.5 K and then rapidly increases to 1, at which it remains at lower temperatures. The muon depolarisation
rate A rapidly increases with decreasing temperature
to a value of 9 MHz at 4K and then remains approximately constant (see Figure 1). However, it is curious
that there is no evidence for a spin glass transition at
low temperatures in this system. One might expect that
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From earlier studies of the rhodium borides and the
Chcvrel compounds, it is known that ferromagnets generally destroy superconductivity, while antiferromagnets
coexist with superconductivity. The recently discovered
borocarbides /INijBjC [1], which exhibit coexistence of
superconductivity and antiferromagnetism for the rareearth ions R = Tm, Er, Ho and Dy, provide new opportunities for investigating the interplay between magnetism and superconductivity. This is particularly true
because some unusual new features are observed in these
systems. For instance, in R = Ho (T<: = 7.5K) an incommensurate magnetic structure has been observed
between 5-6 K, where a unique reentrance to the normal state is found for this antiferromagnetic superconductors [2]. More recently, DVN12B2C was found to be
superconducting, with Te = 6.2 K, well below Tff = 10 K
[3]. The latter example provides a chance for studying
the influence of superconductivity on magnetism.
Muon-spin-relaxation is a very useful tool for studying the magnetic compounds, because one can simultaneously monitor the static and dynamic magnetic behaviour of the host systems. To date, we have performed
measurements on all four coexisting borocarbide compounds. Figure 1 shows the spontaneous rnuon precession frequency as a function of temperature. Except for
R - Tm, we find that the frequency roughly scales with
the free-ion moments, and the temperature dependence
of the order parameter shows an abrupt phase transition at Tjv, followed by a weak temperature variation
below ~ 0.7X)v. The latter is consistent with a weakening of the magnon excitations produced by the effects
of a long-range magnetic coupling, such as the RKKY
or magnetic dipolar interactions.
In addition to these general characterizations of the
magnetic behaviour in the ordered antiferromagnetic
state, we also find other interesting features in these
systems. For the Ho compound we find that the incommensurate magnetic structure between 5 and 6 K
has a broad field distribution. Detailed analysis of the
ZF-//SR spectrum allows us to discuss the magnetic
structure of this incommensurate state [4], which distinguishes between different results obtained by two neutron scattering studies [2). For the Tm compound the
frozen moment below Ts is much smaller, about 1/30 of
the free-ion moment. A quasi-static magnetic moment
also develops well above Tx = 1.5K and has a Curielike temperature dependence between 3 and 20 K. In the
same temperature range above Tjt, the dynamical relax-
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of muon precession frequency observed in DyNi2B2C (closed circles),
HoNi2B2C (closed squares), EtK^BiC (open squares),
and TmNi2B2C (open circles) in zero applied field.
ation rate increases with increasing applied field along
the c-axis, suggesting that the magnetic behaviour is
very sensitive to a moderate external field (~ l k G ) .
For the Dy system we find a change in the temperature dependence of the dynamical relaxation rate at Tc.
This feature may indicate a rarely-observed influence of
superconductivity on magnetism, complimentary to the
well-known effects of magnetism on superconductivity.
Work at Los Alamos was performed under the auspices of USDOE, and at UC Riverside was supported in
part by the USXSF (DMR-9418991). Ames Laboratory
is operated for the USDOE by Iowa State University
under Contract no. W-7405-ENG-82.
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STUDY OF LAYERED NICKEL AND PLATINUM
BOROCARBIDES
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(i) Sinj.j.Lu^NiuBaC ( 2 = 0,2), We have continued our /iSR studies of the magnetic and superconducting properties of the scries of solid solutions, Smi-^Lu,N12B2C as they vary from an antiferromagnetic insulator (x= 0, I V R* 10 K) to a superconductor (x= 1, T c fa
11 K). Following our earlier study of the x — 0 phase
[1], we have now performed ZF and LF-/iSR measurements on the 1= 0.2 composition. Coherent ordering
of the Sm :!+ electronic moments is found below « 4 K.
As the freezing temperature is approached from above,
the fluctuations of the Sm electronic moments gradually slow down, a behaviour manifested in the temperature evolution of the relaxation rate of the ZF polarization which diverges at Tj. Below the freezing temperature, a spontaneous ZF muon precession frequency
is observed, whose temperature dependence is shown in
Fig. 1 for both the z— 0 and 0.2 compositions. The lines
through the data points represent fits to the critical law

300 K (implying a relaxation partly due to static nuclear
dipolar fields and partly to rapidly fluctuating paramagnetic moments) to 0.44(1) at 2.0 K. The circles in
Fig. 2 represent the temperature evolution of the time
constant A, which show3 little variation at high temperature, while at low temperature it rapidly increases and
diverges at around 2,0 K, The essentially dynamic character of the depolarization at 2,0 K has been demonstrated by measurements at applied LFs. The behaviour
resembles closely that of a spin glass above its freezing
temperature [2]. Below 2.0 K the data were best fitted with a Ucmura spin glass function, The dynamical
relaxation rate (Fig. 2) diverges as T approaches the
SG freezing temperature, The inset of Fig. 2 shows
the static contribution to the depolarization in the SG
phase, from which we estimate a static field distribution
of sa 280 G at base temperature.

v = i/o(l - Yf) w i t h "0= 16,2(2) MHz, ß= 0.18(1),
Tj= 9.80(3) K for SmNi2B2C and i/f,= 14.9(6) MHz,
ß- 0,14(2), Tj= 4.15(3) K for Smo,flLuo,2Ni.jB2C. The
values obtained for ß compare well with the prediction
of 2-D Ising models (ß = 1/8). While u,, is essentially
unaffected on Lu doping, we note that the width of the
local field distribution increases by a factor of «20.
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of v^ in ZF for
SmNi^B-jC and Smn SLUQ oNijBoC. The lines represent
the fits discussed in the text.
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(ii) N d P t i 5 Aij 0 ,;D2C. ZFand LF-/J+SR measurements were performed on non-superconducting (down
to 2 K) NdPt1.5Aun.jB2C between 80 111K and 300 K.
The ZF n+ spin polarization above 2.0 K was best fitted
by a single component stretched exponential: P,,[t) a
exp(-(Ai) J ). ß decreases smoothly from 1.32(5) at
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fj,SR, SPECIFIC HEAT, AND NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES
OF THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF
m - El'H ZÜRICH - 11M1 BERLIN
\V. Henggefer'5, P. Fischer', P. Alienspach', A. Atnato', F. N. Gygax*, M. PinkpanM, A. Sclicfick', and
II. M, Mayer'
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A ceramic sample of the p-type superconductor
Ndi 4C*eo jSro4CUÖ4.4 with 'f * structure (space group
P'1/riifjini) and Tt=2!tK was investigated by means
of spccific-hcat measurement», neutron diffraction and
;iSH. Our results sliow a short-range ordering of the N'd
spins below ss 1.5K.
In 1988, p-type superconductivity was found in
Ndj^Cea jSr0.4C11O4.4 by Akimiisu e/ a/, [1], lliia
eompound crystalline» in thr T* structure. This »true*
lure is a combination of the T (NdjCuO4) and the T
(L&iCtiÖi) sfrtccturcs, cotnf<»55cd of akemating slabs of
T and t'-parts.
fig. 1 »howd cluster fits to the magnetic specific lie-it
of Ndi 4Cea2Sr()4CuO4-4. indicating antiferroinagnetic
short-range />rd<?r of the Xd at low temperatures- Similarly th° ma^fifrtic difference neutron diffraction pattern
illustrated in Fig. 2 also confirms these antiferrotnagnctic short-range correlations. The line drawn is a fit
with th? Blech'Averbach-rnodcl [2j including magnetic
correlations between nearest and next-nearest neighbor
ions. The observed pattern tan only be reproduced if
the correlation of the spins along the 2 direction is a.v
sumed to be very weak. This is in agreement with the
calculated triägnetk aiiisotrofiy of the Nd ions due to
the crystalline electric field interaction.
In the /JSRexperiment, the temperature dependence
of the relaxation rate of the /1* polarilation is best de«
scribed by a stretched relaxation function exp(-{At)J).

Figure 2: Difference plot of two neutron diffraction patterns of N'di 4Ceo.jSro4Cu04_j taken at 0.05K and
'J.OK, respectively. The line corresponds to a calculation for a short-range order system.
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Figure 3: Temperature dependencies of the /i*-spin refäle öf Xdi 4C&> i§r;
All fit results are displayed in Fig, 3. Essentially the ZF
and LF data are very similar indicating that the relaxation is of dynamic origin, Th? unusual behaviour of A
could bf! explained in terms of a transition from uncorrrliied to correlated fluctuation» of the Nd-morn^n»- nt
« 2K which changes the muon-Nd tnagnetic coupling
parameter».

1; Tcrtiprrattif«? fkp*rn<J*iKe of the magnetic sfveOfvt heal of Nd| ^f>ij >Srj | C u O i - | . The lines are lrsuit» cf lleiseftbrl^Khfciter cakuUlion.» *ith coupling
corui^nt» *er> <tw* to 'he values obt*ieed for XdjCuO«
by mean» of neutrcn sp*<ciro*:opy cm single
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STUDIES OP LAYERED CUPRATE SYSTEMS
RA-02-Ü1, SUSSEX - ET1I ZÜRICH
L. Cristofolini', A. Lappas', K. Pr«*>Mw**, K. \*<Ai-,\
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(1) Lii^rliarCu0^t
(* = 0.125). Incorporation
of excess oxygen in interstitial positions can alter substantially the physical properties of cuprates and shift
the phase boundaries for structural, magnetic and melalinsulator phase transitions. In particular, bulk superconductivity is rapidly recovered upon oxygen doping
of the Lai 87jUa0 mCuO,» composition which is nansuperconducting when stoichiomelric, We have before
repeated on the structural, magnetic and superconducting properties of the Lai.s73liao.iis-vSrj,Cu04 systems,
combining neutron and /iSR measurements [1, 2],
We have now carried out Z F - / J S U measurements on a
U i 87jDaftMiCuO-i+t (8 > 0) sample with a Tt of 19K.
These revealed wclkesotvcd oscillations in the // + epiri
polarization, providing unambiguous evidence for the
long range ordered static character of the Cu ?+ localized
electronic moments below 7 > ^ 2 ' I K , In Fig, 1 we compare the temperature dependence of the spontaneous
muon-prcccssion frequency for the oxidized and the asprepared compositions. The overall behaviour is similar with only a small decrease in Tjv for the oxygen-rich
system. However, the incorporation of the excc<& interstitial oxygen haa led to a drastic decrease of the
magnetic volume fraction from ftsO.80 to fts0.35 and to a
corresponding increase of the superconducting volume
fraction.
40 -
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with u s 0,175, 0.200, 0,225, The overall behaviour
of the ZF polarization is similar for all compositions.
The time spectra ar> described by employing a two
Lofetitzian-compoiietit relaxation function. The relative fractions of the ft+ contributing to the two processes arc represented l>? Ui? temperature evolution of
the time zero asymmetric (fig. 2). The rapidly relaxing component {# 1) «lominau» at low temperatures,
while the slowly relaxing one (# 2) is dominant at high
temperatures. Unlike the system* I M.sTsBao.ns-i/Sr,,CuÜ4 studied earlier, the ZF spectra tin not reveal any
oscillations even at base temperature, Implying a disordered form of magnetism. As y increase from 0,175
to 0.225, the magnetic fraction decreases frw/? nskf)%
(tr=0.17fi)lo«50%(i/ss0.225).
LF measurements were performed in order to decouple the n* spin from stalle beat fields. However, even
after applying a OkG LF (T<20K), the polarization
does not completely recover, unlike the static situation
encountered in Lai 8 7jBao & j J Sro.iwCu04. It remains
heavily damped, indicating that dynamic spin fluctuations still persist. From th« relaxation rates in ZF and
in 6kG LF, we can estimate fory = 0,17f>afc 3.2K - t h e
local field spread for the coej-tstu ^ static and dynamic
internal field contributions to be < W2 >h « 2 1 0 G , and
the dynamic contribution %31 G.
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Figure 1: Temperature evolution of «/„ (2F /iSH) for
L-"iM;iU.i 5 |2iCuO4 + i {6 = 0. filled circles; 6>0. open
triangles).
(ii) L n j . ^ . ^ N d j S r y C u O ^ ( r = 0.4). An
tigalion of the properties of the Lai «!-v>Kl3 4 S r v 0 4
phxsrs ( y ~ 0.175.0.200.0.22'») was also initiated. These
»yntrnuishow th* O-*l.TT[3] structural transition found
in L.t| flj-Dij j3-,>„Sr y Cu04 but suppression of superconductivity Ktms not be restricted only in the doping
range around y saO.125. We have now performed 2F
and LF n$\\ tncAnurettKnt» on L»i « . y N d 3 4 S

Figure 2: Temperature dependence of the asymmetric»
of the slowly (open circles) and the rapidly relaxing
(filled circles) component for y - 0.175.
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In the mixed state of a conventional type-II superconductor flux may penetrate the bulk of the material
in the form of rigid quantized rods of flux, which form
a regular lattice in a plane perpendicular to the field direction. In high-T,; superconductors (JITS) the elevated
temperatures and extreme superconducting parameters
may give rise to a very different behaviour of the vortices [1].
We have previously reported /iSR observations of the
phenomenon of flux-lattice melting [2, 3], where there
is a thermally-induced transition of the vortex arrangement from a flux-line lattice to a flux liquid. Furthermore we have also obtained evidence for a significant
flexibility of the vortex-lines. This may be characterized
by the anisotropy parameter 7, which for BijSrjCaCujOa+i (BSCCO) is very large. For the extreme case of
7 = oo the vortex arrangement would be one of disconnected 'pancake* vortices confined to the superconducting copper-oxide planes of the HTS. For BSCCO the
most appropriate model may be one where flux-lines
arc formed from weakly interacting pancake vortices.
We lisiv-f previously shown that there exists across-over
line B~-(T) — C5mT above which the inter-layer intcractiorih •x-v-i^üi vortices arc no longer sufficient to maintain t\w «ore rigid vortex-line arrangment observed at
low field, ^J that individual pancakes may be strongly
localised (pinned) by random point defects or vacancies
in the crystal lattice [2, 3]. More recently we have observed ihe influence of thermally-induced fluctuations of
the Vöft-iX pösitiöfis öti the /iSR-Iiiiewidlh eVefi if» the
hw-ficld region where pancakes interact to form reasonably strn^ht line vortices over long distances [<!]. In fact
U ^ e flueUiition» are found to be of short wavelength,
of the order of the inter-layer distance d. As we shall
discus» bd«"-r. this is not an unexpected finding for such
an anisotrop«: superconducting material.

contribution to the tilt energy, while the second often
neglected term is a 'single vortex' contribution arising
from the electromagnetic interaction between pancake
vortices [1, 5]. The relative importance of the interpancake interactions arising from Joscphson tunneling
currents and those due to electromagnetic coupling is
an interesting question, The regime where Joscphson
interactions are relevant is given by \a^ > -)d\ our recent //SK studies give A„t, = lgflOA [2] and 7 ~ 350
[4], which together with c/s* 1GÄ strongly suggests that
this system is on the limit of strong Josephson coupling.
Furthermore, the second C44 term arising only from electromagnetic coupling is particularly dispersive; a system
where this term plays an important role in determining
the vortex behaviour might thus be expected to demonstrate the sort of long length scale stiffness ('vortex-line
lattice') coupled with short wavelength softness ('pancake fluctuations') which we have observed [2, 3, 4].
Detailed consideration to the differences between the
phase diagrams of materials dominated by either Josephson or electromagnetic coupling has recently been given
by Blatter et at [5]. We have recently embarked upon
a project to test in detail some of the predictions of
this work. Our initial findings are in good agreement
with theory and suggest a system in which a delicate
interplay of Josephson and electromagnetic interactions
takes place (6).

Irs th< '»itiriuum limit the behaviour of the vortex laUx'fe may be described through the elastic moduli, Tiir rigidity of the vortex lines is determined by the
tilt mocUJu» CH, whil* the susceptibility of the lattice
to jn-plan«; shear is determined by the shear modulus
cct- The detailed behaviour of the vorti'.cs i» often determined by the relativ»! energetic cost of shear and tilt
deformations of the lattice. The tilt modulus Cu consists of two terms: the first corresponds to a nonlocal

[I] S.L. Lee d at,, Phys. Rev. Lett. 75 (1995) 922.
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ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENTS, /i+ LOCATION AND DYNAMICS
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Transverse field (TF) /;SR measurements in hep Sc
and the a-ScII* solid solution phase (x < 0.35 at low
temperature) indicate that the /J + probes astablc static
environment for T < 40 K . The Gaussian relaxation
rate a is anisotropic; in high field IT varies as cos(40),
0 being the angle between the applied T F and the hep
c-axis, whereas in low field a varies as - c o s ( 2 0 ) . [l]
For pure Sc the results arc perfectly explained by a
model taking into account the position of the n+ along
the f-axi» in the tctrahcdral (T) interstitial cage and
reasonable values for the electric field gradient (EFG)
at the Sc nuclei. Fcr high fields the /J4" position alone
determines 9 (Van Vleck limit). One assumes a. muon
state extending to two adjacent T sites, separated by 2z
= 0.18c, above and below the ab crystalline plane, winch
is equivalent to fast (f 2> 1/r^) /i + tunnelling between
these two positions. For low magnetic fields, where the
electric quadrupolar interaction of the neighboring Sc
nuclei with the EFG determines the /iSIl line width, two
EFG components can be determined: the quadrupolar
coupling to the muon-induced EFG equals VQ S* 67 kHz
for the nearest Sc nuclei, and the contribution of the
axially symmetric crystalline EFG is v% as 9 kHz. The
model fits also well the zero field relaxation data.
Figure 1 shows the strikingly different behaviour of
the low T arJtiOtropic relaxation rate for pure Sc and
Q-SCIIO 55. The data indicate a noticeable change of the
EFG when 5c takes up hydrogen in dilute solution.
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Figure 2: Relaxation rate obtained as a function of T for
Sc and three o>SclIr samples in high TF, with O = 0°.
The relaxation a has also been determined as a function of temperature, e.g., for 0 = 0°, in Sc and various
o-SclI f single crystals (figure 2). The observed / i + dynamics is summarized as follows:
Below 40 K the / i + tunnels in all samples between
the mentioned adjacent T-sites (essentially one low T
depolarization plateau). Above 50 K the /i + starts to
jump to more distant T-pairs, across octahedral sites
(T-O-T jumps). In pure Sc several jumps occur during
the / i + lifetime r^ for T as low as 100 K, leading to a
strong reduction of a by motional field averaging. In
Q-ScHr below ~300 K the H-dynamics (other than the
local T-T hopping) is too slow to be noticed during r^.
Like for II below 150-200 K [2], the / i + prefers T-pair locations next to (on one side only) a T-pair occupied by
a II-atom, aligned along the c-axis and separated by a
bridging Sc atom. Above 50 K the ji + not locked near a
H-atom starts T-O-T jumps and may soon be trapped.
A trapping-escape equilibrium situation is made manifest by the ~75-9i K a-platcaux for the samples with
x = 0.05 and 0.10. At higher T de-trapping prevails and
motional averaging increases. In Q-SCHO 35 most muons
are already trapped by II at the lowest temperature,
no a plateau shows up with raising T and the motional
averaging occurs at a slower pace compared to pure Sc.
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MUON STATE DYNAMICS IN SILICON AND GERMANIUM
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Longitudinal field-quenching (LFQ) and transverse
/i + spin rotation (TF/iSR) experiments have been performed on differently doped Si atid Ge rnonocrystals in
order to investigate the temperature and doping dependence of the stability of the different rnuon states (normal muonium Mu, anomalous rnuom'utn Mu*, and diamagnctic rnuon states fid). A dynamic model including
electron-spin exchange of the paramagnetic states and
transitions hHween di/Tsfiiit muon «tato» Jja» been used
to fit the LFQ data, yielding a consistent description of
Mu* and fiä in Si in the temperature range 5-300 K [1]
The influence of illumination on muon state dynamics in Si was investigated by means of LFQ in the temperature range 55-300K at different light intensities.
In a p-type sample (10 lc crn~ 3 boron-doped) as well
as in an undoped sample (net carrier concentration:
10 12 cm" 3 ) the influence of illumination on the observed
mean residual muon spin polarization is very strong
(Figs 1, 2). In the p-typc sample at 55 K the photoinduced charge carriers lead to ionization of Mu, a site
change Mu(tetrahedral)—•Mu*(bond-centered), and
spin exchange of the Mu* electron. Without illumination, only thermal ionization of Mu* above 100K is
observed in this sample.
In TF/iSR experiments on Ge at low magnetic fields
(4 rnT), neither in a p-type (10 16 cm~ 3 gallium-doped)
nor in an undoped high-purity sample is Mu* precession
observed even at temperatures as low as 3.5 K, whereas
our LFQ data on the same samples at T = 7 K indicate clearly that Mu* exists but is involved in very
fast dynamic processes. The most likely such process
which reflects the significant features of the LFQ data
is the ionization Mu* —• \id at a rate between 200 and
2000 MHz. In contrast to Si, in Gc the dynamics of
normal muoniurn Mu are already detected below 300 K.
Work supported by the Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft, Forschung und Technologie, Bonn,
Germany under contract No. 03-SE1ST1.
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Figure 1: Mean residual rnuon spin polarization in
p-typc Si at 55 K at different light intensities /.
• : / « 0 . 1 8 Wem" 2 , 'light off' (delayed illumination, the
light can not affect the polarization of the rnuons);
a : / » 0 . l 8 W c r n - 2 , 'light on'; o: /«0.50 Wem" 2 , 'light
off; A : / « 0 . 5 0 W e m " 2 , 'light on'. The solid lines
represent fits of a dynamic model including ionization
of Mu, site-change Mu—>Mu*, and spin exchange of
the Mu* electron.
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Figure 2: Magnetic field dependence of the forwardbackward decay asymmetry OLFQ - (F- B)/(F + B)
(F and B/ are the integral count rates in the forward and backward detectors) of the undoped Si sample measured at 55 K at different light intensities /.
• :/*0.18\Vcm- a , 'light off1; o: /«O-lSWcm" 2 , 'light
on'; o : / « 0.50 W o n " 2 , 'light ofT; A ; /sy 0.50 Wem" 2 ,
'light on'.
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GAS PHASE RADICAL KINETICS
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Degradation of organic pollutants in the atmosphere
and combustion are important gaa phase reactions. Such
reactions often have free radicals as intermediates. Generally, these processes arc so complex, that one can approach them only with model calculations. These require accurate knowledge of the rate constants of each
reaction step involved. Out, owing to experimental difficulties, reliable data is rare. To obtain them, the tirnedifferential longitudinal ftSR technique has proved to
be a valuable tool. Several experiments with systematically varied radicals have been carried out through
the past years to determine the influence of temperature, reaction partners and moderator gas on the rate
constants.
In the present study we investigated the reaction
of the tert-buty] radical with NO. Rate constants for
the chemical reaction were determined at two different
temperatures (267 K and 311 K) and at 1.5 bar total
pressure. Longitudinal magnetic fields of 1000, 2000
and 3000 G were used. Surprisingly, the rate constants
hei, are about half of those of the reaction of the tertbutyl radical with O2, which has been investigated earlier [1]. This is in contradiction to our present theory
predicting that fcc/, increases with decreasing electron
affinity. A possible explanation involves deviations from
the high pressure limit. We also noted a stronger temperature dependence. The activation energy is about
-9.7 kJ/rnol compared to -5,4 kJ/rnol for the reaction
with Oj, although two temperatures surely are not sufficient to make a definite statement about this.
A second reaction investigated was that of Mu with
O 2 , which is very fundamental with regard to the isotope effect compared to the known reaction II+O2 -*
HO2. Magnetic fields were used from 1 T to 5 T, and
the concentrations of O2 were varied in the range 0.5 to
llxl0 1 8 cm~ 3 . N; was taken as moderator. The total
pressure was 2 bar. There are three processes involved
in the decay of the rnuon spin polarisation:
1. Spin exchange of Mu with O2, reflected by kei.
2. Formation of the MuC>2 radical with the rate constant fe;/,.
3. Muon-electron interaction taking place in the MuC>2
radical formed.
Process 1 and 2 both deplete the same Mu spin polarisation. Therefore, the corresponding relaxation constant Ai results as a sum of both processes:

In contrast to this, process 3 is due to the M11Ö2 radical
and delivers a second, independent relaxation constant
(A;). Thus, a biexponcntial decay for the time evolution
of the rnuon spin polarisation is observed, which leads to
complications in the analysis. In the following only Ai
is discussed. Since only the spin exchange rate depends
on the magnetic field strength, one can separate it from
the rate constant by varying the field D (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Mu+Gv Magnetic field dependence of the
rate constant k — Ai/[0j]. The solid line represents the
fitted curve.
Herewith we got k„ = (6.28±0.19) x l O - ' W s " 1 ,
while Senba et al. obtained (5.H±0.16) x l O - ' W s " 1
in a tranversc field under slightly different conditions [2].
kci, was determined to (2.25 ± 1.55) x l O ' ^ c m ' s " 1 .
Compared to the rate constant for the reaction H+O2 —>
HO2 (2.1 X l O ' ^ c r n V " 1 [3]), this suggests a strong isotope effect. The large errors of these preliminary results
will be reduced in further experiments and with an improved method of analysis.
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DYNAMICS OF CYCLOHEXADIENYL RADICALS IN ZEOLITES
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Zeolites arc of considerable importance for the chemical industry as catalysts and molecular sieves, The catalytic properties of zeolites depend strongly on the interaction of reactants with the internal surface along with
the sorbate mobility within the zeolite framework. The
understanding of the dynamics of translation, rotation
and reorientation allows therefore to develop models for
elementary key steps in catalytic processes.
In our present study we investigate the dynamics
of radicals in two types of zeolites (NaZSM-5 and silicalite), which differ in their sodium and aluminum content, and therefore in their properties to bind sorbates.
The cyclohexadienyl radical, which is formed upon addition of muonium to the double bonds of benzene, is
chosen to probe the dynamics of reorientation on adsorption sites and transport processes within the pores
of the zeolite.
Recently, the avoided level crossing muon spin resonance (ALC-^SR) technique demonstrated its usefulness as a powerful tool for the study of transient radicals
adsorbed on silica [1] and in NaZSM-5 [2]. In this technique, the asymmetry of the decay positrons is observed
as a function of the longitudinal magnetic field. The
radicals containing muons as polarized spin labels give
rise to two types of resonances, Ao and Ai (according to the selection rules AM=0 and AM=1), which
are carriers of dynamic information. The Ao resonance
yields information on the correlation time for the spherical reorientation [3]. The Ai resonance is sensitive to
different types of radical motion [4].
ALC-spectra of NaZSM-5 and silicalite with different benzene loadings were monitored between 79 and
396 K. Figure 1 compares the Ai and the strongest Ao
resonance of the cyclohexadienyl radical in the four samples. We observed a considerable effect of the benzene
loading on the Ao and Aj line shapes. The Aj line
width of the higher loading exceeds that of the static
case in both zeolites. This is a sign for a dynamic process on the critical time scale of 30 ns. This reduced
mobility is also reflected in the broadened A o resonance.
On the other hand, the sharp Ai lines of the less loaded
zeolites indicate a fast wobbling motion, while the radical maintains a preferred orientation. This result is
compatible with N'MR studies (TSMR Ä 7 • 104 ns),
which gave evidence of restricted type of motions of
the adsorbed diamagnetic benzene molecule [5]. An
additional muon-electron hyperfine coupling in the Itc-i
loaded NaZSM-5 is consistent with a second adsorption
site where the radical reorients in a different way. Comparison with NMR and calorimetric studies shows that
the two sites in question are intersections and channels.
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Figure 1: ALC-spectra of NaZSM-5 and silicalite with
two different benzene loadings at 296 K: (a) eight and
(b) four CeHo molecules per unit cell NaZSM-5, (c)
eight and (d) two C6Ü6 molecules per unit cell silicalite.
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Following previous studics[l-5j, we have investigated
cyclohexadienyl radicals formed by muonium addition
to benzene adsorbed into zeolite X exchanged with the
counter-cations Li + , Na + , K+, Mg 2+ , Ca 2 + , and Ba 2 + .
Radical Yields: As expected from the differing
electrostatic fields introduced in a zeolite according to
the nature of its counter-cation, we found some variations in the radical yield. For MgX, CaX and BaX,
the yields at 300K are 4.8%, 7.1% and 7.5%, following the trend in Ionisation potential for the atoms. We
propose that this reflects the decreasing electron capture power of the cations, leaving the electrons free for
capture by the rnuons. We plan to measure muonium
yields in unloaded zeolites to verify this proposition. A
similar trend is found for the Group 1 cations, where
the radical yield increases from 7.4% to 10.1% on going
from LiX to KX; we suggest for similar reasons.
Hyperfine Couplings: As with our result for NaX,
the couplings are in all cases barely affected by the nature of the zeolite, and so we conclude that the spin distribution in the cyclohexadienyl radical is only weakly
influenced by adsorption in the zeolites.
Mobility of Radicals: Again, we have found very
little variation in the derived activation parameters according to the type of zeolite used. We find an activation energy of ~4 k.I/mol in most cases, which corresponds to that measured from a neutron scattering
study of benzene in Na mordenite: this was attributed
to a low energy reorientational mode in which the benzene molecule rotates around a particular cation.
The one exception was BaX, in which the radicals
were located in a fluid like phase, given the sharp (liquidlike) lines that were observed. We propose that the
large Ba 2 + cations exclude the benzene molecules from
the zeolitic supercages, so that they are located in the
extra-granular voids rather than within the grain pores.
P h a s e Transition: In all media, we find a phase
transition for benzene in the region of its normal melting point, but which we do not believe to be the actual melting process. For bulk benzene this occurs at
~270 K (8 K below the melting temperature); the signature of this transition is the abrupt change in the muon
coupling from ~518 MHz to —525 MHz. The temperature at which this occurs varies according to the type of
zeolite in which the benzene is adsorbed, being raised
slightly in all cases. It is known that restriction of benzene molecules to small clusters can profoundly alter
its physical properties, e.g. melting point, but the constancy of the change in the muon coupling and the similarity in the temperature at which this occurs reinforces
our view that the phenomenon is one involving only a
few near-neighbour benzene molecules.

N e x t Steps: For BaX, NaX and Na mordenite,
we propose to examine the influence of benzene loading
on the formation of fluid-like phases, For the loadings
used so far (~30%ww) it was expected that the zeolite
pores would be saturated, based on nitrogen adsorption
(BET) data. Yet, except for BaX, sharp lines indicating benzene located in extragranular regions were not
seen, so a surface adsorbed state prevails. Studying
different benzene loadings on X and mordenite (which
has a smaller loading capacity, according to BET data),
should elucidate the adsorption behaviour of benzene at
the molecular level.
P l i C H O M u Radicals: Preliminary experiments
on the influence of solvent on the PhCHOMu radical
showed that the muon coupling was profoundly environment-dependent, suggesting its use as a probe of zeolite
cation-radical interactions. The following results show
the suitability of the radical for this purpose:
Zeolite

LiX
NaX

KX

A„ (MHz)
12.61
12.68
13.06

Zeolite

MgX
CaX
SrX
BaX

A„ (MHz)
11.94
12.54
12.96
14.12

It is clear that the couplings follow the trend in
charge/radius ratio for both singly- and doubly-charged
cations. Results from ring-substituted PhCHOMu radicals show that as the electron demand of the ring increases, the coupling falls: we conclude, therefore, that
its variation in the zeolite series is due to association
between the aromatic r-electrons and the cation.
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Negative muons (fi~) implanted in graphite will preserve about 1/6 of the initial polarization when cascading down to the lowest Bohr orbital (1 2 Si/2) after
capture by a C atom. This has been known since the
discovery of parity violation in the n-fi-e
decay chain
[1]. The loss of polarization during the cascade is well
understood on the basis of spin-orbit coupling. In a
previous report we mentioned that the same residual
polarization was also found for p.~ in diamond but, surprisingly, not for n~ in the fullerene Ceo [2]. In that
sample neither the \i~-precession signal nor the analog
to a muoniuin or radical like precession pattern in low
field, i.e. the fi~ coupled to an unpaired electron, is
observed.
This absence of polarization implies that in the Coo
sample the \i~ in the Is ground state is exposed to a
strong fluctuating hyperfine interaction, and that the
electron involved undergoes a rapid spin relaxation (of
the order of the hyperfine splitting frequency). This
hypothesis can be tested in a longitudinal-field (LF)
^"-decoupling experiment. A very crude observation
performed with the modified 'Avoided Level Crossing'
(ALC) set-up indicated that a quenching might happen
between 1 and 1.5T - although the measurement conditions needed serious improvement. This will be the
main goal of further measurements.
In another approach, in order to learn about the
origin of the fluctuating hyperfine fields, we also examined a metallic CGO salt, a KaCoo-powder sample with
Tc = 19 K - a quantity of 5g! The expected full p~
residual polarization is found between room temperature and ~ 110K (Figure 1) and the signal asymmetry is
only slightly reduced at lower temperature, apparently
in a smooth way down to 12 K. Thus, it is quite clear
that the observed \i~ depolarization is solely specific
to the (non-metallic) Ceo fullerene among the carbon
allotropes.
The result obtained with negative muons in foG'so
may find different explanations.

Figure 1: / J ~ S R signal for a K3C60 sample at 110 K
in a transverse field of 52 mT. The full (1/6) residual
polarization is observed. (The underlying exponential
decay is the background signal stemming from the //"
fraction having stopped and depolarized outside of the
K3C60 sample).
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(i) The presence of free charge carriers may lead to
extremely rapid spin exchange scattering, essentially suppressing the ^"-electron hyperfine coupling.
(ii) The unpaired electron is associated with a metastable state in the atomic electron shell created by
the muon-capture cascade. The presence of free
carriers may lead to a rapid quenching (annealing)
of this state, eliminating any hyperfine coupling.
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NUCLEAR STRUCTURE OF 166Tm FROM (a,3n) 7-RAY AND
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Odd-odd nuclei, in spite of their extremely complex
structures, provide the unique opportunity to study the
neutron-proton residual interaction at low-excitation energies. Most comprehensive studies on deformed oddodd nuclei combine high-resolution results from neutron
capture gamma-ray spectroscopy and from direct transfer reactions. Therefore, only neutron rich nuclei adjacent to stable odd-even isotopes, and only their relatively low-spin levels, can be investigated in this way,
It was shown, however, that the yrast band of light
rare-earth doubly-odd isotopes can be observed up to
high spins using (HI,xn) reactions. Along this line a
series of neutron deficient odd-odd Tm isotopes were
studied by Drissi el al. [1}. One of the main difficulties is to establish the decay path from the yrast band
head to the ground state and to assign spins in a model
independent way- A comparison of level energy differences in corresponding bands of a series of nuclei was
shown to be a practical way of spin assignment. To
be a valid method, it is necessary that the spins be directly determined experimentally and reliably at least
in one nucleus of the series. A detailed investigation of
166
Tm was undertaken to provide this reference. This
nucleus is at the end of the chain of odd-odd Tm nuclei
previously investigated, it is well deformed so that its
structure is expected to be predictable from a knowledge of the odd-A neighbours, and it can be conveniently populated by the 165 Ho(a, 3n) reaction. The
use of ö-particles presents two main advantages: relatively high-spin states can be populated, and second,
the singles spectrum can be observed with the Fribourg
on-line curved-crystal spectrometer (CCS) [2] installed
at the Paul Scherrer Institut.
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Figure 1: A comparison of the two singles spectra which
illustrates the superiority of the curved-crystal spectrometer
in resolving the multiplets in a complex 7-ray spectrum.

The 166 Tm nucleus was previously investigated (mostly) by way of decay experiments (see eg. ref. [3]) and
only ground state properties were known with certainty.
Therefore, extended in-beam spectroscopy experiments
were performed using the 165 Ho(a,3n) 166 Tm reaction.
T i singles 7-spectra and the excitation functions have
been measured using 2 Ge detectors, at PSI. Since the
spectra were very complex, the low energy part (34 to
342 keV) was subsequently scanned with the in-beam
high resolution CCS. The instrument permitted simultaneous recording of four orders of reflection and had an
angular resolution between 4 and 6 arcsec corresponding to an energy resolution of less than 50 eV for a 100
keV transition in the second order (see Fig. 1). A four
parameter (E-,i, E-,2, 7-,I-RF, T-,J-RF) coincidence experiment was performed to establish the level scheme.
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The angular distribution experiment consisted of measuring the 7-rays at 6 different angles between 15° and
90". This, together with the singles electron spectra and
e-e coincidence measurements performed at the Institut
für Strahlen und Kern Physik der Universität Bonn gave
indications on the multipolarity of many transitions.
Based on the data a level scheme consisting of 178
transitions placed among 6 well-developed and 4 partial
rotational bands is proposed. Its energy loops are satisfied within a few electron volts which is comparable
to the precision obtained from the crystal spectrometer. Level spins and parities were determined and the
results were interpreted in the framework of the Kilsson
model by comparison with predictions. The GallagherMoszkowski splitting for the jff5+[411] ± J / | + [ 6 4 2 ] | configuration was determined to be 245(20) keV. The complete results of this first comprehensive study of the
doubly-odd deformed 166 Tm nucleus have been published in ref. [4].
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COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS IN 160Ho AND ANOMALOUS
SIGNATURE SPLITTING PHENOMENA IN ODD-ODD NUCLEI
£•80-01, niUlOUHO
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The elcclfofttägflctk pfopcflks of the ytasl bähd of
Ilc> were studied by S-ilicb et al. (1) with standard
in4>cartt vray speetroscopy using the i5? Tb(o,3n*/) reaction. The experimental results show that the B(M1)/
fl(E2) ratios increase conspicuously for rotational frequencies larger than 0.2!) MeV< This increase was observed (1] considering transitions between weakly populated levels. The ^-intensities could thus be accidentally
biased by undetected contaminations. The use of different nuclear reactions leading to the same final nucleus
provides a method to lest the reality of the observed
effect atid to detect possible interferences which may
bias the observed intensities. Since the (o.3ri*f) reaction
«•«£ already used In f.(. [tj. UI«J 1S4 Sffi( n Ü,5r^j reaction » M selected here, The observation of the h(Ml)
/0{E2) ratios can thus atso be extended to higher spin
values.
ii;o

The 1 ( ti beam from the Philip? variable energy cyclotron at P5f (Villigen/Switiefland) was focused onto
a self-supporting metallic target of 154 Sm (3 mg/crn 2
thickness) enriched to 95.3 %. Measurements of excitation functions and Yi confidences were performed,
from the obtained data a level scheme fof 15QHo Was developed. It includes four rotational bands, Ohe of which
was observed for the first time.
The experimental li(Ml)/B(£2} ratios obtained in
«he pfseftt work by the t i 4 Sm("B.5n7) reaction were
Compared to lfW*<? obuiffd by Salkio el al. [I|. The
present results are in very good a?recr».em with those
of fef- (I) (observed in the range 0S< A-- < .23 MeV).
The increase of «he ß(Ml)/B(E2) ratios al frequencies
Iarg?r th*f» 0.25 MeV i; confirmed, as shown in fig. 1.
The ots-ned i n c r e ^ o f the OfMU/0(E2) ratios at
hi§h frefjueftties »as interpreted as an indication of a
(hange in th» nature of th» wave functions in the region
of the secotd bjckb^f.dif!?., i.e. kt rotational frcquend*s areund 0 J* MeV. U hA.« IO fa* stressed \hzi «he
theory do*s rvo* repfoda-:? «he ob's-rv«! shape of the
The qyrsJiQft of «h» signature ifivtfston was reviewed
for a $??!€3 tstdZTjh$y--&il txchi in tb^ laf-p=eaith rtgJDa.
Th? vArUdionof «he itoznizti frequency as a function of
[2\ fot a «»if» of nM?ki with a ,gjv*r« f=VZj
i' affrafs «Si»! '»h» ifi»»r?eöh f«?rj'fen<^y
CQ(V«!.*A1. Sth-S«: l!it imefssofi frtquefty
o-»»:r a Urge friqsKti?) domttrt. wt-.efe dtfT'tef.t physical
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Figure 1: Experimental B(M1.J -» l-l)/fi(E2.l - t 1-2)
as a function of the rotational frequency for the yrast
band of 1? 'Ho. The dashed line represents theoretical predictions obtained from the revised Donau and
Fraucndorf formula % A],
two different kinds of inversion* lan be considered. The
qualitative picture of the phenomenon illustrates the
difficulty of explaining the inversion by a single mechanism.
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CALCULATION OF THE SPIN DEORIENTAT1ÖN IN
REACTIONS
Z-ÖO-ÖÖ, FftlBOURO

P. Ccjnnr f ',S. DHssi*, J.Krrn'
* Physics Department, University, C114700 Fribourg, Switzerland
f Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, CZ-25001 Prague, Czech Republic

Angular distribution* of 7 transitions depopulating
low-lying nuclear 9tat«9 in capture or fusion reactions
are frequently used for spin assignments, The anisotropy
results from the spin alignment of the compound states,
which is preserved to a large extent for slates populated
subsequently by pjiftisle and 7-räy cascades. We have
developed a method for modellingthe spin dcorientation
process and compare its predictions with experimental
Jata.
Angulardhtributionsof transitions depopulating the
llolls
C d discrete levels in the 1 0 8 U 0 Pd(a, In*,) »caclion» were recently measured with the PSI variableenergy cyclotron [I]. Data corresponding to the profrlifc *jwgy Er, s 27 MeV for »"Cd, tai'l E.t - 25
MoV and 15 McV for m C d m Available, The sidefeeding part of the rn-substnte population of discrete
IcVcb ist supposed to h&ve t» Gaussian shape [21. Values
of the Gaussian parameter a for Individual " 0 U 3 C d
levels were extracted from data by the procedure described in Ref. (2]. Results, averaged over strongly populated levels, arc as follows: (<r) - 2.2(5) for ilö Cd with
Ea s 27 MeV. and (a) s 2.1(1) and 1.1(3) for l l 3 Cd
with Eo - 25 McV and 15 McV, respectively.
The appropriate formalism for calculation» of the
spin dcorientation in nuclear reactions is provided by
the statistical model [3], In order to perform such calculations, we have modified the computer programme
Avalanche [>l]< With the modified programme, it is possible to calculate the spin orimtation at variou^ stages
of compound-nucleus reactions for arbitrary projectile
energies, particularly tha. part of the rn-substate population of discrete level* contributed by transitions from
th» quvi^oruimiiitn region. Results of calculations for
the above reactions were found to b€ consistent with
it» atovc Gaussian AMumption. The valua of <f determined in the cakutaibfl* were compared with iho«
derived from dita ttesults for li7 Cd copulated at Ea a
lit MeV are shown in Fig. 1.

Ua « 25 McV

llO

'pd(a,2ny)n2Cd

;j«3 " j j . |

Figure I: A comparison of the experimental and theoretical values of the parameter a for m C d . The horizontal axis represents the level excitation energy, the
level spins are appointed to each theoretical curve and
are also distinguished by specific symbols for experimental points.
perimental and calculated values of a was obtained. In
this case, the theoreticil average is (a) Ä 2.3.
The observed change of (a) with the projectile energy is significant for the determination of the M1+E2
mixing ratios 6 in the angular-distribution analyses. Values of 6 derived from the data differ significantly when
various constraints are imposed upon 0. Since the calculation.« of the present kind contribute to a reliable
determination of <r. they are of practical interest.
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For " f Cd. the averagrs of th" theoretical value* of
if f»f individual te\th are (<?) = 2.2 and 1.4 for E« r; 25
MeV and 15 MeV, respectively. The difference is caus»?d
by a change of lh<r average rrühiplirrity of 7 ray* a.» a
function of tb? pfoj*<til«! en*rgy A satisfactory agreement with th« fxp"rirrtrnlal valu«? (<r) » observed for
\\\i hi?h?r pfoj?<«i!f energy {y*. Fig 1) The A^rr«:rtif fit
for the !o*rf proj'ictil«; energy u not as good {*<* tH?
txp*rimcntal valy (<f) given above"), wtkh <itt probably b* iKnWl to th* chang«! of th«i i'«jjc«lil* energy
acrms the target lhi«rlrt?*4 Fof "'Cd kv«b fx)pul«il«J
at Et, s 17 McV. H
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POSITRON POLARIMETRY FROM POLARIZED nN
Z-90-07, LEUVEN - LOUVAIN • WISCONSIN - ZUIMCH
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Tlie comparison between the longitudinal polarization of /7-particlcs emitted in two opposite directions
(backward/forward) relative to the nuclear spin provides a sensitive means of testing the helicity structure
of weak interactions and to search for new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) [1]. We proposed to
measure such a polarization ratio with a relative error
smaller than 1% in the decay of 12A'. The details of
the experimental setup höv.? been previously reported
2] and analysis of the first data-set has been completed
3], During n second data taking run some experimental conditions were improved and several tests were performed to give a better control on possible systematic
effects. The analysis of the new data is in progress.
The sensitivity of this experiment to deviations from
the SM predictions strongly depends on the nuclear polarization and on the polarimeter analyzing power [1,2].
Additional test« have been carried out to further improve thew parameters:
ij The polarization transfer in the 12C'(p, n)12JV production reaction has been studied at several proton energiffs between 20 and 2.5 MeV. Fig. 1 shows the ß-tlecny
asymmetry of 13A* ions implanted either, in the At backings of a C/Al stack target (squares), or in pure C (circles). The data have been normalized to the maximum
value observed around 20.5 MeV. The lines through
the points are to guide the eye. The horizontal bars
indicate the proton energy losses in the targets. These
results confirm the change in sign of the polarization
transfer coefficient at 23 MeV [•!].
it) A significant improvement in the polarimeter analyzing power has Iren achieved using Lilt M a positrcnium {Pi) formation medium instead of MgO powder.
Th-? ratio b*tw»-(i Ps <lvT.i¥ sp-fitfa tzk^n fo? two opposite directions of the polarimeter magnetic field ate
shown in Fig 2. The population of the pi*udo»triplet
component, which is sensitive to the J-longitudinal polaiuativn. has a factor of 2.7 larger asymmetry in Lite
than in M<jO. ThiJ j * attributed to the bwer depolarization of positrons in that medium. Despite this large
factor. Lilt is no* snprrior to MgO in thr overall figure
of m?n« due tö a 3 7 times lrr»-er Pa formation fraction
under actual condition» and «o lUr presence of the intrnvc 2 nf O5fnpon?ns. associated with ft?-? positron dcca>s. which extend over the fwrud^lnpkt rogion and
further iftlu«?<?3 th- '-im«! windo* in «hkh the signal
dominates.

P , , , I . , , , ! . , , . I , . . , I .,, '.,.. I , . , ,
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Figure 1: /?^decay asymmetry of ls iV, produced in the
i<2
C(p, n)l7N reaction, vs the proton energy.
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Figure 2: Ratio between Pa decay spectra taken for the
two directions (f 1) of the polarinvter magnetic fiekl.
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Tv-SHELL IONIZATION INDUCED IN MEDIUM-MASS ELEMENTS
BY IMPACT WITH 4 //Ö++-IONS OF INTERMEDIATE VELOCITIES
Z-90-00, FR1BOURG - SW1ERK • BASEL
D, Böschung', M.W, Carlen', J.-CI. Dousse', B, Galley", 1. Halnbuka1, Ch. Herren', 3. Hoszowska', J. Kern',
T, Ludziejewski', Ch. Rltetiie', P. Rymuza f , Z. Sujköwski*,
* Physics Department, University of Fribourg, CH-1700 Fribourg, Switzerland
f Institute for Nuclear Studies. PL.Q5-400 Swierk, Poland
J Physics Department, University of Basel, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland

The KG and Ktf x-ray spectra of Zr(Z *= 40), \to(Z 42), Pd(Z = 4G) and l't(Z = 59) bombarded by 28, 40,
65, and 100 MeV 4 //c Ä+ -ions were measured with the
high resolution transmission curved crystal spectrometer of Frtbourg installed at PSI in the experimental area
B [1], The K ö i . j i 1 and K/?^/, 1 satellite lines were observed and resolved from the parent diagram lines,
The experimental energy shifts of the KL1 x-ray
satellites deduced from our measurements were compared to results of rnulticonfiguration Dirac-Fock calculations. A very good agreement was obtained. The
<m?rgy rliffttenas E(KL')-E(KL°) are expected to be
nearly independent of the additional outer-shell ionization. Thus the observed energy shifts should not depend
on the beam energy, which was confirmed quite well by
our experiment.
From the satellite to diagram line yield ratios, corrected for rearrangement processes taking place in the
excited atom prior to the K x-ray emission, the average
L-shell ionization probabilities for nearly central collisions were deduced. They were compared to theoretical
predictions from the scrniclaussical independent particle
approximation using hydrogenic wavefunctions (SCAHU'F) or Dirac-Fock wave functions (SCA-DHF) and
to results of n-body classical trajectory Mon'e-Carlo
(CTMC) calculations (sec Fig.l). A quite satisfactory
agreement between the experimental and SCA-Df IF theoretical values is obtained whereas largo discrepancies
up to a factor of 2 and 1.6 are observed for the predictions of the SCA-HWF and CTMC models, respectively, both giving too small L-shcll ionization probabilities. A particu'ar merit of this experiment was thus to
prove that SCA predictions, concerning L-shell ionization probabilities of medium-mass elements, are drastically improved when relativistic Hartree-Fock wavefunctions are used for the bound and continuum electrons instead of relativistic hydrogrnic ones. More details about thr rxp<Tiimnt and tli^ obtain^ MSUIU are
given in [2j.
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Figure 1: Ratio of the experimental average L-shell
ionization probability per electron and the theoretical
predictions vs the reduced velocity TJ for the elements
zirconium (O). molybdenum (A), palladium (o), lanthanum (•) (Ref.(3])( and praseodymium (•). In (a) the
theoretical SCA-HWF calculations are used, in (b) th»
SC/-DHF. and (c) the CTMC ones.
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MEASUREMENT OP THE NEUTRON-PROTON SPIN
CORRELATION PARAMETER AT FORWARD ANGLES.
Z-01-02.1, BASEL - PSI
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S. Mango', B, van den Brandt', I, Sick', Ph, Steiner', PL Triieb', M f4eier'
* Institut für Physik der Universität Basel, CH 4056 Üascl
f Paul BrMmr Institut, CH 5232 Villigon PS1
The tensor force is one of the dominating components of the nucIcon-nucleon(NN) interaction. It has
the unique property of mixing states with different angular momentaL± ~ J±l, where J is the total angular
momentum, At low energies the strength of the tensor force is described predominantly by the aS\ - 3 D\
isoscalar mixing parameter <i,
The binding energies of few-nucleon systems as well
as nuclear matter saturation properties arc very sensitive to the isoscalar tensor force [1], In addition the
study of non-nucleonic degrees of freedom, such as meson exchange current contributions (MEC) to electromagnetic form factors of light nuclei, require a precise
knowledge of D-state admixture, since S~ D transitions
tire of newly equal size, but of opposite sign to MEC.
The determination of the mixing parameter et faces
two problems: Firstly, only higher order spin observables such as spin-correlation or spin-transfer parameters in n - p scattering are sensitive to ([, observables
which are difficult to measure [2], Secondly, these observables are also sensitive to the other poorly determined quantity, the 'Pi phase. As a consequence the
values of (i and lP\ determined from phenomenological phase-shift analyses are strongly correlated and are
poorly known.
MOO

difficult detection of the scattered neutron, For practical purposes only the time-of-flight (TOF) can be measured. This limited information requires that the large
background contribution (up to 00%) has to be measured separately and subtracted (Fig, 1),
Preliminary results are shown in figure 2 together
with the Paris and Bonn potential and a phase shift
analysis, The At, data of the present experiment toSpin Correlation AM
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Figure 2: Neutron-Proton spin correlation parameter
Att at an incident neutron energy of 67.5 MeV.

Neutron Detector at fl|tt= 22.4

gether with the onus of Hamrnana et al.[5] which we
have measured previously, lead to a reduction of the
crrorbar by a factor of 2.
Recent achievements in polarizing plastic scintillation material [6] lead us to propose a new measurement
[7] of the same observable. An active polarized target
allows us to detect the recoil proton in coincidence with
the scattered neutron which will reduce the background
by a factor of ~40. \\V? »xp*«;t with the new measurement to reduce the errorbar of <i by another factor of
-2.
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To improve the knowledge of (i we measured the
spin correlation parameter A,, using a polarized neutron taam [3] scattered off a polarized proton target [•!}.
the first measurement of Ati below -100 MeV at forward
angles. In the angular region below GO0 CM scattering
angle A,t is virtually independent of the : P j phase but
has a larpe sensitivity to t\<
A measurement of Alt at small angles requires the
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PAST NEUTRON DOSIMETRY
Z-92-0G, PTB - UVV - PSI
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* Physikalish-Tcchniache Bundesanstalt (PTß), Bundesalice 100, D-38116 Bmunscbwelg, Germany
t University of Wisconsin (UVV), 1300 University Avenue, Madison, USA
t Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), CI1-5232 Villigen, Switzerland

The response of systems to neutron irradiation is often modelled with the related quantities, absorbed dose
and kcrma, Absorbed dose is the amount of energy
absorbed per mass while kcrm-i is the energy released
to charged particles per mass by uncharged radiations,
i.e., no assumptions are made about where the energy
is deposited, Kcrma factors, defined as the kerma per
fluence, are useful for estimating the absorbed dose in
cases where the direct measurement of absorbed dose
is impossible or impractical. An important example of
this is the dosimetry for neutron cancer radiation therapy, which is made difficult by the lack of a material
that is both tissue-like and that is suitable for use in
dosimeters, The commonly used A-150 plastic, a tissue
substitute, comprises of too little 0 and to much C tobe
considered as tissue equivalent, and a correction factor
must be applied. Kenna factors for A-150, C, and 0 are
the basic data needed for that correction. The goal of
this work is to improve the accuracy of neutron dosimetry by measuring neutron kerma factors, with particular
emphasis on the biologically relevant elements.

kerma factor measurements for O, N, Al, Si, Mg, ond
Fe in the near future.
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Neutron beams at modern cancer therapy facilities
often have energies of about CO MeV. Kcrma factors
are sufficiently well known below about 20 MeV for the
biologically relevant elements. Above about 20 MeV,
there is little experimental data available (except for
II), mainly due to the difficulties introduced by the lack
of intense monoenergetic neutron sources above that energy. The quasi-monoenergetic beams at the PSI have
proven suitable for kerma factor measurements.
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Over the last several years, a collaborative effort including \hf. PTB, UW, and PSI has yielded many measured kerma factors including values for A-150, C and
O [1, 2]. Most recently Schrewc et al. [2] published the
first integral kcrma factor measurements for O above
25 MeV, which arc given in Fig. 1. Two quantities were
measured: absorbed dose, which is numerically equal to
kerma under conditions of secondary charged particle
equilibrium, and the neutron spectral fiuence. We measured the absorbed dose in O by applying a difference
technique to measurements in a matched-pair of Zr and
ZrOj low-pressure proportional counters [3, 4]. The reduction of the absorbed dose measurements includes a
conversion of the measured dose in the counting gas to
i h f i the wall (the material of interest). For that, we
us- values from the comprehensive tables of gas-to-wall
absorbed d>se conversion factors recently computed by
Ncwhauücr et al. [5. C] for the 25 MeV to 250 MeV neutron energy range.
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Figure 1: Measured neutron kerma factors It for oxygen
as a function of neutron energy En.

We anticipate publishing the results of additional
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HIGH RESOLUTION STUDY OP THE Kft X-RAY SPECTRA
INDUCED BY PROTON AND PHOTON IMPACT ON Zr, Mo, AND
Pd TARGETS
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l</?2 x iy spectra of Zr, Mo, and Pd induced by
photons, and IG-, 25-, 45 MeV protons were measured
with a transmission bent crystal spectrometer operated
in the modified DuMond slit geometry [1]. The observed
satellite structures were analysed by fitting the theoretical line profiles constructed on the basis of extensive
MCDF calculations. Assuming that the K/?j satellite
tines originate from the K- plus M- shell ionization, the
average M-shcll ionization probabilities (PM) were determined for proton and photon impacts. The results
are listed in Table 1 together with the predictions of
the sudden approximation calculations. The photon

Zr

Mo

Pd

phot, low E

7.58 (38)

8.20 (38)

2.64 (22)

phot, high E

8.39 (35)

8.60 (30)

2.98 (20)

16 MeV p

9.25 (62)

9.45 (36)

4.12 (30)

25 MeV p

9.16 (36)

8.52 (46)

3.17(33)

45 MeV p

9.76 (30)

8.10 (33)

3.10 (34)

shake (SA)

3.428

2.730

1.831

age energy of the photon beam, Two processes leading
to the observed energy dependence are discussed; the
direct knock-out of M-shell electrons by a photoelectron, and the breakdown of the sudden approximation
for the low energy photoelectrons and 6 electrons. The
resulting pur most likely depend on the interplay of both
processes,
The results for protons show essentially the same
behavior of the total psi as in the case of photoionization. Even if the direct Coulomb ionization is taken
into account, the experimental pt,j are systematically
larger than the sum of direct ionization and shake-off
plus shake-up contributions.
By combining the results for proton impact with
those for photons we determined the experimental direct Coulomb ionization probabilities in near central
collisions. The overall dependence of the experimental p\f is rather well reproduced by the SCA theory.
However, in view of the large systematic and statistical
errors the procedure does not allow for a critical discussion of dependence of the SCA calculations on the
wavefunctions used.
Finally, it is suggested that the observed enhancement of the satellite lines for both proton and photon
impact is due to the contribution of the K0^ (4^3/2,5/2
—> Is) radiative transitions. For metals with 40<Z<48,
where the 4dn/2.s/2 states belong to the valence band,
the quadrupole K0* transition can acquire dipole properties, which results in a strong enhancement of its intensity.

Table 1: Experimental M-sliell ionization probabilities
deduced from the A',32 V 1 satellites of Zr, Mo, and Pd
induced by photons and 16-, 25-, and 45- MeV protons. The experimental results are accompanied by the
theoretical (sudden approximation) calculations of the
M-shell shake-off plus shake-up ionization probabilities.
(For details see [3]).

A detailed discussion of these results can be found
in (3).
Support for this work was provided by the Polish
Committee for Scientific Research Grants Nos. 2P 302
119 07 and 115 P03 95 09 and by the Swiss National
Science Foundation.

data demonstrate an essential excess of the satellite line
yields owr those calculated within tl.<* sudden approximation model (SA) with the use of reliable SCF wavefunctions. We would expect the SA theory to overest : Tiate the experimental p,\{, since the assumed condition of a sudden change of the central potential is not
fulfilled for the low-energy part of the ejected photoelcctron spectrum. In addition, it was found that the
M-shell ionization probabilities increase with the aver-
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APPLICATION OF PROTON ACTIVATION FOR BIOKINETIC
STUDIES IN HUMANS USING STABLE ISOTOPES
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The fields of radioprötection and nutritional sciences
need reliable biokinetic data for specific elements, These
data are often missing or very poor and mostly based on
investigations on animals. The double tracer technique,
which consists of the simultaneous administration of two
isotopes of the same element, one given orally and the
other intravenously, is employed for the estimation of intestinal absorption, plasma clearance and biokinctic parameters, The concentration of both tracers in plasma
are measured at different poatadministration times, and
the data analyzed according to cither the convolution
integral method or to a compartrncntal model. This
kind of approach enables the assessment of the fi value
(intestinal absorb«! fraction),
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Our group has developed a method which combines
the double tracer technique with proton nuclear activation. This method allows investigations in humans using stable isotopes, avoiding the use of radiotracers. At
the PSI Philips Cyclotron an irradiation chamber was
mounted, which enables the activation of up to 40 samples under the same irradiation conditions. The chamber is similar to the one previously built at the Joint
Research Center of Ispra [1], with the following improvements: more samples can be simultaneously irradiated,
a computer controlled system drives the stepping motor which moves the rotating plate where samples are
placed and performs an on-line check of irradiation. The
samples are self-supporting discs (8 mm diameter, 1 mm
thickness) prepared from pulverized blood serum and
mounted in aluminum frames.

Figure 1: Concentrations in plasma of the ingested
tracer vs. time for a human subject. The administered
quantities of 96 Mo were: 5 mg (exp. 1), 1 mg (exp. 2),
1 mg (exp. 3), 0.5 mg (exp. 4), 0.5 mg together with
an infant formula (exp. 5). The values were normalized
to an ingestion of 100 t*g of 96Mo
quantity and administration form were studied during
this year (Fig.l). Investigations on the biokinetics of zirconium were performed with 90Zr and 96 Zr as feasibility
tests in experimental animals [3]. The data confirmed
a very low intestinal absorption (< 0.2 %) of zirconium
as reported in the literature.

In order to induce (p,n) reactions in the nuclei of
interest, the proton beam energy in the middle of the
sample is chosen to maximize tie cross- sections (about
12 MeV for the isotopes which we are interested in).
Typical values of 10 fiA for the beam intensity and 10
hours for the irradiation time were used. Each sample
remained in the beam for \.\% of the total irradiation
time corresponding to sso mC. After the irradiation the
samples were automatically ejected from the plate and
the 7-deexitation spectra were collected, in order to determine the concentration of the isotopes of interest.
The 7-spcctra were measured starting 8h after irradiation in order to reduce the activity of short-lived radioisotopes. HPGe detectors systems ( 30 9c relative efficiency) connected to multichannel buffer cards (EG&G
Ortcc 916A MCB) were used. In the List years the technique has been optimized for the study of Molybdenum
utilizing 95 Mo and 96 Mo [2]. The dependence of biokinetic behaviour of Mo in humans on the administered
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STUDIES OF CP VIOLATION IN NEUTRAL KAON DECAYS
USING TAGGED KAONS AT LEAR
CPLEAR(PS105),
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In the CPLEAR experiment, K° and K° are produced in the anniliilation of pp at rest;
pp -> I I'+TTO -

eac

' ' ~ 0.2% branching fraction.

The initial flavour of the neutral kaon is identified by
the electric charge of the accompanied charged kaon.
The following four time dependent scrnileptonic decay rates are measured as functions of proper time r:
initial 1 ^ K°

\ e 7r+i/e()
(r) :

()

()

If the AQ = AS rule is vajjd, N~(r) and 7v+(r) are
possible only through a K°-K° oscillation.
The experimentally obtained asymmetry
8
A

/

10

12 14

16 18

, .
Figure 1: The observed CP asymmetry, >i+_(r), for the
7r+7r~ final states. The solid line is obtained by fitting
the expected expression to the data.

is fitted by the phenomenologically expected expression:
2Rex) e- T

- 2Rcx) e- T /

(1)

7r+ff~ decay amplitudes. In the fit, |r/+-| and c>+_ are
treated as free parameters.
_
Using 1.6 x 107 reconstructed K° and K° -+ ff+7r~
events, we obtain [2]

where Ts and n. are the Ks and K L mean lives respectively, Am is the KL-KS mass diftercn ,e and Rear arises
from a possible violation of the AS = AQ rule.
With 700k reconstructed K-> exu decays, we obtain
by fitting equation 1 to the data with Am and Rex as
free parameters [1]
Arn = (527.4 ± 2.9»t«. ± 0.58y,t.) x 107h

|r/+_| = (2.312 ±0.043 s , a t .±0.030 5 y ,,.±0.011 r ,)xlO- 3
t>+. - 42.7° ± 0.9%la,. ± 0.6%y,t. ± 0.9° Äm
where Am = (527.4 ±2.9) x l O 7 ^ " 1 (equation 2) and
the world average values [3] of TS and TL, are used.
By combining our results and the data listed in Ref.4,
we obtain [4]

(2)

where Rer is consistent with zers.
Usinj the observed proper-time distributions for the
initial K° decaying into x+ir~, N+-{T), and its CP conjugated process iV + _(r), a CP asymmetry

<£+_
Am

=
=

43.87" ±0.65°
(530.7±1.3) x 107As~l.
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K+ -» 7r+/*+ e" AND OTHER RARE K + - DECAYS. AGS E865
E-91-02.1, BNL - NEW MEXICO • PITTSBURGH - YALE - INR MOSCOW - BASEL - PSI • ZÜRICH
G.S, Atoyan, V. Atoyan, II, Appel, K, Baker, B, Bassalleck, E, Battistc, D, Bergmann, S, Dhawan, II. Do, S.
Eilerts, J, Eggcr, C, Felder, H- Fischer, M. Gach, W.D. Herold, V.V. Isakov, II. Kaspar, D.E. Kraus, D.M. Lazarus,
L. Lcipuner, J, Lowe, J, Lozano, II, Ma, W, Menzel, J. Missimcr, S, Pislak, A,A, Poblaguev, V. Postoev, A,
Proskurjakov, P. Rehak, M. Shubin, J.A. Thompson, P. Truol, A, Walid, H. Weyer, D. Wolfe, M.E. Zeller,
The experiment E-865 is a second generation experiment following the completion of experiment E-777/851
at Brookhavcn National Laboratory in 1989, E-865 uses
a newly installed K + -beamline and a complete newlybuilt apparatus, It began in 1993 with an engineering
run to test the beamline; in 1994 a test run with part
of the apparatus was carried out, For the experimental period of 1995 (twenty weeks) the full detector was
installed and a first batch of data was collected.
The main components of the apparatus are(fig.l):

on tape. At this rate we have an 80% live time for data
acquisition. With the data collected during the 1995
run we achieved a sensitivity of about 6x10"" n for the
K + —>• 7T+/*+ e~ decay. This is about a factor of four
improvement over our previous result,
For our next run period, 12 weeks in 1996, our detector system will be improved by adding new components,
An additional scintillation hodoscop'1, installed between
PI and P2 and a muon track finding electronics both
of which will cut down the 0-leveI trigger rate, This
last electronic system, developed at PSI, is a fast coincidence logic looking for straight tracks through the
different muon counter planes. To search for K+-decays
with the emission of a neutral particle we will install
a beam hodoscope to determine the trajectory of the
incoming Kaon.

• for the charge separc'ion, a dipole magnet 48D48
with a p r kick of '25 MeV/c,
• a spectrometer, composed of the magnet 120D36,
four Muitiwire proportional counters PI - P4, each
having four views (X,Y,U,V), 2 mm wire-spacing,
and a 1 cm gap; the four chambers give a total
of 20,000 wires which are read out by a PCOS-4
electronic system.
• for particle identification: two Cerenkov counters
each 1.6 meters in length and at atmospheric pressure, filled on the right hand side with methane
or COo (to identify e + ), and on the left hand
side with H2 (to identify e~); an electro-magnetic
shower counter, which is an array of 600 Shashlikelements each consisting of alternately-stacked scintillates and lead plates (11x11 cm, 15 radiation
lengths), and which achieves an C/TT separation at
1 GeV/c of approximately 1%; the muon-detector
consisting of 12 layers of proportional wire tubes
(1 cm 2 ), each layer having 2 views, X and Y and
being separated from its neighbours by 5 cm-thick
steel plates. This muon-detector allows the separation of muons from pions.

CO
p <JI
3

• a trigger hodoscope, consisting of scintillationcounter walls: wall A has 30 counters and is used
to detect charged particles; walls B and C have 48
counters each and are used for the muon-trigger.
With 1.2x 1013 proton per spill on our target we get
about 7x 107 K + in our beamline, which is tuned to a
momentum of 6 GeV/c, about 10% of which decay in the
decay volume. The main constituents of particle flux in
our beamline are protons and pions, about 109 per spill.
They traverse an insensitive region of the apparatus and
are not seen.
In the detector we observe about öOxlO6 charged
panicles per spill. With the simultaneous sighting of 3
charged particles, our requirement for the 0-levet trigger, we register about 2x 10*3 events per spill. Applying
additional trigger conditions enables us to cut this rate
down to about 500 events per spill which are recorded
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Figure 1: Plan view of the apparatus.
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L3 FORWARD-BACKWARD MUON SPECTROMETER
E-92-01.1, L3 COLLABORATION
K,Deiters*, A.DJjksmann", M.Fabre', W.Lusterrnann*, A.Robohm', R.Schrnidf, R.Schnydcr', W.Schöps*
* Paul Scherrcr Institut(CII-5232 Villigcn, Switzerland

In order to meet the detection requirements of
LEP200 the L3 muon spectrometer was extended in the
forward-backward direction. The new Detector covers
the angular range from 43" > 0 > 24". This is essential
for the h:ghcr energies of LEP200 where for example the
process e+e~ -> W+W~ -> Iiadron8+fi+n~ provides a
direct measurement of the triple gauge boson coupling,
In addition the acceptance for the Higgs particle search
in the mass range of 60CcV < MJI < QOGeV will be
doubled,

surcd by two planes of drift cells (8 anode wires) and the
y-coordinatc by one plane (4 anode wires) resulting in
a spacial resolution of about 90/iin and 130/im respectively . Again a precision alignment system is needed to
determine the position of the wires of the Fl-chambers
with respect to those of the barrel-chambers.
In the third region T the deflection in this new toroidal field of 1.2 Tesla in the iron doors of the L3 magnet
is measured by the chamber layers FI, FM and FO to an
accuracy of dp/p=30%, limited by multiple scattering
in the 1 m thick magnet doors(Fig.2).

1 Spectrometer
The forward-backward spectrometer consists of three
layers of precise planar drift chambers mounted on the
magnet doors, which are toroidally magnetized by special coils (Figure 1), The chambers are composed of 64
cells arranged in three layers. Each cell contains four
measuring anode wires and flve field shaping wires. The
single wire resolution is 230/z.n.
Muon detection in the L3 detector is divided into
3 regions. 1 'ie momentum of the muons in the barrel
region (-44,5° < $ < 44.5") is analysed by their bend
in the solenoidal field of the L3 barrel magnet. The
unprecedented momentum resolution of dp/p=2.5% is
reached due to the good spacial resolution of the barrel
drift chambers (80 - 100 (im) and the precision alignment system (30/im).
Muons in the region 36° < 0 < 43° are also analyzed by their bend in the solenoidal field of 0.5 Tesla.
In this S-region the measurement is made by two barrel
chambers MI, MM and by an inner forward or backward
chamber FI. Depending on the 0-angle a momentum resolution of 5-25% is reached. The x-coordinate is mea-
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Figure 2: Momentum Resolution of the F/B Spectrometer

2 Alignment
In the S-region the muon momentum measurement is
made by two barrel layers and the FI-laycr of the F/D
system. The Fl-chambers are mounted on the inner
side of the L3 magnet doors. Since the position of these
doors is unstable, the chamber positions have to be permanently monitored with respect to the barrel chambers. The movement of the doors is of the order of
±5 mm.
The aliment system consists of three elements. Supports to hold distance measuring sensors are installed
on the muon barrel. The Fl-chambers carry reference
blocks. The distance measurement between these two
points is made by 96 optical triangulation sensors in
the x- and y-direction and with 96 linear potentiometers in the z-direction. The position of the x-, y-sensors
with respect to the wires of the muon barrel is measured by an extension of the barrel alignment system
to an accuracy of 50/im. The z-sensors are positioned
by survey measurements to an accuracy of 500 ftm. The
measurement accuracy of the triangulation sensors and
potentiometers is 60 ^m and 20 /im respectively. The
positioning accuracy of the reference blocks with respect
to the wires is 15/im in x, 50/im in y and 300pm in the
z-direction. These numbers result in an alignment accuracy of better than 100/im in the x- and y-direction
and about 600/im in z.

dp/p = ZS%

Barrol-Spoctromoter

•

o

130$

Region T

RoglonS

a 50.

Forward-Backward
Spectrometer

Figure 1: Side view of the L3 muon system. FI, FM, FO are
the inner, middle and outer layers of the forward-backward
muon chambers. MI, MM, MO are the barrel-chambers. IP
is the interaction point
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